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He’s making sure 

that “C” rations 

don’t spoil 
The tin coating on “‘C”’ ration cans does not have to 

be thick—but it is important that it be evenly dis- 
tributed to give sure protection for the contents. But 

how can you measure and inspect a coating that’s 
almost as thin as a shadow? 

U.S. Steel does it with the unique X-ray gage you 

see in the picture. A beam of X-rays is directed at 
the tinplate. The rays penetrate the tin coating and 

cause the iron atoms in the steel base to fluoresce and 
emit X-rays of their own. As these new X-rays 
emerge from the base, they are partially absorbed 

by the tin coating. The X-rays finally leaving the 
tin are measured by a geiger counter and this reveals 

the amount of absorption and, therefore, the coat- 

ing weight. 
Research work like this is one of the factors that 

accounts for the consistent high quality of all types 
of steel made by United States Steel. 

USS is a registered trademark 
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a a TEAMMATES—Young engineer Warren Conner—B.S.M.E. 1956—teams up 
with Armand J. Bilitzke of GM Engineering Staff's Transmission Develop- 
ment Group to test blade-shape models for torque converters. Mr. Bilitzke 
helped design flow table which is unique to the automotive industry. 

a . : . 
teaming up with some of the world’s finest engineer- 
ing and scientific brains. It means working in pleas- 
ant, modern surroundings such as GM’s fabulous 
Technical Center near Detroit. equipped with every 

; conceivable research facility. 

No matter where your interests lie in the vast field of Best of all, it means a future as big as you want to 
engineering, there’s a better-than-good chance you'll make it at GM’s 35 Divisions and 126 plants in 71 
find your place in the sun with one of the 35 Divisions cities and 19 states. A future in which your training, 
of General Motors. your inventive ability, your inquiring mind, your 
For these GM Divisions run the gamut of virtually desire to get ahead will receive quick recognition and 

every field of engineering and science—from engi- unlimited opportunities. 

neering, designing and producing automobiles, You owe it to yourself to investigate the kind of future 
trucks and hundreds of important industrial products General Motors is offering young engineers. Make an 

to helping to solve the unknown challenges of the appointment with the GM Representative next time 
Space Age. he visits your campus or write: General Motors 
Choosing an engineering career with GM means Corporation, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 

- wo . 
GM positions now available in these fields for men © Mechanical Engineering * Electrical Engineering * Industrial Engineering 
holding Bachelors’, Masters’ octors’ degrees: Metallurgical Engineering * Acronautical Enginecring * Ceramic Engineering 

§ bachelors, ters’ and D S Megrees Mathematics * Industrial Design * Physics ¢ Chemistry 
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Benjamin Franklin...on science and humanity 

“The rapid progress true science now makes, occasions means be prevented or cured, not excepting even that 

my regretting sometimes that I was born so soon. It is of old age, and our lives lengthened at pleasure even 

impossible to imagine the height to which may be beyond the antediluvian standard. O that moral science 

carried, in a thousand years, the power of man over were in as fair a way of improvement, that men would 

matter. We may perhaps learn to deprive large masses cease to be wolves to one another, and that human beings 

of their gravity, and give them absolute levity, for the would at Tength learn what they now improperly call 

sake of easy transport. Agriculture may diminish its humanity |” 

labor and double its produce; all diseases may by sure ~Letter to Joseph Priestley, February 8, 1780 

a 
THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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Lockheed’s leadership in aircraft is continuing in missiles. The Missile ae eS Ce , ee 
Systems Division is one of the largest in the industry and its reputation i Pe ' — e ‘ a 8 4 oral . : (ie 2 is attested by the number of high-priority, long-term projects it holds: ie iy a8 3 oo . 2 - . oe = (oe ON the Polaris IRBM, Earth Satellite, Kingfisher (Q-5) and the X-7. ag a  . fo 
To carry out such complex projects. the frontiers of technology in all oe Po a Se 3 : 3 a a a areas must be expanded. Lockheed’s laboratories at Sunnyvale and 7 ee ' e at 
Palo Alto, California, provide the most advanced equipment for research TF ogee. e a : * er a‘ ao , 2 fo ee and development, including complete test facilities and one of the I ree ai, if] boa ae | 
most up-to-date computing centers in the nation. Employee benefits a OF a i «| 
are among the best in the industry. . ei , ae is 

For those who qualify and desire to continue their education, the ae i : a 
Graduate Study Program enables them to obtain M.S. or Ph.D degrees hyod 5 
at Stanford or the University of California, while employed in their — 
chosen fields at Lockheed. oe ag eS 

Lockheed Missile Systems Division was recently honored at the first ‘ br eee 
National Missile Industry Conference as “the organization that ea * 
contributed most in the past year to the development of the art of " eee: . 
missiles and astronautics!” ; Ree ie 

For additional information, write Mr. R. C. Beverstock, College if D i 
Relations Director, Lockheed Missile Systems Division, 7 t 
Sunnyvale , California. P as 

Lockheed / w1ssiLz systEMS DIVISION Se see 
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, YAY NUYS, SANTA GRUZ, VANDENBERG AFB, CALIFORNIA 2 
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Francis Th joined Westinghouse in 1952 
. 

has since earned M.S. degree and 10 U.S. patents 
At 28, Francis T. Thompson, a 1952 B.E.E. graduate engineers who are finding rewarding careers with 
of Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute, is an engineer Westinghouse. You can, too, if you’ve got ambition 

on his way to a distinguished career in a hurry! and you’re a man of exceptional ability. Our broad 
Upon completion of the Westinghouse Student product line and decentralized operations provide a 

Training Course, he was immediately selected to attend diversity of challenging opportunities for talented 

the Advanced Design Course at the University of engineers. Guided missile controls, atomic power, auto- 

Pittsburgh. Upon completion of this course, he was mation, radar, semiconductors, and large power equip- 
assigned to the Research Laboratories where he worked ment are only a few of the fascinating career fields to 
on color TV and high definition TV projects. Since be found at Westinghouse. 
August, 1957, he has been assigned to the New Products Why not find out now about the opportunities for 
Dept. where he has developed a transistorized control you at Westinghouse? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle, 
system combining both digital and analogue equipment Westinghouse Educational Center, Ardmore & Brinton 
to regulate steam turbines in paper plant applications. Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania. 

Most important, Francis Thompson is doing exactly 
what he wants to be doing. He earned his MS degree You CAN BE SURE...1F ITS 
through the Westinghouse Graduate Study Program ‘ 
in 1955 and is now working toward his Ph.D. Active W t h 

in the IRE, he has submitted 45 patent disclosures es In ouse 
(which have already resulted in awards totaling more . 
than $1,000.00); and he has 10 U.S. patents pending. WATCH “WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-DESI ARNAZ SHOWS" 

Francis Thompson is one of many talented young CBS TV MONDAYS 
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*59 Grad the raduate 

Industry’s demand for capable graduates in the fields of science and b par” 
engineering is still exceeding the supply produced by American colleges _ 
and universities. As a result, the most promising members of this year's 
class may well wind up with a number of openings to consider. 

In such circumstances, who would blame a bright young man for at 
least letting the phrase ‘‘eeny, meeny, miny, mo"’ slip through his mind! 

Of course, there is one inescapable conclusion to be considered: open- 
ings are one thing, genuine opportunities quite another. Thoughtful 
examination of such factors as potential growth, challenge, advance- 
ment policy, facilities, degree of self-direction, permanence, and 
benefits often indicates that real opportunity does not yet grow 
on trees. 

Moreover, the great majority of personal success stories are 
still being written by those who win positions with the 

most successful companies. 

For factual and detailed information about careers 
with the world’s pioneer helicopter manufac- 

turer, please write to Mr. Richard L. Auten, 
Personnel Department. 

ms Fe 
ree a 

oy » One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation 
\ “Ce comics pu apa eee IND “eae NE asia Serer 

4 ( ) Bridgeport-Stratford, Connecticut 
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This is the festive season!! For many it is a time when counselors with either psychological or religious back- 

highballs tip higher, when the control over diet and grounds on their staffs for the employees’ benefit. 

drink is abandoned temporarily—a time to “forget our 3 . . 
we ne . . Many recruiters and interviewers who are presently y I cares.” For others it is a vacation, a time to loaf and . 7 . ou de a 

. . coming to the Wisconsin campus list “A Religious 
to sleep late. Others, of the more foolish set, use this -. . | 

: oo. 3 ‘ Faith” as a desirable attribute for a young man enter- 
time to study for finals or to catch up on their reading , . a a a , 

’ . : ing the field of engineers. Seniors, in their Professional 
or problem work. But regardless of the activity, this : 5 

ee | < Orientation class, have heard two or three speakers 
still is the one time of the year when people are heard . . a 

, a . express this point of view. Mr. William H. Younger, 
singing Christmas carols, when more thought and dis- 3 . , 

. . dha : Eastern Sales Manager for the Square D Company, 
play are given in reverence to a “King of Kings and . 7” os 

. a . : told this class on November 20: “One of the things I 
Lord of Lords.” Yes, it is a time when even hard-boiled . . x . a 

. . 5 . look for in a young engineer for a possible position as 
engineers are maybe a little less hard-boiled, a little . . -_ ts 

. an . a a salesman with our company is a Religious Faith. 
more reflective instead of scientific in their thinking. . —— . _ . 

He said he didn’t care what kind of Faith it was, 

. : ’ whether it be Catholic, Protestant, Jewis i . 
Maybe this is the time to repeat the question that . ii tant,, Jewish, Hindu, o 

3 ; é . Si cess eee Islam, but, for an engineer today who must face frus- 
is asked often. “Is our nation really a Christian nation? : : 2 
at . tration and seemingly unsolvable problems, there needs 
This is being asked not only by ministers but by states- . 7 . 

z 5 a to be some kind of a trust in a power greater than 
men, businessmen, engineers, scientists—I dare say by . : . ; : 

; : ; 3 5a his own to give him an inner security to fall back on. 
anyone who is genuinely interested in the motivations . 

of its citizenry. Ethics and Fairness, a part of all world Religions, 

is just as necessary in industrial relations as they are 
Is there something wrong when our fellow engi- jy community or church groups. 

neering graduates are heard to exclaim? “Why, I can’t 

be successful as an engineer if I am Religious. Why, ’'d In a day when the future of our nation may very 
never get ahead if I went along with the Church.” Is well rest in the hands and the wisdom of our Doctors, 

there a feeling that one has to be dishonest, without Scientists, and Engineers, it is almost imperative that 
conscience, inconsiderate of others, or a wild enter- these men have a deep sense of commitment about 

tainer to be successful as a leader in industry or their work but basically, and prior to that, about them- 

business? selves, so that they do have that inner strength to rely 

upon when faced with uncertainties of nature and sci- 

On the other hand, leaders of industry are realizing ence. At any rate, regardless of how we choose to con- 

more and more a need to provide not only for the duct our own lives, we can not help but respect the 

economic and athletic needs but for the psychological fellow who “sticks to his guns” about his convictions 

and Spiritual needs of their employees as well. Com- even when in the minority, socially, or when he is con- 

panies like Western Electric, Caterpillar, LeTourneau, fronted with this erroneous stereotype of what he, as 

and Kodak now have full time or part time guidance an engineer, is expected to be. 

This giant double-helical gear is an example 

’ of what may be produced in modern day 

gear production. See page 10 for article. 
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G d Their Producti 

by Dennis Rufe 

A presentation of types of gears, their 

production, and their applications 

EARS are a very important Types and Production of Gears pitch circle. The base circle is an 

G part of industry today. They The spur gear is the simplest of imaginary circle that the involute 
are used in almost every the various types of gears. It is a profile of the teeth is formed from. 

application where power must be gear which has all its teeth straight The use of an involute curve for 

changed from one form to another. and parallel with the axis. Although gear teeth has the important fea- 
It is just in the last 75 years that the spur gear is not used a great ture of being able to maintain a 

gear production has become a sci- deal today, it will serve as a good constant speed ratio with a change 

ence. Seventy-five years ago, gears comparison to the other types of of the center to center distance 
were produced by the “try it and gears and may be used to explain between two gears. 

see” method, but with the modern the fundamentals of the cutting . The three ae Pe “oe 

requirements for machinery, gears process. Spur gears are cut by a i ae eve : ee - ait 
must be produced with a great process called hobbing. A hob, ee _ressure ang e - ve u 

. ‘acy. This oreater Which is the gear cutter, is in the depth or stub. The stub 20° pres- deal more accuracy. This greater vi g > a: .. an E 
se emus ape form of a thread with grooves Sure angle is a modification of the 

accuracy caused gear production : MIE & full denth aid has w ‘shorter tostk 
vanayes : “ao iaated running along the axis. This leaves We CeDIN, GUC. 228 i iSOELer LOO thy 

to become much more complicated a series of teeth which are sround ‘The shorter tooth is used because 
and caused drastic changes in the fo foun elie nles ead then _ it will eliminate the interference 
gear production mehingry iis sharpened. The teeth on x hob are that sometimes occurs when there 
article wi go vent 7 an on he the shape of a rack tooth and form #8 & large number of teeth on the 

poms a me ea a anne a a gear tooth profile of an involute gear and a small number on the 
producing gears and the finishing Give, pinion. A hob may have a right or 
operations connected with this a shed di left hand thread. Since it is similar 
production, Hobs i classi nee aocorems o to a screw, it can be made with | 

4 ' their diametral pitch, pressure a. 
In the following material, the angle, and type of thread. The either hand. 

various types of gears are de- dinncteal pitch i Hie date, af the dn the: cutting process, the hob 
scribed along with the method of number of téeth on & Séa¥ to its and gear are both rotated under 
production. The mathematics of Annaeres power and are rolled together. The 
gears will be included where it is . . N gear moves a_ slight amount as 
needed in order to explain the Py = D. each tooth in the hob comes 
processes. The various methods of = around. Each tooth cuts a small 
finishing gear teeth will be in- The Pq is usually a whole num- — amount off of a portion of the 
cluded wherever they apply. The — ber except for the lower ratios tooth of the gear. This process is 
last part of the article will give the which may be in 14 increments. called “generating” and is faster 
application of the several types of The pressure angle is the angle and more accurate than the use of x 
gears and examples of where they that the line of force on a tooth a formed milling cutter, the former 

are used. develops with the tangent to the method of gear cutting. 
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On most hobbing machines, tant feature. Helical gears have Ee Sig y 
there are two gear boxes—the in- their teeth cut on an angle with o tg NG 
dexing and the differential. By the axis of the gear. Because of Ce ths W 
changing the gear ratios, the cor- the helix angle, one gear will tans- . . WS 
rect speed between the hob and fer a load to another gear with a 7795 ANG oe N 
work piece may be obtained. The — smoother action. The tip of one ae ty {Ss 
hob is set at the required depth of tooth will be engaged by the time — ii Bo i ye 
tooth and is fed across the face of | another tooth leaves the mesh, ers Py ® x 

the work piece, thus cutting the whereas in the spur gear, the 2 a a. , sok \ 
gear in one pass. On larger gears, change of load is sudden and ree a Se 
many feet in diameter, the hob is sults in noisy operation. The heli- — (Geteugenm. Sas 3. aw 
run across the face twice. The first cal gears have the bad point of - ee oi eee 
cut is the rough cut and is for re- producing end thrust. End thrust Fase ee “4 ia 
moving most of the material. The is the force along the axis of the ; “ae SS 

second cut is the finishing cut and gear and increases as the helix mn. 2) aN al 
is set at a high speed and feed in angle increases. This end thrust is iis > 
order to clean up the teeth and an important consideration in de- ; yrcc ‘ 
size them exactly. A third cut may signing the bearing for a gear box — alt tide 
be taken if the size is not within which has helical gears. Helical RO Ln 
limits. For gears that require very — gears can be either right or left rin re ve | 
accurate profiles, there may be as hand and their hand is determined AES { 

many as four or five cuts with a as you would determine the hand — (rere (VMI i 
check after each one. The teeth of a screw. A right hand_ helical F a es 

are checked by means of a gear gear must mesh with a left hand P u ee 

caliper on which the size of the pinion or vice versa, This same . scab hota courtesy. Balk 

addendum is set and then the — principle is used in the cutting of Mobbing & helical (gent 
width of the tooth at the pitch line helical gears. If the gear is to be 

is read off of the venier scale, right hand, the hob must be a left Aaturél angle ga the hob: The hob 

which is accurate to the thousands. hand hob: oe : is then taversed across the work 

Helical Gears fn setting up. for the cutting, piece. In general, the larger the 
the axis of the hob is set at an diameter of the gear, the smaller 

Helical gears are very similar to angle with the axis of the piece, sae sal a a a ke 
spur gears except for one impor- equal to the helix angle minus the the! diametntl pitch will, be. A 
; See SP cake = SSE a smaller diametral pitch will have 

ses larger teeth and_ therefore will 
y E T carry more load. The hobs vary in 

i ; | size as the diametral pitch, with 
Pe ct | the large pitch hob weighing only 
be a % i | a few pounds and the small pitch 

Cy Pr Re Caan \ hob requiring a crane to lift it. 
id - Pi a J aw : PP ates Le After several pieces are cut on one 

5 eee || ae el : 7 es —_ j ff rae ed a part of the hob, it is shifted and 
by es j s is “ re a | another sharp portion is used. 

a ae lb. xk ogo ae Helical gears are used more than 
fs me. 4 . 4 | a nO ~ any other gear and have replaced 

| Le a (oe fh y) spur gears in many applications. 

Meee ee ag pn SN Phan 

iN a he NN —- = Bedble: Halfeal! or Handing 
ee eee ee bone Gears 

HERE lee RRR TEN - — on 7 | P Double helical gears are exactly 

a ae a at yoy rE i | | | as the name implies. They are 
Pe : | Bee | gears that have two sets of helical 
lS | Bee teeth on the face, one of which is 
i Bee { } } | right hand and the other a left 
LE rE | ‘ iii hand. The advantages of the 
b : 7 ' a double helical gears is that the 

‘3 2S rf a thrust from one helical will bal- 
2 I | | | Le ee ance the equal and opposite thrust 
a) j | “<i ee of the other one. The groove in 
4 | / ih. = sk: the middle is a relatively new fea- 
a i } j a 8 ture and is needed for draining the 
& id 4 — eke oil, which had the tendency to 

B ‘ eh : Poo oe build up in the pocket of the old 
—rnoto courtesy Atlis—Chaimers : 7 . . 

Cutting teeth on spur gear for comper mill. Gear has 170 teeth with a 16 inch face design. This oi! was trapped when 

and pitch diameter of 170 inches. (Continued on next page) 
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y ee taken with a gear calipers and the The Gleason Works. The Gleason 
‘ Daas —, x finish cut set. The cut is fed in machine has a rotary cutter into 

} se yt gO slowly as the machine continues which the gear blank is fed. The 
e deal , 2 e— — | running. cutter cuts one tooth at a time, 

ai, << j ~ Va cS « Shaping is the only method by and then the blank is automatically 
io’ ae is en which internal gears may be cut. moved out and indexed to the next 

3 . ag 4 lt 4 The same principle applies to the tooth. The gear blank is twisted as 
ios; internal gear cutting as to any _ it is moved into the rotary cutter 

le i = | a a! other type. The cutter is rotated and this produces the spiral. - 

‘ BY cs wd around the inside of the internal After cutting, a gear and pinion 
r : Bye i Oe NN gear and moves across the teeth to are selected and are lapped to- 
1 Pes es do the cutting. gether under power so that there 
ee a ee] ae is a fast wearing on the gears. This 
b wus o* . Me, Ns Bevel Gears will remove or cancel the errors in 

NS ae \ dl < . this set. The set must also be 
Sr port Ue te yy Gears which are used to connect checked for bearing. The gear and 
——— *, fs ea OU non-parallel shafts, which may be pinion are lapped and the wear 
i Se ee 2) intersecting or non-intersecting, takes place at point of bearing. By 

—Photo courtesy Falk are called bevel gears. The teeth this technique the bearing is 

Cutting, a: Bevel gear: on bevel gears are at an angle brought down to the smaller por- 
with the axis of the gear. The most tion of the teeth as the gear and 

the teeth came together and built common type ee gear has re pinion wear. The bearing must be 
up dangerous pressures. The end teeth straight wath the axis of the down on the small part of the teeth 
thrust of the two helicals on the gear. The pitch line of this type of because when the gears transmit 
herringbone gear cancel each other gear a8 Hoe parallel with the axis, power the teeth will deflect and 
and make the design of the bear- “8 7 @ Spur <a Lee ie the bearing will creep up to the 
ings easicr. The herringbone gear wes ple, ‘Th Wee ie “ te thicker part of the teeth. Because 
must be aligned accurately so that ea ang i —— he iia c ical the gears were lapped together 
each helical will carry an equal ed according ‘to: tne: diametra they are match marked and may 
amount of the load. | pitch. only be used together. The set is 

Double helical gears may be In order to have a smoother then heat treated. The heat treat- 
hobbed, but they are usually cut | ¢2gagement of teeth, the straight ing tends to straighten out the 
by a process called shaping. The teeth were changed to a spiral spiral teeth and this throws the 
shaper tool looks similar to a spur form. The spiral bevel gear will bearing off. This is partially taken 

gear except that the teeth are re- give quieter operation and faster care of by having the bearing very 
lieved and sharpened on one end. speeds, They do the same thing low on the first lap, but after heat 
In principle, the shaper cutting is for straight bevel gears that helical treatment. the gears must be re- 

very similar to hobbing and is also ears do for spur gears. lapped to bring the bearing down 
a type of “generating”. The actual Spiral bevel gears are cut on a again. This time the bearing is 
process, however, is quite different. special machine manufactured by (Continued on page 35) 
If a spur gear were to be cut, the 
work piece would rotate with the ae ee pe igre 
shaper, as in a set of gears, and the |. | | Wg 7 SS =o | ts 
shaper would also move across the ae pee Pais eet Res oe ] aa i 

face of the gear in order to cut it. Bes ea | ay im 3.) Ge al Wee VN 
In the double helical gear, the — or ay if  -& La 
shapers are set in pairs and move gg ee | ae ee I, | = & 
in the same way as in cutting spurs fe 1a {ea ke\, Waker | am 2 
except that they are twisted to a | ee hhUCUR 
follow the helix angle. A Bs 3 ee eM y 

Shaping will do any job that a i. : fT — OR a ad y 4 
hob will do, but is not as efficient . ow 6 :—=s=—s=—~—~>uaseeses“# 
as hobbing. In shaping the double oe -_ oe a 
helical gears, the time required de- a a oS | 
pends upon the diametral pitch 5 be a oe ; 
and the diameter. In general, as — | a 
the diameter of the work increases, ; —— 7 a aa = , 
the speed of rotation will be slower =. . ae : = oe 
and the length of time for cutting | en: a a. oe 4 
will be longer. Obviously, as the ct Ce 8 
gear rotates once, the cutter cuts _— a a ee il 
all of the teeth. For a five or six a Pl 
pitch gear, the cutter would be fed sepenrrere — eon ’ 

in four times | and then a reading A hypoid generator is a completely automatic high speed machine that cuts spiral, 
or the size of the teeth would be bevel, and hypoid gears up to 18 inches in diameter. 
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Investigation in detecting cavitation, ments are underway in challenging, ENGINEERING AT GARRETT 

or forming of vapor bubbles in important work at AiResearch in OFFERS YOU THESE ADVANTAGES: 
liquid flow, led AiResearch engineers missile, electronic, nuclear, aircraft °® Tntens! ned oreo ne is 

to the discovery of an important new and industrial fields. conducted by small groups were 
fi ra individual effort and accomplish- 

phenomenon ...that flow of bubbles Specific opportunities exist in sys- ment is quickly recognized pro- 

in liquids generates a magnetic field. tem electronics and servo control viding opportunity for rapid 
This discovery, among other things, units; computers and flight instru. growth and advancement. 
helps solve critical flow problems in| ments; missile auxiliary power e An eight-month orientation 

missile and industrial fields. The units; gas turbine engines, turbine program is offered prior to per- 
AiResearch cavitation detector pic: and air motors; cryogenic and nu- ™anent assignment to help you 

d ick hes I-tale si 13 1 at o Bode Hewal _ aid us in determining your place- 
ture pic s up these tell-tale signa s c ear sys ems; pneuma 1¢ va Vess ment from a variety of analytical 

as the liquid passes through the grid, industrial turbochargers; air condi- or development projects. 

pinpointing the cause of trouble. tioning and pressurization ; and heat » Advanced edweation i available 

Many such pioneering develop- transfer, including electroniccooling. through company financial assist- 
ance at nearby universities. 

THE CORPORATION ° For full information write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES @ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX @ AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL @ REX @ AERO ENGINEERING @ AIR CRUISERS @ AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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Dist M t 
by Jon C. Gilbertson 

Highly accurate surveying is now possible in a small 

fraction of time required by conventional methods. 

ISTANCES measured by — the short, “line of sight”, radio waves are then reflected from the 
D electronic means are based — waves. There must be no obstruc- earth and returned to the airplane. 

on the velocity of light or of — tions when determining distances The accuracy of this system is re- 
radio waves. The distance is deter- with short wave instruments, so duced because the earth absorbs 
mined by measuring the time it | measurements are made from an and slows the reflection of the 
takes for a wave to leave the send- airplane, flying over the line join- | waves as they strike. Elevations 
ing unit, reflect off a distant station ing two stations between which — can be determined to the nearest 
or receiving unit, and then return the distance is to be determined. 10 ft. in some instances. 

to the sending unit. Corrections for Distances up to 300 miles can be Measuring distance by electronic 
temperature, pressure, and humid- measured with an accuracy of 6 methods is a new procedure and 
ity, must be applied to the meas- feet. Intermediate range instru- has only been used since 1950, for 
ured distance to obtain a correct ments are used in setting up nets any practical surveying work. 

value. of triangles, in which all the sides, | Many people, including surveyors, 
Electronic methods are used to but no angles, are measured. The have not even heard of electronic 

measure both vertical and horizon- angles can be computed from the — distance measurements. The pur- 
tal distances. The horizontal dis- known sides. This method is called pose of this article is to familiarize 
tances are obtained with much radar trilateration, and appears to the _ reader with the methods, 
greater accuracy than the vertical be the inverse of triangulation. theory, and instruments used in 

distances. The short range instruments con- making measurements — electroni- 

We can divide the horizontal- sist of the Geodimeter, Tellu- cally, 
distance-measuring instruments rometer, Moran, and the Electronic As is frequently the case, elec- 
into three groups; long, interme- Distance Meter. The Geodimeter tronic surveying is a useful by- 
diate, and short range instruments. and Electronic Distance Meter are product of war. The demand for 
Each group consists of separate in- based on light waves and the — an instrument which would enable 
struments, which are used for spe- Tellurometer and Moran are based a bomber to locate its target even 
cial purposes. on short radio waves. These instru- | when obscured by clouds or dark- 

In the long range group, we — ments are all operated from the ness, was responsible for the pre- 
have Loran, Decca, Lorac, Ray- ground and must have an unob- liminary development of Shoran, 
dist, and the Electronic Position structed path to determine dis- Oboe, and similar devices. Survey- 
Indicator. All their measurements tances. Their maximum range is ors had long dreamed of utilizing 
are made with both long and short 40 to 50 miles with an error of less radio waves in this manner but the 
radio waves. Some of these instru- than 2 inches. They are used in cost of development was too great. 
ments measure distances up to 500 baseline measurements and in trav- The geodetic engineer and_ the 
miles with an accuracy of 100 ersing. These instruments are be- photogrammetrist immediately 
yards. Instruments in the long coming popular because of their seized upon these tools of war and 
range class are used mainly in — speed and accuracy. by design modifications and_skill- 
positioning a ship, while the ship Vertical distances are measured — ful techniques, secured accuracies 
is taking soundings of the ocean in much the same way as horizon- __ for greater than the original design 
bottom. tal distances, but in this case the accuracy. Shoran was used with 

In the intermediate range group, earth is the reflecting station. — astounding accuracy for bombing 
we have Shoran, Hiran, and the Radar waves are sent out from an in Korea and its improved quality 
British Oboe. This group of instru-  aixplane, flying a horizontal path — is a direct result of the studies of 
ments base their measurements on above the earth’s surface. The the geodetic engineer. Had_ the 
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geodesist been able to secure funds — measure the time interval accu- The long waves of the third group 
for his electronic distance measur- rately. We know that the velocity have the property of spreading out 
ing research decades ago, all of his of light or radio waves is approxi- or diffusing and thus bending 
studies would have been of untold mately 186,000 mi/sec, and there- closely around the earth for great 
value to the military. fore a clock must be accurate to distances. These waves can be re- 

Until the last decade, few peo- —_1/186,000 of a second to measure ceived for hundreds of miles, far 
ple believed that accurate surveys a distance to the nearest mile. The beyond the line of sight. The 
would ever be made where speed accuracy must be much better than — amount of power is the important 
and time would be used to meas- this or it would be senseless to use _ factor in obtaining long range. 
ure distances. Yet, within that these methods. Actually, distances A disadvantage to the long 
short period of time, electronic sur- up to 500 miles are now being waves is that when they are fol- 
veying has emerged as a reality measured to the nearest 10 ft. This lowing the curvature of the earth 
and as aid and even a competitor means that there must be a timing they are propagated at different 
to the established surveying tech- accuracy of about 1/100,000,000 of rates depending upon the terrain 
niques. In surveying by electronic a second. In short wave instru- over which they are passing. In 
methods we utilize the speed of — ments, distances measured up to much the same manner that a 
light or of radio waves. 10 miles have an accuracy of about stream of water flows more slowly 

The basic principle on which 1 part in 300,000 or about two over porous sand which absorbs 
the various wave measurement sys- _ inches. part of the water, than it does over 
tems depend, is, that the time re- There are actually about three rock or hard clay. For instance, 
quired for electromagnetic wave different wave bands now in use: they travel faster over a good con- 
energy to travel from one point to one is light, the second is a high ducting surface like sea water, 
a distant station and then return frequency band whose wave than they do over dry sand or 
to the sending station after reflec- lengths vary from about 14 to rocky terrain. These effects are 
tion is a function of the distance about 100 feet, and the third is a very hard to correct for, so by 
between the stations. If the inter- band lying just above the broad- using the shorter “line of sight” 
val of time between emission and cast band where the waves are — wave lengths we can obtain much 
reception of a radio signal is very over a mile and a half long. The greater accuracy. 
carefully measured and the veloc- instruments in the latter band have Other problems also arise when 
ity of the radio wave is known, certain great advantages, but also radio and light waves are used in 
the distance is directly provided — some disadvantages. Since the first surveying. For instance, light and 
by the product of the velocity and two travel through the air in radio waves travel at constant 
one-half of the round-trip time almost a straight line, it is neces- speed only in a vacuum. Our meas- 
interval. sary to be able to “see” between urements are not made in a vac- 

The main problem in surveying points over which the distances are uum, but in air, which reduces the 
with different wave bands is ob- being measured. This reduces the propagation rate, especially as the 
taining timing devices which can measured lengths to “line of sight”. (Continued on next page) 
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—Highway Information Services Photos 
Two modern innovations took highway surveying out of the rod-and-chain era in West Virginia and enabled engineers to 

complete a tough highway location job in one-tenth of the time ordinarily required. Using a new electronics device called a 
Tellurometer to measure distances and a Bell helicopter to ferry crew members from point to point, they slashed weeks off the 
preliminary engineering operation. 
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Pe a tr Le (am =6not upon measured horizontal 

ee OS £e] Pe oS measured horizontal angles as with 
Tae CO] Re ee i ee . conventional triangulation. 

ft " i ee : et oh oe ce . The angles which are needed 
o -> ae aalicwnen) os ae iv : . : 
fs ee es go ea ee for transporting azimuths through 

. poe s on ere ease [eke ee sy 4 t 

e +e TS Ee Ae Q 1@ ©| . the trilateration scheme are com- 
yo Bi Ja de dala. j Ce : Ee t )) . hee. a Eve on 58 | ° . “lo@ puted from the known triangle 

Ce ae foe 5 i ° oxte a sides. Hence, trilateration appears 

ie | Rls ft lee a Bet il ¢ Bpe eG ° % to be the inverse of triangulation. 

oes Smeal 5 aay Na ad Angular measurement by elec- 
oe ee ee ee tronic methods has been attempted, 
co Vr > ’ wl eG a nested but the results obtained can not 

many ec 7~ eo] At oe | ‘ 2 | be considered equivalent to those 
—U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey Photos obtained by optical measurement 

A typical duplex ground installaiton for E.P.I. equipment with communications with a theodolite. 

equipment in the center. In measurements made by 
Shoran, we use only the high fre- 

: . ‘ tes : enc aves a exacycles 
air becomes more dense and more convenient for positioning a ship  GUeNcY eth of nae meg anigeles 
moist. It took much research to or boat while soundings of the greater. These nee alan ral he 
find out exactly how much _ the ocean bottom are being made and tne i ai eae a ne the 

; ‘ re 2 5 ; ste & . 
velocity changed with different they enable us to chart the bottom hed OF 8 ‘ 80 there te pe, NO 
conditions of temperature and with great facility. Some of these g a cl Wee * fhe do. 
humidity from its value in a vac- instruments are capable of measur- ea end he obst th eraee 2 

oe : : : . ‘ r ate i. ; 2 ig 
uum. The temperature and humid- ing distances of 500 miles with an e nn the sist cea fee nd 
ity of the air must be measured, — accuracy of 100 yards. measure jong oo the send- 
and by the use of formulas devel- Since the long range instruments 108) hone asi the eae cs 
oped by experimentation, the cor- work basically as the intermediate Te 14 ad airplane situated at 

rections are obtained. range instruments do, and are used a The a he ec sf f 1 
Various electronic distance mainly in the offshore areas for — , Fi ida ts oa RELTORNEE 

measurement systems have been locating ships, long range units Tabl = 7 thd vou, ale eee Sf. 

devised since World War I. These will not be discussed further here. oe “tis n this test, a tota i be . stances were me 5 
systems can be broken down into Shot or were lis wore y 

8 ai wEeRNS: Sn gigas . Shoran, and the results were com- three main groups; long, interme- Intermediate Range Instruments sared with the distances obtained 
diate, and short range instruments. : . . pe Xe CISA ees Bue 
The long: and intermediate: range Included in the intermediate — from conventional first-order trian- 

5 i oe a a range group is Shoran, British gulation. The distances varied in 
instruments are based on radio : ’ > 5 

ove oe sooviler i Oboe, and Hiran. These methods length from approximately 40 to waves and are used primarily in : en 9 ; . . 
vadi : tis eas are all used in building networks, 320 miles. The maximum discrep- 
radiolocation and setting up tri- ae : : : i ; 

part torke oT ne similar to triangulation, but in ancy with a surveyed distance was 
lateration networks. The short . : : : : 
. ae . aae : electronic surveying called trilater- | approximately one in 40,000; the 
range instruments use both light . eed . “ 
. at ge ane ation. The Shoran system of tri- average discrepancy was 0.0012 
and radio waves for determining gree : i] ab f 

ky = AR Pomas ace . . lateration is the most widely used. mile, or about 6 feet. 
distances. They are used in run- : : > O £ tl : Hei 

. syarene: A so only this system will be de- me of the most convincing re- 
ning traverses, along with the aoe _ . e ‘ 3 
transit and jn. measumné tridngu scribed. British Oboe and Hiran sults of this project was the dis- 

ransit. ar easur rig - oe ‘ val surveyi 
Tatiana: baselines & are both similar to Shoran but are covery of a local surveying error 

A description of the most impor. 20 used as much at the present — at Key West, Florida. In that in- 
t it ne te 4 . i. ta time. stance, five Shoran measurements 

~ uae wil 1 a ie When the triangle sides in a were made to this station from 
TANse SFOUPS wrt de given in (NC proposed triangulation system ther Shoran stations, the shortest 
following sections. Ea eee 

approach lengths over which it is 
impossible to conduct visual obser- ce are ae 

Long Range Instruments P _ . ay, lew nn @ 
vations, it becomes necessary to sas ye @.@ e 

. . Ae 
Many long range instruments employ an_ electronic surveying at Pog ; 

: s oe “NL Mes & Pee 
have been developed and are in procedure. Radar has been utilized XA far’ * fee 
use at present. These are generally with considerable success in the . ls mh ees & 
of two classes: a) those using long = measurement of great distances. = 4 fel Be a ee, 
waves, and b) those using short Its application to the determina- lo” ip e 

waves. As examples of these, we tion of the lengths of triangle a 9 Qe op is) 
have Loran, Decca, Lorac, Ray- sides which are very long, from / OD G2 : 

5 > é a . . ‘ a . 4 « - ) 

dist, and the Electronic Position 300 to 600 miles, has led to the use woe) “tan a Pv 

Indicator. Extensive use is made of the term radar trilateration. .. ee pcm sone 

of these long range instruments in This method of extending horizon- we - 

hydrographic surveying where _ tal control depends primarily upon - : iS 

lesser accuracy of the long waves the electronic determination of the The E.P.I. control unit developed by the 

can be tolerated. They are very lengths of the triangle sides and U. S. Coast Geodetic survey. 
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measurement being approximately — 
96 miles and the longest, 320 miles er Z - 
(Table 1). On the basis of a com- oom = an Jo Bum. ‘ : — a8 Ne ff =: putation which used the Shoran- ee / me 
measured distances, it was pre- a * / ~ | eaten s : : Me ee i dicted that a local surveying error a © i etuinin! —FoaiiFone 
of 35.4 ft having an azimuth of f an | gle 6. . 2 a fe 3934° was present. Several months NN as fowo sounone |S 
later, triangulation by the Coast srouno sianow 4 tn, \ a " : : 2 4, 
and Geodetic Survey, United States ey % Qe D 
Department of Commerce, re- ol oe ei ra: 0 4 Vere oe eed J me 860 wae yg HOE 86 4 x vealed that the error actually was / 1 Couns si ade nove "0 Sey Soy 4 
36.4 ft in an azimuth of 37°. / 7 SSL samt ap —_ a / ia 

A second convincing proof of | 
the accuracy of Shoran lies in the 
fact that measurements made by —U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey Drawing 
this method have been accepted by Hydrographic survey using electronic position indication. 
physicists as a new and accurate 

determination of c, the velocity of 
light. From the beginning of re- TABLE 2—VELOCITY OF LIGHT, IN KILOMETERS PER SECOND 
search (1944), indications were 9 = a 
found that the statistical value for Velocity of light ™ 
c of 299,776 km/sec, determined Investigator Year Method in tone 

by R. T. Birge in 1941, was too a ae i ~ 
y. ¢ ag ¢ 92. Gud, ABSUSOD eee nmeesem See 1949 Shoran 299,792.4 42.4 low. Two values of c, (299,792.4 W. W. Hanson and K. Bol... “| 1950 | Cavity resonator 299/789.3 1.2 and 299,794.2 km/sec) were ob- Be Essen === ss-=---22] 1990 | Cavity resonator 299, 792.5 4.5 : " 1, Aslakon co... u.acse Ze 50 | Shoran 299, 794.2 +1. tained from Shoran measurements KE Bergstrand ~~ 7002 St 1951 | Geodimeter. 299/793 11 0.3 : : : “D. Broome 52 icrowave interferometer | 29917926 «0.7 in Florida. Other measurements of J. W. M. DuMond and 8. R. Cohen... _- 1952 | Statistical | 299"793.9 20.8 

the velocity of light are given in| —— 
Table 2. 

The advantages of the Shoran 4. Navigational devices, utilizing for the purpose of accurately locat- 
method of electronic surveying can the Shoran distance readings, per- ing tracking stations for guided 
be listed as follows: mit flight-line navigation of great missile research. But as frequently 

‘ accuracy. happens in wartime research, we 1. Geodetic accuracy can be ob- 5 Sh hot hie tecl Bada iniportatit sect > sli i ‘ 5. § é ae » tech- an ir ant peacetime appli- tained over distances as great as . Horan phowsrapie tech . E DE ne PF 
500 miles niques permit the establishment of cation. As a result of this survey 

5. Bivers area, finetion of! time control points of low accuracy in the West Indies we are correct- 
5 Ei S are a > or 2 % # . c « A 

and. therefore: do uot -inerease Wer without anyone touching the ing our maps of this entire area an ae ©: oe 9 not increase vie. ground. and errors of many miles have ceptibly with an increase in dis-  ¢* son digrowene, : 
tance 6. Vertical control of various been discovered. 

' SHEBSS accuracy’ are sible Extensive use is being made of 3. Aerial photography can be degrees of accuracy are Possible Shoran-c ‘led 1 8 phy 
controlled by Shoran distances by Shoran-photographic-radio- — Shoran-controlled photography by permitting a mapping of all altimeter methods. the United States and Canada. el a 2 2 a T iste ; ‘ 0 : 4 : wo distances to each of two areas within the Shoran ground The largest electronic surveying 5} Se Lsi : co ae as made Shoran stations are recorded simul- stations. project ever attempted was made : 

taneously with the exposure of the 
picture. Several methods of photo- 
graphic analysis have been devel- TABLE 1—SHORAN RESULTS IN FLORIDA TEST ao : : _ _ ee oped to utilize these distances in 

a controlling the compilation of a | (2) (3) (4) (5) 4 
Adjusted Proportional maps. It has been concluded that *Geodetic s Col. 2 minus | diserepancy, —_ Geodetic anne. Col sin. | Goa oe 1:500,000 maps can be produced Lines stance in stanc : arts 1 

mes miles miles million in this manner without other hori- 

2-6 | 40.6181 | 40.6123 +0.0008 19.7 zontal ground control. The effi- 
3-4 96.7171 96.7147 | +0.0024 24.8 Fence ‘ ¥ ine ; oe ‘ 5-6 | 100/3098 =| 00/3105 | 0.0007 720 Mine’ of a combined Shoran and 1-5 118.9953 | 118.9951 | +0 0002 dee geodetic-photogrammetric opera- 1-6. 133.0113. 113.0122 | 0.0009 | 6.8 a . »: m % , 2-3 | Beg6os | asacons5 | Foros | 96 tion is therefore obvious. Geodetic 
2-5. 139.1225 | 139.1250. | 0.0025 | 18.0 
3-6 ;  Mpger | Moanz0 | 00007 1 measurements can be made under 

2 145.8884 145.8913 | 0.0029 | 19. ape 
16 | 190.5047 | 190.5060 9-0013 | 6:8 conditions such as darkness, fog, 
ee aogiovns =| oaeecgnss «=| «= tacoona, «| ad or extensive cloud coverage, which 
3 | He | Bega | FRG | $4 prevent photography. Therefore 

4 B20:1b1y | ee the higher priority can be allotted 
| Average | 9.00118 | 9.4 to photography and the combined 

*Results of first-order triangulation. (Continued on page +4) 
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‘TL h A h d 

by Alan W. Mess, ae’59 

By using the solid walls of gorges to absorb much of the water pressures, 

engineers have found that savings in tons of concrete can be made by 

using thin arch construction. Here, the author discusses the sites, 

foundation requirements, and designs of this type of dam construction. 

AMS are structures made of Besides good solid walls in the Foundation 
various materials such as gorge, there are _ many other con- ‘The site foundation factor should 
masonry, earth, and steel. siderations. The length of the dam pe thoroughly examined since the 

They are designed to obstruct, — should be small in proportion to its usual cause of failure of dams is 
control, or divert the natural height; therefore the gorge should defective foundations. The founda- 
stream flow. Among the most com- be narrow. Also, the walls of the tion may fail through: 

mon types of dams are gravity, gorge should have some natural i, Chashiwe 
buttress, earthfill, arch, and com- type of abutment, not just parallel 2. Sliding ” 
binations of any of these. The first sides. That is, the gorge should 3. Pi sing, 
of these uses the mass principle, have convergent contours. This can 4. Scouthat 
that is the force of gravity upon its be seen in Fig. 2. 5. Uplitt S 

INAS atone : stability. ie | These factors deal directly with . hi 1 | 1 
Is an, example 0 - —— ae the physical properties of the 5 2 ee at ie i ethene 

carne of this =n) a valley sides. There are many re- — ation shoulc have . ce 
ea mag k ay 5s oe lated factors which should be con- An Pike din nae the de: ag 

other words, a large volume o sidered in the site selection. A few eight of the dam. Sliding occurs 
concrete will be needed. To get of these are: when the coefficient of friction be- 
around this expensive procedure tween the dam and the foundation 
engineers have designed another 1. Transportation facilities to the is exceeded. This is not a great 
type of dam, the thin arch dam. site. problem in arch dams. According 

The arch dam uses its arch action 2. Silt accumulation and prob- to Hanna and Kennedy “The factor 
to resist. the water force. It is able life of the dam. of safety of a gravity dam against 
arched upstream with the water 3. Location of source of con- sliding may be only a little over 
pressure transmitted through the struction materials. one, and is seldom over two, 
arch into the sides of the forge. 4, Land required for the dam — whereas that of a well designed 

. and _ basin. arch dam made of good concrete 
Site 5. Legal aspects of water use in is four or five or more.” 

The location of the site for the the specific areas. Therefore to prevent sliding and 
abutments will be rather restricted. 6. Adequate site foundation. to aid in the prevention of crush- 
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ing the crevices should be exca- 
vated to a solid bottom and all 

CREST loose material should be removed. 
WATER The face of the foundation should 

be roughened and then scrubbed 
LEVEL with water. After scrubbing appli- 

cation of a coating of neat cement 
makes a good bonding agent. 
Along with this coating all test 
boring holes must be filled with 
grout of neat cement under pres- 
sure. Besides bonding, the cement 
also acts as a sealing agent for the 
seams found in the face. 

This latter fact aids in the re- 
duction of hydrostatic uplift pres- 
sure. If this pressure were large it 
could cause an increase in the 
overturning moment, or could de- 
crease the coefficient of friction. 
Another aid in uplift pressure re- 
duction would be a cut off trench 

GRAVITY excavated on the upstream side of 
DAM the dam. Actually overturning is 

almost never a problem in the de- 
sign and construction of an arch 
dam; but it is, like sliding, a major 
factor in gravity dams. 

Another factor which should be 
watched is piping since the flow of 
water with an erosive velocity in a 
concentrated stream will tend to 
wear the foundation and leave the 
dam unsupported. The correct 

FOUNDATION selection of the site will eliminate 
this problem or else diminish it to 

CUT -OFF the point of no further considera- 
BASE tion. Scouring can be a problem, 

since arch dams are designed with 
over topping spillways. 

(FIG 1) The force of the water at the 
base of the dam may wear the 
foundation and weaken it enough 
to fail for reasons (1), (2), and 
(3). The best prevention of this is 
the construction of a downstream 
apron in the area where the water 
will tend to scour. Fig. 3 has an 
example of an apron. Uplift was 

DAM DAM already mentioned in connection 

t v with sliding and needs no further 
pens oe ee statement here. 

oe TN 2-7 SS In gravity dams, factors (1), 
(2), (3), and (5) are causes for 
some concern but in the arch dam 
these four causes, although they 

GORGE should be considered in each par- 
ticular case, are not of great im- 

GORGE portance. 

The reason for the de-emphasi- 
(A) (B) zation of these factors is based 

upon the theory of the arch struc- 

(Fle. 2) (Continued on next page) 
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If we assume the dam to be a 
CREST true cylinder, not to have thin 

upper rings nor heavy lower rings, 
WATEB and not to be restrained at the 
LEVEL bottom; we can use a_ cylinder 

formula. 

Cylinder formula: « = —— 
. w, hr. 

Where: 

e = Unit compressive stress in 
Ibs. per cubic foot. 

w, = Weight of water in lbs. per 

cubic foot. 
ARCH h = Depth of water at any ele- 

vation in feet. 
r,. = Radius of the extrados in 

feet. 
e = Thickness of the arch in 

feet. 

This method of analysis negects 
APRON several important factors: 

1. The influence of fixed abut- 
FOUNDATION ments. 

a. Differential bending 

(FIG,3) stresses in the arch. 

b. Constant distance between 
the abutments. 

ture. The arch dam is designed as To reduce the volume of the 2. The fact that all dimensions 
a serics of horizontal rings, each — dam the surface area of each indi- of an unrestrained elastic eyi- 
supposedly independent of — the vidual arch element must be made 
neighboring rings and each having — as small as’ possible, consonant 
a constant radial hydrostatic pres- with low stresses. The following iL 
sure. The water load is carried by calculations indicate the correct or ge | 
these rings into the abutments, not most economical central angle to 
into the foundation. Since an use would be 133° 34’, 
actual dam does not follow. this (1) Surface formula: § = 2¢ re 
theory exactly, some pressure does (see fig. 5) Aa 
reach the foundation and_ the , weh ¥ Ae 
stated causes of foundation failure (2) Using e = —*—, r 
must be considered. Note Fig. 4. | . 

57 = rsing; P= w,h 

Overtopping Effects D ]2 
7 pring ee (3) Substitute in (1) s = BE (Fie 
The effect of overtopping — is Qe 

only a slight increase in stresses all . p_ 
of which are directly proportional sin’ 

to the applied pressure. The rea- (4) For the minimum surface inder reduce under external 
son for this insensitivity is again ds load. 

found in the theory of carrying set dg =0 3. The shearing resistance be- 
water load. In fact the use of the (5) Therefore: tan ¢ = 26 tween successive arch lami- 
oe as he ota often is pos- (6) ie. 6 = 66° 47’; 26 = 133° nas which interfere with in- 
sible ang. user. 34 dependent action. 

The first dimension to be . . 4. The force of gravity on, and 
selected will be the central angle Water pressure increases with the: bean action .of the vert. 
because of several reasons; two of — depth; therefore the deeper the cal elements of the dam: 
these are: (1) To ensure the struc- dam the smaller the radius, while which causes a cantilever 
ture will act as an arch (2) To the thickness will increase and the action and prevent the use of 
ensure economic use of material. central angle will decrease. Thus the dam as a true arch. 
The former would indicate the use there are long thin upper rings and 2 we: Avice eld: wredwee ¢ 
of a large angle, but since the short thick lower rings, the latter 5. The design wou DISCUSS 2 
angle determines the surface area having a small central angle. The dam of uneconomical propor- 

and the volume of the dam other heavy lower rings often act as tions. 

considerations must be made. beams or wedges. (Continued on page 41) 
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| Allied 
| A 

Be) What will your first assignment be like? 
At Allied Chemical, you could be working on one of our mechanical, electrical). We have prepared a new book, 

more than 3,000 products . . . perhaps in chemicals, “Allied Chemical and Your Future.” which suggests what 

plastics or fibers. You could be located at one of our 12 your first assignment might be like. Why not write us for 

research laboratories, over 100 plants, or many sales a copy today? The Allied interviewer can also answer 

offices throughout the country. your questions. Your placement office can tell you when 

At Allied, there are assignments with a future for he will next visit your campus. 

chemists, chemistry majors, engineers (chemical, Allied Chemical, Dept. C-3,61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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The Buildi f 

Tomorrow— loday 
by Don Roeber, me’60 

The wonders of aluminum construction are now 

exemplified in this Virginia garden office building. 

NEW multi-million dollar A system of 880 giant color-  visory DataCenter, the first large 
A tiie building—an aluminum — anodized aluminum sun louvers, control panel designed in alumi- 

showcase in a Virginia gar- each 14 feet high and 22 inches num. Here an attendant can mod- 
den setting was formally opened — wide, shield the eastern and west- ify temperatures throughout the 
this fall as the new home of Rey- ern faces of the building from heat —_ building in response to employee 
nolds Metals Company. and glare and reduce air condition- desires and control operation of 

Designed by Skidmore, Owings ing load. The louvers are geared to steam and hot water boilers, chill- 
and Merrill of New York, the an astronomical clock which will ers and fans. 
building contains 1,235,000 pounds anticipate the movements of the The cafeteria and sandwich bar 
of aluminum, used in many ways sun through the year 2100 A.D. can accommodate up to 2,000 per- 
for economy, efficiency or beauty. Other exterior uses of aluminum — sons during lunch hours each day. 

The project exemplifies the — include the vertical mullions, black — Special equipment includes water 
nearly unlimited use of aluminum — anodized spandrels between floors, faucets operated by electric eyes, 
and the part it will play in future column casements, the entrance a Radar Range and food trays 
construction. Aluminum uses in- canopy, door frames and other made of sparkling aluminum yarn 
clude the world’s largest system of trim. encased in fiberglass. Adjacent to 
automatic sun louvers, movable The first level contains a 208- the cafeteria is a spacious em- 
office partitions, acoustical and foot lobby, the personnel depart- — ployee lounge which opens onto a 
light-diffusing ceilings, a new line ment, corporate officials’ offices, resort-like terrace with lounge 
of aluminum office furniture, alu- executive dining room and a large chairs and sun shades. 
minum yarn draperies and carpet- meeting room. The floor of the The meeting room seats 100 in 
ing, and most of the hardware. lobby and exterior terraces was comfortable arm _ chairs. It is 
From the exterior, almost every- paved with more than 225,000 equipped with Cinemascope and 
thing that can be seen is either bricks, identical with those origi- | Stereophonic Sound facilities and 
aluminum or glass. Aluminum has — nally used in Colonial Williams- an aluminum saw-tooth ceiling for 
been used only where appropriate. burg. Office space on the second _ virtually perfect acoustics. The 
All aluminum items used are avail- and _ third levels is laid out on a ceiling section above the platform 
able today to any builder. precise 5/2” module so that the _ is raised by electric motors for mo- 
The square-shaped, four-level movable Hauserman aluminum tion picture showings and lowered 

structure is capable of housing — wall partitions can be rearranged to project voices of human speak- 
1,000 employees, contains 293,673 to meet changing space require- ers. The suite of executive offices 
square feet of usable floor space ments of company departments. is connected with motorized alumi- 
and dominates 160 acres of rolling Ceilings utilize a record 92,000 num sliding doors, operated by 
Virginia countryside. square feet of Hexcel aluminum push buttons. These offices and 

Through the glass walls—tinted honeycomb panels which stretch other first level rooms feature 
gray to resist glare—employees can out overhead like a canopy of deli- panels of cherry wood and are 
look out on a 253-foot reflecting — cate lace. The honeycomb serves adorned with original paintings by 
pool bordered by willow oaks, ter- as a diffuser for the fluorescent Picasso, Le Corbusier and other 
races abloom with flowers, or a lights, and through it flows filtered modern masters. 

classical courtyard with its 40-foot air, cooled in summer and heated The employee medical center, 
magnolia tree and leaping foun- in winter, and music by Muzak. staffed by a full-time physician, 
tain. The building cost $11.5 mil- Climate inside the sealed build- nurse and technician, has complete 
lion, excluding land and land im- ing is centrally monitored and con- X-ray equipment. There are also a 
provements. trolled from a push-button Super- library, barber shop, four special 
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—Courtesy Renolds Metals 

The new Reynolds Metals Company General Office Building, Richmond, Va., which contains 1,235,000 pounds of aluminum, 
is a showcase of the light metal’s many uses in modern architecture. Glass walls are shielded by the world’s largest system 
of automatic sun louvers, made of aluminum. The building cost $11.5 million, excluding land and land improvements. 

dining rooms, two completely — stalled by Lemlar Manufacturing rotation is only slightly in advance 
equipped kitchens, a health center — Co., Gardena, Calif. There are a of the sun’s movement so that 
and solarium, and special dupli- total of 880 louvers. Gray on the minimum. restrictions are placed 
cating, mail, communications and outside and blue on the inside, — on view and entering daylight. The 
other service rooms. The landscap- they are 14 feet tall, 22 inches wide proper timing and amount of ad- 
ing project, one of the largest in and have a cross section resem- justment was determined through 
Virginia history and second in size bling a flat diamond three inches a study of daily and_ seasonal 
only to Colonial Williamsburg, in- thick at the center. AIL louvers movements of the sun by Lemlar. 
volved planting more than 4,000 were made by Reynolds Metals Seasonal changes in sun angles 
trees and shrubs and 10,000 flow- | Company. require periodic corrections in the 

ers, plus installation of an alumi- The popular conception of sun daily program of louver move- 
num irrigation system. louvers is that they eliminate the ments. These corrections are made 

| . glare of direct sunlight. But this is automatically by a master clock so 
Sun Louvers and Their Operation only a part of the story. The most that the louver operation is auto- 
The previously mentioned ad- important function of the louvers matic the year around. Barring 

justable aluminum sun louver sys- is “preventive air-conditioning”, power failure, this master clock 
tem which shades the eastern and stopping solar heat outside the — will keep the control system prop- 
western faces of the building is the building so it won't have to be — erly adjusted until about 2100 A.D. 
largest sun louver installation in “pumped out” by the cooling sys- The control system also provides 
the world (total area: 21,355 tem. The end result is that air con- for cloudy weather. Reduced light 
square feet). ditioning costs are reduced enough —jntensity from cloud overcast will 

The system is operated by two — to write off a large portion of the cause photoelectric units to coun- 
7.5 hp. motors and two 5 hp. louver cost. termand (after three-minute time 
motors and is governed by a com- The louvers change position sev- lag) the program control of the 

plex control system made and in- eral times during the day. Their (Continued on next page) 
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louvers and turn them perpendicu- | | | 
lar to the building to admit maxi- <g 
mum light. Return of clear sun- i 
light lets the program control sys- 
tem take over and the louvers 

automatically move to their proper ‘ 

time-positions. ' r 

Supervisory Datacenter eo : | 

Building engineers have  finger- : 
tip control over heating and air | 
conditioning in the mammoth new | 
office building. : : 

This supervision is achieved | i 
through a “Supervisory DataCen- / : | 
ter” developed by | Minneapolis- | : 
Honeywell Regulator Company. : | 
The custom-built pancl, the world’s | | | i 

first’ giant control board built of i | | | | | 
aluminum, applies the same con- e | | | 
cept of one-location control which Lo | i | i; : 

is widely used in industrial proc- : : i -. 
essing operations. : | | | | / 

The dial-studded —32-foot-long ' | | : / 

DataCenter panel allows a single : : | | | : | i 
building engineer to: > i et 

1. Continuously check and log : | | i | | . 
temperatures and other data from 4 || | | / 
all parts of the building. i a Lae 

2. Adjust remotely-located equip- a X Fee |e ———er 
ment and control devices. f te 3 | F eet . 

3. Start and stop heating and air ne Loe 
conditioning equipment. ao 

{. Instantly make basic adjust- a wet 
ments in temperatures in any area on | | i 

of the building. ie 

5. Supervise flow in the fire A total of 880 giant aluminum louvers like these (each is 14 feet high wand 22 
alarm sprinkler lines, providing in- inches wide) move automatically with sun to protect eastern and western faces of the 
stant warning of fire or failure in new aluminum and glass general office building against heat and glare. They are 
sprinkler equipment. controlled by a master clock which will anticipate movements of sun through 2100 

A. D. A solar eye takes over on cloudy days to open louvers for maximum light. 
Schematic layouts of — various 

equipment systems are shown on 
the portions of the panel govern- 
ing those systems, with control in- Usage of Aluminum easy maintenance, heat reflectivity 

srrament® legated. in the appropri- General and conductivity, electrical con- 

ate part of the layout. This greatly The building was designed as a ductivity, and ease of fabrication. 

simplifies the control operation, A showease of practical aluminum The fact that aluminum can be 

system of indicating lights also usage in monumental buildings. A extruded into countless shapes was 
shows whether the vartous pleces total of 1,235,800 pounds of the — of prime importance. Many of the 
of equipment are functioning light metal were used in construct- shapes and forms which aluminum 
priperly. / , ing and furnishing the building. takes in the building would be 

oe Supervisory DataCenter Aluminum was not used for its cither impossible or too costly to 
gives the operating engineer a | ke Extensive use is also fabricate from other metals. 
simple means of efficiently coordi- ad "of , her aterials. Alunii 7 og . ad . 

nating the highly complex mechan- MCC other materials. slums . The use of aluminum made pose 

ical functions of the heating and num is used where, in the profes: sible ‘an: “integrity of design” con: 
air conditioning system. Without sional judgment of the architects, cept whereby the basic architec- 

scely a control center, the same it provides an important functional tural themes could be sustained, 

supervision of heating and air con- OF aesthetic advantage. All of the — expanded and varied throughout 
ditioning would require a crew of — metal’s versatile qualities are dem- exterior and interior, the aesthetics 
cight maintenance men taking tem- onstrated in one form or another— of one melting and blending into 

peratures and making adjustments its beauty, light weight, colorabil- the aesthetics of the other. 

in various parts of the building. ity, immunity to rust and corrosion, (Continued on page 40) 
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COLLINS SYSTEMS ARE NOW IN PRODUCTION FOR (LEFT TO RIGHT) THE NAVY'S MCDONNELL F4H-1 AND CHANCE VOUGHT 
F8U-3 FIGHTERS AND NORTH AMERICAN A3J-1 ATTACK BOMBER, AND THE AIR FORCE’S REPUBLIC F-105 FIGHTER-BOMBER. 
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These supersonic aircraft require ultra- ve 
A ee) dependable electronics systems, highly special- 

why merica S ized for communication, navigation and radar 
i identification. Such systems must be 

newest jets integrated, adaptable to the varying airframe 
requirements of today’s newest jets. 

USE Collins integrated electronics systems achieve 
building-block flexibility through modular 
design of all basic units. Designed into each 
aircraft, a space-saving custom Collins systen, 
retains the economy of standardized 
production and simplified maintenance. 

ia These specialized electronics packages are an 
COLLINS important part of Collins’ contribution toward 

wy greater defense per dollar. 

ENGINEERS — At Collins you receive professional developments in electronics. Your placement office 
recognition, unlimited opportunity, the most com- will tell you when a representative will be on campus. 
pletely equipped research and development facilities, | Or write for illustrated brochure “Career with Collins,” 
the opportunity to work on the most challenging, to one of the addresses below. 

L. R. Nuss F. W. Salyer J. D. Mitchell 
Collins Radio Company Collins Radio Company Collins Radio Company 
Cedar Rapids, lowa 2700 W. Olive Ave., Burbank, California 1930 Hi-Line Drive, Dallas, Texas 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY e CEDAR RAPIDS ¢ DALLAS e BURBANK 
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Toachieve umbrella-like radar protection, Hughes engineers Advanced new projects are under way in all areas of 

have developed systems which position radar beams in space Hughes. Presently under study are Space Vehicles, Ballistic 

by electronic, rather than mechanical means. These unique Missiles, Nuclear Electronics, Advanced Airborne Systems, 

three-dimensional radar systems are digitally programmed AICBM, and Subsurface Electronics... just to name 

to instantaneously detect high speed enemy aircraft, even at a few. Hughes Products, the commercial activity of Hughes, 
low altitude. has developed an electronic control system which automates 

Another Hughes system using radar information is the a complete and integrated line of machine tools. Also under 

Hughes Electronic Armament System. This system pilots way at Hughes Products is the development of revolution, 

high-speed jet interceptors from take-off to touch down... ary new semiconductor devices. 

and through all stages of the intercept. Both radar and infra- The highly advanced and diversified nature of Hughes 
i -e systems direc He ist] ai . : : % 

red guidance systems direct today’s most sophisticated air- projects—in the air, on the ground, and for industry—pro- 

to-air guided missile—the Hughes Falcon. vides an ideal environment for the graduating or experi- 

enced engineer. 
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Research on the Maser (Microwave Amplification by Simulated A laboratory for learning, Ficld Engineering at Hughes provides 
Emission of Radiation) is directed towards applications of a over-all systems experience in both guided missiles and advanced 
portable, airborne Maser for missiles and aircraft. airborne electronics systems. 

Members of our staff will conduct the West’s leader in advanced electronics 
FO 

[ | 

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS | 
| HUGHES { ! 

, : ! | 
on April 16. For interview L | 

appointment or informational literature consult ee 
j HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY our College Placement Director. : 

y Bt Culver City, El Segundo, 
Fullerton and Los Angeles, California 

© 1958. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY Tucson, Arizona 
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Carl W. Giesler, Wisconsin Valley Chapter. 

Carl W, Giesler, President of the — ployed by the Wisconsin Public | Therese Church”, Ist vice-president 
Wisconsin Valley Chaper, WSPE, Service Corp. in its Steam Plant of the Rothschild Lions Club, im- 
was born in Green Bay, Wisconsin, Department. Starting out as Assist- mediate past president of: the 
on Nov, 20, 1922. After graduating ant Efficiency Engineer at the Pul- Rothschild Civic Association, the 
from East Green Bay High in 1941 liam Plant in Green Bay, Carl St. Therese PTA, and the St. 
he studied at Moravian College, moved through the jobs of Effi- Therese Holy Name. He is an en- 
Princeton University, and gradu- ciency Engineer and Results Engi- gineer member of the Consolidated 
ated from the University of Wis- neer at that plant. In 1954 his School District Building Commit- 
consin in 1948 with a B.S. in Elec- company built the first unit of a tee and a three year committee 
trical Engineering. new central station near Wausau, member for the Cub Scouts. He 

The above schooling was inter- Wis., and he was appointed Assis- has been active on Community 
rupted for over three years while tant Superintendent of the new Chest, American Red Cross, and 
Giesler served in the United States Weston Plant at that time. He Polio Drives. He served as a mem- 
Army. Most of this time was spent serves in that capacity today, ber of the board of directors of the 
in Europe with the 424th Combat Mr. Giesler has been active in Brown County Chapter of the 
Team of the 106th Infantry Divi- both Civic and Church Affairs. He | American Red Cross and secretary 

sion. is serving his second year as Public — of the Green Bay Engineers Club 
Since graduating from the U, of Relations Chairman for WSPE, is before coming to Rothschild to 

W. he has been continuously em- president of “The Men of St. make his home. 
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Charles A. Nagle, Milwaukee Chapter. 

Because Charles A. Nagle, Presi- west, and into Canada. Positions B.S. degree in Civil Engineering 
dent of the Milwaukee Chapter of — he has held include superintend- (Structural Option). Mr. Nagle is 
the W.S.P.E., has not changed com- ent of construction; instructor of licensed in Wisconsin as a Profes- 
pany affiliation in the past eight engineering; design superintend- sional Engineer and in Hlinois as a 

years, it may be safe to assume that ent for buildings, sewage treat- Structural Engineer. / 

his ‘wandering impulses’ have ment plants, highway bridges and Active in the American Society 
finally came to rest. Culminating other public works; Chief of Squad of Civil Engineers for 33 years, the 
an extremely wide field of engineer- of Engineer Examiners for the Pub- Engineers Society of Milwaukee a 
ing and contracting experience ex- lic Works Administration; Village 19 years, and the W.S.P.E. for 12 
tending over the past 39 years (and = Manager; Defense Construction ia we Nagle fe chairman of 
15 different positions), Mr. Nagle Project Manager; and Partner in the critica, nterpro essional 20m 

. . . i zs . . mittee of the W.S.P.E, from 1953 
now heads the firm of Charles consulting firms. One of the largest : . 

ne aghaes “ : Aspen Paw to 1958. He has been Vice-president 
Nagle and Associates, Milwaukee projects was responsibility for the Sey 

5 2 : - and Board Member of the City 
consulting engineering company. construction of the Blue Grass Ord- “ ‘ . FP mneriipie in 

F : . ‘ 4 Club of Milwaukee, Treasurer of 
The office is engaged in design and ~~ nance Depot in Richmond, Ken- the Kiwanis Club of Milwaukee 
supervision of construction of in- tucky during 1942-43 where Mr. and member of the MAC and 

dustrial, commercial, and public Nagle headed a force of 3000 men. Tripoli Shrine, Other civic activi- 
buildings. St. Louis, Missouri was the birth- ties were Boy Scout leader for 20 

The varied range of Mr. Nagle’s place of Mr. Nagle on November _ years and for the past five years 
background has found him work- 8, 1897. He graduated in 1919 from = “Camp Construction Consultant” 
ing in many parts of the middle — the University of Illinois with a for the Milwaukee area Girl Scouts. 
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Professional Engi 
by Darell Meyer ee’61 

HIGHLIGHTS OF NSPE BOARD OF SSS TAX ENGINEERS SOUGHT BY 

DIRECTORS MEETING ENGINEERS’ CREED REVENUE SERVICE 

Dire predictions and rumors con- dp Ee ae Uncle Sam has come up with a 

cerning the so-called engineering to the advancement and betterment of — new “branch of engineering”—tax 
shortage are a disservice to the na- human welfare. engineer! The Internal Revenue 
tion and the engineering profession 1 PLEDGE Service says that tax collection is 
because they are not based on To give the utmost of performance, an emerging field for engineers and 
sound analysis to participate in none but honest enter- g ae Stakes - es 

ysis, prise, to live and work according to the it has undertaken to explain why 
Misguided neutrality on the part laws of and the highest standards of | in a pamphlet called “Engineer 

of industrial management regard- professional, conduct. ‘Ip place service Tax Men.” Those interested may 
ing the unionization of engineers the profession before personal advantage, obtain a copy of the pamphlet by 

could result in a complete break- and oe public jpeliare shove a other writing to the Assistant Commis- 
down of the concept of profession- need for Divine Cuidunce, 1 make this sioner (Technical) Att: T:S:E, In- 
alism in industrv. pledge. ternal Revenue Service, Washing- 

These positions and others taken Se ton 25, D. C. 
bv the NSPE Board of Directors at technology is one based on The pamphlet points out that 

the fall mecting in San Francisco, qualitative, rather than quan- most taxpayers think of taxes in 
October 23-25, represent actions titative factors. The serious terms of blood, sweat and tears, 

by the group on a broad front. technological problems facing little realizing that engineer reve- 
The Board issued a plea to the the nation cannot be resolved nue agents are part of the team re- 

nation to stop “adding fuel to the 5 ineraly adding to the num- quired to make the system work. 

shortage fire.” The officials called Bet of GNSEerss  cxstica’l Many itix eases involve “engineer- 
pon all commimications media to 4, Greater utilization of existing ing issues,” the IRS says, such as 
“weigh carcfully the facts, and engineering manpower is rec- various aspects of depreciation, de- 
soberly analyze those facts, before ognized by all serious students pletion, industrial management, 

starting a new wave of publicity to of our manpower problems as valuation, etc, 

the effect that the nation faces a first priority item. 
a severe engineering manpower After Board action on a unioniza- INDUSTRY LAGS IN PRO- 

es & 1 . FESSIONALISM 
shortage. tion report, Dr. Clark A. Dunn, 

The National Societv directors Society president, Stillwater, Okla- A survey of recent graduates 

urged that all those who aiiteid homa, said in an interview that the who are associate members of the 

speak or publish articles on the ‘neutral attitude taken by manage- American Society of Mechanical 
subject of engineering manpower — Ment in some firms when faced — Engineers disclose serious deficien- 
first consider the following four with an election among engineer- cies in industry’s programs to pro- 
points: ing employees on the question of mote professionalism among engi- 

1. Engineering school enroll: union representation is actually an neers, particularly in the small 
Oe wy nh vlltime hiel abdication of management's re- companies. Only 40% of the re- 

ee ee se inerete sponsibility in preserving the dis-  spondents to the ASME Junior 

AOAE 2 <aBGial” Sen IAHOH tinction between professional and Forum said their company en- 

wuchout HRS. 8 ation. nonprofessional services. courages participation in  profes- 
2. Action which ity force-feed Dr. Dunn pointed out that “such sional activities. In the large com- 

students into engineering cur- an abdication of management re- panies, 75% said they were being 
ricula without adequate as- sponsibility has led to a situation treated as a professional engineer, 
sistance tothe overburdened jn the aircraft and other industries but only 33% replied in the affirma- 
engineering schools can only here on the West Coast in which tive among small companies. On 
harm the cause of engineering many young engineers have never salary, 80% in the large companies 
education, heard an expression of support con- said their compensation is in line 

3. The current engineering need cerning professionalism from their with their worth, but only 40% in 
in industry and advanced — employers.” the small companies were satisfied. 
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Advancement Prospects Rated High ENGINEERING EXAMINATIONS — 
oe oe | fl — Imported CASTELL 

In other categories of interest: The Wisconsin Registration 
75% said their transition from col- Board of Architects and Profes- | | ee rT) 
lege to industry was handled well; sional Engineers have announced BLACK GOLD 
60% in small companies said their the dates of their next Engineering oe 
initial traning was adequate, but — Examinations as January 26 and 27 os 2 

. . “ * Oe 

only 33% in the large companies 1959. To be eligible for those ex- Cr TAP: Q 
thought favorably of their initial aminations, application must be on 
training and 75% felt there is room fiJe in the Board’s office on or be- é 
tor advancement in their present fore December 1, 1958, Application adds skill to your hand 
Job; an a sda 4d oaen, forms and information may be ob- Ee 
encouraged advanced education. tained at or by writing to the rr Horizontal OPPO are 

ae a j aoe a plentiful for graduate engineers 
Type of Work Most Influential Board’s office, 1140 State Office — but how about verti- 

Building, Madison, Wisconsin. cal opportunities? How 
The survey was conducted a ? RAM high will you grow in | 

among engineers who have been Examinations will be conducted Pell 5 years? | 

employed in industry for two to January 26, 1959, at Madison and | ~ t 
three years. The group placed in Milwaukee Wisconsin, for those de- | Vs ont ail depend ‘on 

order the following factors which siring Certification a5 20 Engineer- Rg work and such profes: [oo 
influenced them in the selection of in-Training. To qualify for certifi- | 7) sional habits as the use S 

their jobs: type of work, location, cation as an Engineer-in-Training | M of imported A.W.FaBER & 
salary, In seeking their next iob the anpligant t in addition ¢ By CasTELL. “black gold’ a 
salary, In seeking their next job, 1e applicant must in addition to graphite — the best na- 
they said, the factors would be the passing the one-day, 8 hour, ex- a tural graphite testing ry 
same except opportunity for ad- amination on the fundamentals of yg out at more than 99% q 
ancement replaced locati ‘ i P pure carbon — makes « 

vancemen replaced location, engineering have a record of 4 | a Castell the world’s 9 
which fell to fourth place. years of satisfactory engineering | ey finest drawing pencil. It 3 

“ i j nate si i kill to your im experience. All of the required 4 will, add _s NOVEMBER MEETING OF THE ree af oiedened muses Use | FIRM hand as it does to sa 
SOUTH WEST CHAPTER re oe te A ehoeen een | B sonst ge. eagle a 

gaine rmal e Mg fl : 2 OF WSPE Bates: DY’ LORMAN CEUCAON | instant identification in eS 
November 5, 1958 Examinations will be conducted most of the 20 scienti- 8 

The November meeting was January 26-27, 1959, at Madison, aaane aeersess @ 
held at the Cuba Club, Madison, Wisconsin, for those desiring regis- If you prefer a SI 

on November 5, 1958. tration as a Professional Engineer. Holder, try Locxtite | 

Following the dinner, Mr. Holders of certification as an Engi- DH aie ae | Yharles E Nor]e Anclaa ie Ea eee + 5 = ne which shows your de- || Charles E. Carlson, Madison, was neer-in-Training in Wisconsin will ares in, 4 Aaah plus | SI 
presented his f rofessional Engineer be required to appear for examina- imported “black gold” |7T%y 
Certificate of Registration. Engi- tion only on January 27, 1959. Ghstet 9030 Lead. USE 

ree certificates were ‘ . : : r ‘ : op in your college | 
neer-in-Training certificates were while those who are not holders of soe "atid insist oe i rae 
presented to the following men: such certification will be required | | CasTELL across the [Ri 

: James P. Doering, Arnold Zimmer- to appear on both January 26 and | | board. : i 
~ + - ’ “ | y te 

man, Roger Sackett, David Tred- 27, 1959. The examination on Jan- | q [ 
well, and Poul Winskell, all of — yary 26, 1959, will be on the funda- i ; 
Madison, Fredrick _Fuchs, Janes-— mentals of engineering. The ex- | 4 
ville, and J M. Essex, Bowling amination on January 27, 1959, | —— 

Green, Ohio. covers in the forenoon a field of | Le = 
Mr. Ralph Culbertson, Wiscon- engineering and in the afternoon | » SE = t 

sin State Engineer, led the recipi- a sub-field of the field selected by S. / or 
ents in pledging the Engineer's the applicant for the forenoon’s A AKL eee 
Creed, after which he presented to examination. The applicant must IWS A = 

each engineer, his certificate. _ choose a field and sub-field which Ww, yO lp { 
Professor James Villemonte, of has been established or approved ISS ‘ial A yr 

the University of Wisconsin, was by the Board. Fields and sub-fields PS li / A 

the speaker for the evening. His for each have been established by Z 
discussion concerned the Techni- the Board as follows: | AX 7 
cal Aid Assistance Program to un- | \ y 
derdeveloped countries, particu- 1, Chemical with the established A 
larly India. Professor Villemonte sub-fields of Chemical Plant, | fe aS j 
has spent approximately four years Gas, Sanitary and others to be | = 
assisting India in its program of approved by the Board. AZZ- 
establishing graduate engineering 2. Civil with the established sub- EE 
courses and laboratory facilities. fields of Highway, Hydraulics, 2S 
His discussion was accompanied by Municipal, Sanitary, Struc- Q 
slides and moving pictures of en- tural. A.W. FABER-CASTELL 
gineering projects in India. (Continued on page 50) PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3, N. J. 
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S/ ale by Tom Corth, ee’60 

; yp cover the boiler and equipment up pervisor of the certified welding 
to the pressure valve and ASA to _ bureau division in Chicago was a 
govern primarily welding of pres- highlight of the second day’s pro- 
sure-piping beyond that point. gram. The laboratory is used to test 

Prof, Robert S$. Green, executive welders for certification which will 

A a director of the Engineering experi- enable them to weld on pressure 

7 ment station at Ohio State Univer- equipment. It is transported in a 

sity and a consultant for the Na- _ large truck and station wagon. 
tional Pipe Welding Bureau, told The idea of a mobile laboratory 

Welding Codes the group of continuing efforts tc was developed by Lilly when diffi- 

° acquaint architects, engineers and culties in maintaining and financ- 
Institute A Success contractors with the code require- ing a central lab became nearly 

K l iD I NG cod CS; bo ti h ments, . insurmountable. . 

WV ASME and ASA codes got “The necessity of getting wide- “I tried using the welding facil- 

the lion’s share of the spread acquaintance with the codes _ ities of another contractor,” he said, 
credit here for the dramatic reduc. among these people is especially “but that, too, wasn’t very  satis- 

tion in boiler explosions and the important because they are the factory. It was then that the idea 
resulting reduction in fatalities and ones who need to make plans for came to me that it might be better 
injuries. meeting the codes,” he maintained, to go to the job or to the shop and ‘ 

“A boiler explosion today is an Green outlined what he called a let the welder be tested under nor- 
extremely rare occurrence,” Elmer quite simple procedure for meet- mal instead of laboratory condi- 
GC. Korten, assistant chief engineer, ing the codes: 1. responsibility for tions and with his own equipment.” 

The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspec- seeing that the correct procedures Lilly maintains that there are 
tion and Insurance Company, told are used in welding and fabrica- several advantages to this proce- 
the assembly at a University of tion; 2. responsibility for the quali- — dure. The welder is familiar with 
Wisconsin Engineering Institute in fications of welders employed, and; his tools and he is not under more 
mid-October. 3. continuing supervision in the than normal pressure. 

Korten was speaking to nearly a field. “I am better able to see the use 
hundred contractors, engineers and “These steps combined with final being made of the equipment,” he 

architects who gathered to hear inspection can insure quality work,” remarked. “I can also give spot ad- 
how ASME and ASA codes goyv- he concluded. vice or correct wrong procedure | 

cerning pressure-pipe and pressure- In a thumbnail sketch of the through opportunities which might 
vessel welding were administered. NCPWB (National Certified Pipe — otherwise not arise.” 

“There were 10,051 boiler ex- Welding Bureau) he indicated that In elaborating on his position as 
plosions, 15,634 injuries and 10,884 it was organized to develop stand- a consultant and inspector for the 
deaths due to explosions in the — ard welding procedure and to pro- bureau he maintained that his func- 
years from 1867 to 1908,” said Kor- duce qualified welders, thus mak- tion is to help the man do a better 
ten as he recalled the almost phe- ing it easier for contractors to com- job. “It is not enough just to test a 
nomenal drop in accidents in pres- ply with state and federal codes. man to see if he can meet specifica- 

ent times. An interesting and ingenious tions. We also try to help him so 
The two codes cover separate mobile laboratory used by William that he can do the job and do it 

areas. with ASME designed to Lilly, consulting and welding su- better,” he concluded. 
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ment, with slight modifications and 
A.S.M.E. NEWS additions, will be used for a con- —_—  « 

The speaker at the last meeting, tinual temperature recording on the LL 
introduced by vice president Sally “read out”. Pe a E 5 

Trieloff, was Mr. James Albrecht, Kappa Eta Kappa has about ten ia ; 4 
sales engineer of Detroit Diesel Di- licensed hams and three novices. F = call wil y 
vision of General Motors. Mr. Al- Early last spring they started build- 7 tan hi 
brecht spoke on “Sales Engineer- ing a small transmitter, They now * ee 
ing”, adding to his talk with a film have it connected to a dipole on o 2 a 

on diesel engines. the roof of the house. The receiver P ” a pom ny 

Bob Olson, president, announced is a Halicrafter $ X38, which hasa 2 ey 
to the 160 members attending the comparably short range. This setup, 2 x ca 

meeting that the national A.S.M.E. although. limited, has given the ae . 
is Hine Several Epeech and group very much enjoyment. With Be en A 

ponsoring several speech anc . vas 4 : . Ne ; 
, . . Se increasing interest in the group, i ee At 

paper contests. Also, a joint meet- sae : . Ch ~~ 
: 2 : plans are being made for a new Se Ve 
ing with the senior A.S.M.E. was 800 watt all band transmitter SE ae a 
held on December 11. 1 Watt Gh Bano transmatter. Nee A Bee 

Eventually the transmitter will be i Bo A | 

NEWS FROM KAPPA ETA KAPPA Pltced ina case for use with at- ‘4 iN wT 
tached side band transmitters, with 8 a ee 7 a 

The Delta chapter of Kappa Eta additional space being left for a ONE 
Kappa has started the fall season voice control unit. Thus, reports 
off with a bang. Parties were given — Gene Pezon and Bob Schlorf, the DEAN WENDT APPOINTED 
after the home football games, with transmitter will be in three sepa- TO POST 

an all out effort going into the — j;ate parts, a modulator, transmitter Dean Kurt F. Wendt of the Uni- 
homecoming weekend. After the and power supply. Bill Steil, an- versity of Wisconsin’s College of 
homecoming game a supper of ham other member of the group, is to Engineering has been appointed a 
and turkey plus all the trimmings — donate a receiver. These boys have member of the National Research 
was served, followed by refresh- big plans for the future and for Council. 

ments and entertainment for the future members of KHK. The appointment was made by 
rest of the evening. Included in the Kappa Eta Kappa is proud to Detlev W. Bronk, president of the 
entertainment was dancing, hi-fi re- announce the new pledges of the National Academy of Sciences, on 
cordings, a song fest, and television. fall semester. They are as follows: the nomination of the academy's 

An alumni banquet was held in James Smedema, Rodger Peterson, division of engineering and indus- 
Milwaukee during November. The — Donald Bendis, Myron North, Don trial research. 
Delta chapter was well represented — Laughlin, Rodney Littlefield, and Dean Wendt will represent the 
both by alumni and invited actives. Carlos Matos. Vice president and American Society for Engineering 

Looking on toward winter, the pledge master, Dick Frosk, reports Education in the division of engi- 
house has undergone a slight face the pledge class is very active. neering and industrial research on 
lifting program. The porch and They planned a big party for No- the council, Wendt’s appointment 

: roof were repaired and recondi- vember 22, and furnished enter- is for 1958-61. 
tioned while the entire outside was tainment themselves, Wendt has served as dean of the 
repainted. On the tenth of November the UW College of Engineering since 

The K H K display case, located members saw a film lecture on 1953. He graduated from the UW 
in the main entrance of the Electri- | SAGE. A representative from IBM _ in 1927 and has taught in its engi- 
cal Engineering building, has been was there, and the showing was neering college since that time. He 
attracting much attention lately. open to the public. is professor of mechanics, and in 
Satterfield’s, of Madison, donated 1948 he was named associate di- 
the use of a transmitter and re- TRIANGLE FRATERNITY rector of the Wisconsin Engineer- 
ceiver and various other  instru- After a successful fall social pro- ing Experiment Station. He became 
ments and equipment. Also a com- _ gram, the men of Triangle are now director of the station in 1953 when 
puter digital timing device has looking forward to the annual he was named dean of the college. 
been loaned to the display. This Christmas Party and the vacation Dean Wendt is chairman of the 
timing device was connected to a — which follows shortly after. nation’s Engineering College Re- 
“read-out” combination which gave Homecoming weekend saw Tri- search Council and vice president 
numerical values in lights on the — angle busy with house decorations of the American Society for Engi- 
face of the instrument. This was and welcoming Triangle alumni. A neering Education. Recently he 
connected to a frequency oscillator buffet luncheon following the Wis- was _ elected president of the na- 
which had a capacitor arrangement — consin—Northwestern football game tional Association of NROTC Col- 
through one terminal. The oscilla- highlighted the afternoon while a leges made up of 53 major Ameri- 
tions of the machine were varied homecoming party was held in the can colleges and universities 
by the body acting as one plate of evening. throughout the nation which oper- 
a capacitor. This change in fre- On occasion, faculty members ate the naval ROTC training pro- 
quency was recorded in lights on have been invited over for dinner gram in conjunction with the U.S. 

the “read-out”. The same equip- (Continued on next page) Navy. 
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in the hope that better understand- accepted for enrollment in, a cur- sity. Three variations of the pro- 
ing between students and instruc- — riculum in college leading to a — gram, depending on the field of 
tors will result. bachelor’s degree in one of the — study, may be as follows: 

Triangle has been holding rush- fields included in this training pro- 1. Students may be employed 

ing smokers for prospective pledges gram. A written test will be given. part time in a Federal agency 
and interested students, Watch the To be more specific, opportun- while in school attendance, or 
Triangle bulletin board in the Me- ities open to college students and 2. They may alternate their em- 
chanical Engineering Building for high school seniors and graduates ployment and school attend- 
the dates of these smokers. are in the fields of architecture, ance, or 

chemistry, engineering, mathemat- 3. They may be employed dur- 
CIVIL SERVICE STUDENT ics, metallurgy, meteorology, ocean- ing the summer vacation pe- 

7 TRAINING PROGRAM ography, and physics. In addition riod and attend college dur- 
The United States Civil Service these fields are open to college ing the entire scholastic year. 

Commission has announced a new students only: cartography, ac- . : 
. ms een . . ne 2s While on the job, student 
Student Trainee examination for counting, agricultural economics, ifithees wall +k under and as 
use in selecting college students biological and plant sciences, en- et rot uw lo sonnel a ed 
and high school graduates for work- tomology, home economics, plant - D o veh ‘or her on ficaal 
study programs in various Federal pest control, soil science (re- BR ee a a ene 

ire ae — * iene ac work. The work will be pertinent 
agencies. The training programs search), and statistics. to ‘theeHeld ‘of the trainee. and the 
are in the scientific, technical, ag- Student Trainees will be paid difficulty. and ves sonaiBility will 
ricultural, accounting, and statis- according to the level of their way avith ‘the nate level of. the 
tical fields. Some positions are lo- scholastic progress. They will gen- ms or 

: a . : 7 ce position, 
cated in’ Washington, D. C., and erally receive no salary while at- Farther information and avplite 

the nearby area, only. Others will tending college and will pay their tion forme ara avaiiakis ae Fag 
be filled throughout the country, own expenses incident to college oe ee es 
ps . : ) post offices throughout the country, 
lrainees will be paid at the rate of attendance, and at the United States Civil 
$3,255 to $3,755 per year during The training programs will con- Service Commission Washinet yn 
the periods in which they are em- sist of two parts, on-the-job train- 5 — ee, asningtc 

q ; . : we 25, D.C. Applications will be ac- 
ployed. ing and regular scholastic training 3 é = 

: ; . oe oY oe cepted until April 2, 1959. 
Students must be enrolled in, or in an accredited college or univer- 

$50,000 MACHINE DESIGN 
= | AWARDS 

as | The James F. Lincoln Arc Weld- 
| ing Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio, 

. . | is offering 54 awards totaling 
St t S / | $50,000 for papers describing the 

ar ing alaries use and advantages of arc welding 

The Engineers and Scientists of America m the design and construction of 
, machines or machine components. 

have conducted a study of the trends in Top award to the author or authors 
starting salaries of new graduate engineers. of the best paper is $10,000. Papers . 
From the data available we have prepared may describe how a machine is im- 

. ded . . . proved or reduced in cost through 
recommended minimum starting salaries the redesign of a casting to a weld- 

for various levels of experience and class ment, the redesign of an existing 
standing. ee or the design of a new 

weldment. Weldments used in 
Copies of this recommended minimum practically every type of industrial 

standard have been sent to your Dean of machinery are eligible. The com- . 
. . . y petition is open to all persons in 

Engineering, Engineering Library, Place- the United States or its possessions. 
ment Director, and Chairmen of the Stu- The Rules booklet is available from D d Ch f the S The Rules booklet lable f 

dent Chapters of the various Technical rae James mo ae ee 
. oundation, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Societies. Dr. E. E, Dreese, Chairman of 
We would be happy to send you a com- the Foundation, states that the pur- 

Li . pose of the new competition is to 

Ppumentaty copy: | stimulate and encourage industrial 
and economic progress through the 

Engineers and Scientists of America development of machinery that is 
Munsey Building more 7 pees ae 

. ower in cost. The efficient applica- 
Washington 4, D. C. tion of the advantages of welded 

steel design, Dreese states, will ac- 

celerate this progress. THE END 
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Gear Production are produced by rocking the table When only one gear is to be 
that holds the work while the cut- lapped a tool is used called a 

(Continued from page 12) ter head remains stationary. This “dummy lap”. A dummy lap is a 
placed exactly where it must be process is sometimes reversed in gear that is made for lapping only. 
for proper operation. some machines. It is made of cast iron and the 

There are many types of bevel In taper shaving the teeth are teeth are cut for a special gear, 

gears used for special applications. shaved smaller on one end. This since large gears are usually one 
Some of the types that may be process is a correction measure — shot jobs. When the dummy lap is 
used for special conditions are: and is used where the gears have Of no further use it is stored and a 

1. Hypoid Gears: This is a gear a tendency to burnish. The process record kept of its location. When 

where the shafts are offset, It Consists of setting the table at an another job comes up it may be 
is used in automobile rear  2ngle to the horizontal. This will modified or used as it is for the 
axles in order to lower the make the shaver take a greater new job. 
center of gravity of cars. amount of material off of one end. 

2. Angular Gears: These are Applications 
gears which intersect at an Fa ae se In most cases, the smaller diame- 

angle of other than 90°. & A -. san een ter gears are installed in a case 

3. Miter Gears: These types of ro oh , age ee that includes all the gears neces- 

gears have a velocity ratio of wa we = sary for a given reduction or in- 
one and their shafts intersect gy Nee crease of speed. There are many 
at right angles. eee : variations of the setups of gear 

SS eee boxes. Power may be transmitted 
The Finishing of Gears WY ee Mba, ly from the horizontal plane to the 

‘There wre two iain’ types of \ ae rll vertical plane or at right angles in 
gear finishing. One is lapping, WY *- & a i the horizontal plane. In the com- 

which was mentioned above, and vf PONE Ex. | 4 mon speed reducer or increaser, 
the other is shaving, Both of these WY IAS Se : a the power is delivered on one side 
machine processes are used to NS PAS ff. and the output shaft comes out of 

quickly wear the gear teeth in or- NY oa “se fa, the other side. 
der to remove any cutting marks —Y a (ly In_ the right angle drive, two 
or errors and make the teeth Pees — bevel gears are used to change the 
smooth for good operation. ree ec a VE § = direction of the drive and then 

In the shaving process, the gear a Gee A, es helicals are used for the reducing 

is rotated at high speeds with the : or increasing of the speed. The 

shaver, similar to the way in which vertical drive is a similar setup ex- 

two gears would mesh. The shaver cept that the bevel gears transmit 
is on a power shaft and drives the —Photo courtesy Falk the power up a vertical shaft at the 
gear. The shaver has sharp razor Shaving a helical gear. end of the chain of meshes. The 
like projections which extend simple motor reducer or increaser 

‘ around the teeth. If the gear is a swine de Ties otiven waaiox ae: does not contain any bevel gears. 
right hand helical gear, the shaver a pebRms 38 the, othes AION "way Tt has meshes of helical gears and, 
must have a lef hand helix. A of finishing gears. It has a priority depending upon the ratio of the 
shaver is selected that has a helix 0" the finishing of larger gears input to the output, may have 
angle different than the gear and which are too large to shave. Lap- from one to four meshes. 

the two are forced together in the PINS 8 a slow process, taking days Other special applications in- 
machine. Because the helix angles for the larger gears, but it does not clude large gears for ships and 
are different the shaver will re-  Tequire a machine operator once it mining. These large gears are the 

move small amounts of material is set up. It is a simple process but ones referred to in the first part of 

from the profile of the gear be- one that is very necessary. the report. These gears, of course, 
cause of the razor like teeth on Usually the two gears which are require very large machines to cut 
the shaver. to run together in application are them and _ therefore the demand 

Crown shaving is where the — lapped together. The gear which for places to cut them is great. 

thickness of the gear teeth are a is to carry the power in application Because of the large size of the 
slight amount smaller on the ends. is powered and drives its mating gears, any change in temperature 
There is only a difference of a few gear. The two gears mesh together — during cutting will deflect the gear 
thousands between the ends and and lapping compound is applied — and produce errors of high magni- 

the center. Because of the crown, to the teeth. The compound is tude. For this reason the machines 
the teeth will bear only in the — applied automatically by a pump are inclosed in sheds and the sheds 

middle of the gear, even though — and nozzle arrangement. The teeth are air conditioned. The gear cut- 
there may be slight misalignments of the gears wear rapidly and form ting industry is one of the few in- 
in the gear’s assembly. This crown a pair of quiet running gears. The dustries where such care must be 
will eventually wear off but by the principals of shaving and lapping taken in the machining of large 

time it does the gears will be a is the same, but the process is pieces. 
near perfect mesh. Crowned gears quite different. THE END 
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AIR CONDITIONING mamerecariigt ig ir eee 
TEST ROOM —————— eee 

ee es ee ee csi cone 2 ce 

\ room simulating weather ex- — RR ee ee 
tremes and interior heat loads for + 3, a _ ee Vee 6 Cr. 

demonstrating central air condi- j oO zs oe : 

tioning systems in virtually any 1 iE i 4 

new or existing multistory building [Se : 
to owners, architects, consultants 93 SSS) oe 
or development engineers, is an- 3 5 
nounced by Carrier Corporation. 24 Sond Se ; : : ‘ 

; . 2g Soccer ; 
Industry representatives who me Ss re : : 

have witnessed the versatile new Sf ee i] . : 

environmental room, report it’s the a ' ’ f Z / 5 & 4 
“most completely flexible facility of as. | i. i ~ #, Sy Be 

its kind” ——_ mrt -_ 
Occupants of a building still on MMMM a 

the drawing boards can learn what ee | i fie s ao og 
working in their future office will Cia = ==, Ww ee: a Le 

be like. They will actually see the . ne we a = | a = ae ag Cy 

air conditioning unit counteract a ae wf 4 = a oe i A Fo eg ie 

freezing cold and feel it quickly re- ela opp oa : 

move scorching heat. io a 8 te Tilia Pn HL, ower cetl ‘ 

Temperature of air in the room, ch ae. Tech ~wD> 8 2 2©=0”——it( Re 

its velocity, sound level and distri- Three different outlets for five of the most commonly used central air conditioning 

bution pattern at any point, as well systems for multistory buildings are demonstrated in this flexible testing room. Engi- 
as effects of radiation, can also be neer is checking velocity of the air from the overhead diffuser. 

noted, 

Design theories for new air han- size of standard spaces in a com- maintained inside. The degree with 
dling apparatus can be proven un- mercial structure, hotel or hospital. which different systems are able to 

der typical conditions saving hun- The ceiling is adjustable and the neutralize this “waterfall effect” is 

dreds of manhours. It can also be outside wall can be changed for easily one of the “most dramatic” 
used to check architectural plans glass ratios occupying 20 to 80 per demonstrations made in the room. 

and interior motifs, climinating ex- cent of total area, which includes For the finale, the air flow pat- 

pensive construction changes after virtually all buildings. tern provided by one of the air con- 

the building has been completed. External conditions ranging be- ditioning systems is vividly out- 
For example, a prominent Chi- tween zero and 120° F. can be cre- lined by use of a fireworks smoke 

cago consulting firm tested various ated to demonstrate downdraft, bomb. 

air conditioning systems with a plus gains and losses due to radia- The room permits comparison of 
novel ceiling it was planning for a tion. The effect of venetian blinds the six most popular central sys- 
new skyscraper. Data collected in or drapes can also be shown. tems: high velocity, induction; high 
one day’s experimentation provided Air velocity of better than 100 or low pressure ceiling diffusion; 

essential information for designing feet per minute has been recorded high or low pressure side wall dis- 

the building around the year-round sweeping down the room’s single charge and double duct. Radiant 

system, thickness glass wall when outside panel sections are also installed 
The room can be made the exact temperature is zero and 75° F. is above the hung ceiling. 
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By means of an intercommunica- erated inside the molecules of a In addition to its sensitivity, a 
tion system and large picture win- material as a result of their own major advantage of this gold-doped 
dow, in one wall of the test module, thermal motion. The higher the — germanium detector over other va- 
large groups can follow the scien- temperature, the faster the mole- rieties is its response to the longer 
tific demonstrations. cules move, and the more energetic wave lengths of infrared. Longer 

and shorter in wavelength is the wavelengths, corresponding to 
NEW DETECTOR FOR infrared emitted by a body. lower temperatures, are the most 
INFRARED ‘“‘SEEING”’ Infrared lies in a band of wave- difficult to detect. Yet these often 

Scientists have developed a new __ lengths between those of visible are the very wavelengths we want 

ultra-sensitive detector that can re- light and microwave radar. For this to “see. 
spond to less than one-twentieth of reason, infrared behaves sometimes One has little difficulty, for ex- 
a billionth of a watt of infrared like light and sometimes like radar ample, in observing a red-hot ob- 
(heat) radiation. waves. Its practical applications ject with a fairly insensitive infra- 

The function of an infrared de- Serve many of the same functions red detector. Such an object will 
tector is to convert invisible infra. &S Tadar. Like light, it is reflected have a temperature in the neigh- 
red radiation into clectrical signals 4d refracted by mirrors and lenses, __ borhood of 1500 degrees and emits that can be amplified and seen. It and the devices used to detect it most of ‘its infrared radiation near 

is the most critical component of a resemble those useful for detecting the comparatively short wavelength complete infrared system. visible light rays. of three microns, or 100 millionths 
Such systems are assuming ever- The new infrared detector is a of an inch. It is an entirely differ- 

increasing importance in a variety type known as a “photoconductor ent matter, however, to detect the 

of scientific and military tasks. They detector.” A photoconductor is a same body when it is, say, at the 
are used for guiding missiles to a solid material that changes its abil- temperature of the human body, 
desired target, for detecting mis- ity to conduct electricity when ra- 98.6 degrees. Its peak infrared ra- 
siles and fast-flying aircraft, for  diations such as infrared or visible ation has tripled to a wavelength 
fmaline “heat pictures” of the light strike its surface, As a result, of about nine microns, while the 

ground in the complete absence of changes in the intensity of infrared total emitted energy has fallen to 
light, for studying the radiation radiation reaching the photocon- less than one-hundredth of its pre- 
from stars and other celestial ductor are converted into changes Vious value. 
bodies, and for a variety of similar in the amount of electric current The problem, then, was to de- 
purposes. flowing through it. vise a detector that responds to 

Because of its high sensitivity, Scientists report that the photo- these feeble, long-wavelength radi- 
fast response, and ability to “see”a_ conductor in the new detector is ations, has good sensitivity through- 
wide frequency of infrared radia- | composed of germanium, the same the range of infrared frequencies, 
tion, the new detector developed in basic semiconductor material from Md reacts rapidly enough to be 
the Westinghouse Research Labo- — which most transistors are made, Useful in practical situations. 
ratories will add considerably to The germanium, however, is made The new detector is highly sensi- 
the performance of such infrared sensitive to infrared by “doping” it, tive to infrared up to a wavelength 
systems. or adding an impurity, gold. It is of 10 microns, which corresponds 

. Every object above the absolute this new photoconducting material roughly to the peak radiation at 
zero temperature of outer space that gives the device its superior room temperature. At the same 
emits infrared radiation. It is gen- characteristics. (Continued on next page) 

ENTIRE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT IN ae Mie) I ae Oe 
A SINGLE UNIT a 2 ee CO 

A “significant break-through” in ay S. : rps 2 ; oo i. 
research, aimed at developing a =e re ba | eS 
new class of ultra-miniature “inte. 7 RY s Fhe if. oY Peres 
grated” electronic devices combin- ea! _— _ \ ill oo a 
ing many different functions in a ae ee J - 3 A Mii 
few small components, has been ;~—s=<—Citésy j 
announced by the Radio Corpora- oes |e 74 | 
tion of America. An experimental i : i ee / 
shift register transistor’s operation — : aa oo a " (puters 
in the laboratory has shown feasi- a... 
bility of integrating active and pas- ee ON : A a 
sive elements of a circuit. The lab- 2 “i i oN : : . eo 
oratory device, only Y2-inch long ~~ ©6=—sti<i‘ i Pode {> —— 
and 4/1000-inch thick, is expected, : aN So * — ay os . 
with further development, to per- —— r——O ea 
form functions that now require a / CC Poe 

cireuit arrangement of twenty Under the magnifying glass in the center is an experimental shift register transistor. 
transistors, forty resistors, and Object in upper left is a testing unit for the device while in the lower right are cap- 
twenty capacitors. sule elements used in testing. 
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ime, it is : imes faster re Ten Rg A ET BR Stk 2 ip eR IU a Sgr ees sa ESE Sais 
time, it is about 10. times faster Bar eae ~ ot See pee ee go ee 

than any previously measured pho- a es fe go oS al ee Te Pee S 
Z : oA TE oe NE as ae “2 Ft et 

toconductor detector. ae deca eT tog See ee 

. : sgt Se eee ee aE eS ‘ahs soe 
The combined speed and sensi- TT BS i LR . Un wate te Sen ee 

a : ot RAE eS ea oe ET Soy ee Sue 
tivity of the detector means that it Tet Sie Oe ae ne ee a se eee seas 

. a her ee oe ee Fs eS rics Va at 
can detect tiny and rapid fluctua- ie Re hg ae ee ee ae ee BI. ns SEs OR 

ane’ " : FSG MS ag EE oa DEN yt AS ND 0 SP RSS GS. ONG 
tions in the temperature of an ob- ge eS rape eee ee gles tS SE gee Se. of ee ee 

‘ FB Eo Se ase ae ee eae pe Rare oto ae le sos Es 
ject, even at body temperature and Dt SIE Se oe ee EES ie Rn, ae 9 Pe Farge ote NS Ge 

i" uw : Spies NES Big tase ST  Gp ee ge PO On 
below. Therefore, the detector is Hee Se Pe ea ahs me SN Pa as 

. ‘ : ye Ee OE Pree”. Fae : ile oes os 
potentially very useful in medical cee EI oy Sage SNE oo an ae PP PE 

: - * “0 atigig eg eae a ed a ae g [Rian inte, CM WN a 

research, astronomy, exact scientific es ae 5 ie roe eS ot SN ge 
. . . . Pee ad wee =e . hae,“ xs res eh 

experimentation and industrial rors N : es A a ee a 
os gg eS AD ee ee 6 

control. pies oe i . oR ia yet sot 
a . tock Boy 3 Bai Bea, Ji... Far Rae eheee 
The new detector is so fast in its ee cay fg a a Veet ae 

i See a Wee e : NM 
response that special laboratory ap- de Oo fae : Ce om 

< POR ase Can te “f SoS 
paratus had to be developed in or- oo Ss uN. i ee 

Se een oe Py Peat fA 50) 

or asst jts speed. The ¢ are ; Be Te ge ee aS 
der to te st its spec d. The apparatus, Pago a Se OS 8 

a mechanical light chopper, breaks AZSIN APES a on - fae ee 

infrared into pulses only a few bil ee \ “ ~ ny ey 

lionths of a second long. The Peo ere ON ——— -7 Sipe Sag Ne 
1 ! ae ee Pr 2 «4 F aoc ee 

pulses, reflected to the surface of a m SOR es rs, aid 2 : j CORRS 

detector, show its “time constant” — (@&eP EF TIPE es 4 : - ae 
: a _ Bee ad b 

to be two-tenths of a millionth of Bele ages pe Pa ee 

a second, wong peers i ar 
e ces 5 ieee a. Fae ee & Ay 

Since the sensitivity and fre- ee tae 7 C See Oe poe eka : ae : : eres 9 | Re gage ats “a 
quency response of a photoconduc- eae a | es, 2 RRO ee pr ss ce 

ap fay Rees / BEES eG wet Cane whee ss 
tive infrared detector is increased e505 PS art ae EINES, Reha Pe Seen 

. " a, ba? mail ace.) a ey Mh Se oh, en eg 

by operating it at low tempera- = ey pee Eee Ss Fp Mey. ee aes 
0 Tag Et IE PRO SR = 

tures, the new detector is cooled to . . ; . . 
a temperature of 320 degrees be- Operator obtains final surface density (or surface moisture) reading on the construction 

. per \ “ Brees site. Total time elapsed for entire operation: three minutes. 

low zero Fahrenheit by surround- 

ing it with liquid nitrogen in a spe- 
cial container. oa. . . 

Probe are accurate within 2 Ibs/ft* or moisture content. Measurement 

GAUGES FOR “‘ON SITE” ANALYSIS wet density. The Surface Moisture of the “scatter” with the Portable 

OF MATERIALS Probe provides results reproducible Scaler results in a number corre- 

Probes developed by Nuclear- within 14, lb./ft* moisture content. sponding to the material’s moisture 

Chicago Corporation permit rapid The surface probes can be used on content or density. A special cali- 
thicago C ‘ a : : : “« ” 

determination of moisture content sand, clay, granular materials, as- bration curve of the “scatter-count 

and density on the surface level. phalt, concrete, ete. On general vs. density or moisture content is ’ 

These new probes provide highly construction projects such as road furnished with each probe. Since 

accurate moisture and density building, air fields, etc., the d/M- both units are completely portable 

measurements directly on the sur- Gauge Surface Probes assure higher and measurements are performed 

face of the material eliminating the quality controls, more accurate ad- in a minimum of time, many meas- 

necessity of removing, weighing, or herence to job specifications, and urements can be made in a given 

destroying a sample of the mate- greater personnel and equipment area providing more dependable 

rial for testing. The results obtained utility. They also may be used in controls than can be gained through 

with pes devices are m many research to assist equipment manu- other slower methods. 

cases Tar more accurate é repro e: . . . +. 
; i than 8 wecnTate Ae ‘dd et facturers in designing more effi- NEW COMPUTER STORAG' 
ducible than those gained w he ; . 
esnventional “ oo | wi hy cient equipment to better meet the E TUBE 

m CY One non-nuclear metii- c * . * 

“ demands of the expanding build- A new three-inch storage tube 
ods, and no field laboratory, scales, . . . VL-7225 . C : . 

. : ing and highway construction (WL -7225), used for storing in- 
or drving ovens are ever needed. § iS . js Z ._ 
One non-technical cuneate Gal GS programs. formation in computers, is now 
foim fest and siecesstully. nine Surface measurements are per- prailaple irom the Westinghouse 

at precise moisture and density de- formed by placing the Surface Electric Corporation. 

terminations in as little as two min- Moisture Probe, containing a fast The tube receives information in 

utes with this completely portable neutron source, or Surface Density the form of electrical impulses, 

field system. Probe, containing a gamma-ray stores it, and when signalled to do 

The surface probes are ideally Source, on a relatively smooth por- 0, reads back electrically the ac- 

suited for compaction studies, con- tion of the surface. The radio- cumulated information. 
trol of earth fills and embankments, activity is scattered with varying Special features of the WL-7225 
tillage and cultivation studies, ete. degrees when placed in contact are: extreme ruggedness; 2.6 inch 

Results with the Surface Density with materials of different density diameter of useful target; increased 
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- Ss .~ § ee of the moon as an example, it is a 

ae & 2 a is including the far, hidden 

oe a [Sa ~~. — ee How will the orbiting rockets 

ae YY - a oS sent to gather, since there is no 
oe : — os hi, a likelihood of a directly produced, 
8 : rh Ye sharply detailed television image 

Co. eS a oo t et But photo gra phy practically 

(Chl : a ee é oN guarantees a satisfactory solution, 
oo > eS oe Loe, Ze with a rocket carrying automatic 
a ee ng ger cameras with telephoto lenses and 
2a ee 5 a ee wee automatic processing equipment. 
a” Ll Se ag ey Add the TV system needed to scan 

ae ee ees mee es & x, the finished film minutely and 
~ . ve Ro 4 ae “as u transmit the image back to earth : 
mK COS Fa i. ff and you have a capable instrument 

; i. NS OSS ca ? 2 i ar aap 
<Q. : é for doing the job. 

SOS ; A Scientists are finding out what 
oe Le RS SS f. difficulties might be caused by cos- 
ee oy XQ i fi mic rays or other radiation in sucl ee ae ae as 4 ‘ays or other radiation in such 

, bg: ee oo : y ; Ad , J. space-photography. 
oe \ —— EN Im. f fs Only recently somewhere in outer 
aN . Le Ne ee 4. space, Explorer IV was dutifully 

> . e SO ( ' sending back impulses which add 
oo a a . a to our knowledge of these matters. 
fee - Se b. - ee The current plans are to study 

This computer storage tube receives and sends information in the form the spectra of Mars from a high- 
of electrical impulses. flying balloon. From 100,000 feet 

above the earth it is hoped that 
much can be learned about the at- 

resolution; electron gun beam fo- are discharged. Both screen and mosphere of Mars and especially 
‘ cusing to a fine spot; convenient plate are now returned to ground about its Water content. , 

coaxial ae for the ae through a deed ee a = Surely, these efforts foretell the 
el Q aking $5 a sca electri am, at a AT cigle Gon ce 
cuenta in . F aeawtundle fixed ton current, return: the on day when ae will visit: this pro compact mounting not previously 3 vocative neighbor of ours. For just 
attainable. get surface to equilibrium. as surely as this indomitable crea- 

One method of writing with the me 9 the erg sok Beatin Tetum: igs (man) has moved out of the 
tube involves holding the screen at We a parts’ or t iS Earget. (0 equ cave to his present estate, he will 
a fixed potential and applying a om during reading, erasure set foot on other worlds. You and 1 fixed p al a pplying nook e 
fixed positive charging potential of  °°°"TS scoeatltecmeomasly “athe ne I may not live to see his triumph, naee BP S Sing Pi reading cycle. ? mmy from 20 to 50 volts to the plate. reas cy but we'd better get busy with our 
The signal to be written is applied preliminary assignments all the 
to the electron gun control grid, Challenge For Photo- same. Keep in mind all the celestial 
usually clamped to the cutoff, graphic Scientists reconnoitering by photography that 
while the beam is scanned across must be done in advance. 
the target in the desired pattern. The study of space is the new Photography has varied uses in 

Reading the stored pattern is ac- challenge for photographic scien- the study of the sun, in nuclear 

complished by first returning the tists—simply because space is there physics, and in electronic comput- 
sereen and plate to the same po- and man’s insatiable curiosity will ing systems. 

tential. Those parts of the target drive him to explore it. In computers all the functions of 
upon which the writing beam did And much of the information photography; the recording of in- 
not land then return to equilibrium about outer space will be obtained formation, the storage of informa- 
potential, while the portions writ- by photography. Just as the camera tion, and the retrieval of informa- 
ten upon are negative with respect has been the astronomer’s indis- tion are brought into play in a way 
to the equilibrium potential by the pensable tool, so it will be the pri- to stagger the imagination. 
potential difference to which they mary tool of the space scientist. (Continued on page 50) 
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nd: Dey 
Future Bui Iding aes  . 

ae Te 0 ore 
(Continued from page 24) ee Be ae oe - mec | 

DO ae a . = a ey - | 
‘epi ‘ i ae a: — e ? 

Furnishings and Textiles So ae Ott a = 
ge Bie r 

More than 63,200 pounds of alu- 1. at gt roof Pe om! ia eae 

minum were used for executive 16 ay ime 6 oe oe 2 e 

furniture, and desks, chairs and 2S ge oe ee dee ae ~l gl 0 

accessories throughout the build- Sect at Je a Se oS a ui 6H 

ing. In addition, aluminum yarns s AT | AES we 8 +" iol - Ee 

are woven into draperies, carpet- » Oi ge at alee Oe _ eo : : : A wie | OP HES FE eee, “oa eee yo 
ing and upholstery in the executive De ee | O° tet Sh eo ens € © O.. ss £09 au: 

ining ee :  - 2° Ys ed 
offices and dining rooms. aad . < let 5: 

Desks and Chairs Oe si 4. 

Desks for the executive offices a: on / a a 
Cs +s — — > 

on the first level, the receptionists 7 8 Ce 

desk in the main lobby and certain Dl — — : 
* pe Ce ee 

other first level desks were de- hmm, a 
‘ sy ,° " Se se 

signed by Skidmore, Owings & _ 

Merrill and made by several lead- oo - 
ing manufacturers. All of the desks rss ae 

and chairs other than those in top Ri ea ae : 

executive offices are a completely Building engineers have finger-tip control over heating and air-conditioning. A 

new line designed and manufac- single engineer can continuously check and log temperatures and other data from 

tured in aluminum by General all parts of the building, adjust remotely located equipment and control devices, 

Firsnroohne C aa af Yy 56 start and stop heating and air-conditioning equipment, instantly make basic adjust- 

IRE PEOQUNE, zompany 0: oungs- ments in temperatures in any area of building, and supervise flow of fire alarm 

town, Ohio. sprinkler lines. 
The new. line, termed “Italic 

Styling,” was designed to comple- demonstrates the color versatility Desk Accessories 

ment the architectural motif of the of aluminum for attractive interior Specially designed aluminum 

new building. This furniture was applications. desk accessories, including calen- 

the first production run of the new . dar stands, telephone index stands, 
line, which now has been intro-  Preperies — . in and out baskets and waste bas- 
duced to the office furniture trade. aoe in executive a kets are used throughout the build- 

we Bees ng s were ma i 
Italic Styling represents one of Cun g TIONS Wee Tee ee ing. 

ai Gsumielon’ E : approximately 2,700 yds. of silk 
the most extensive functional and Ids 1 # a e 

decorative applications of alumi- and Reynolds aluminum: yarn Landscaping 
r ie Paces ‘ ic ere yen i ang he general landscapj Fox the 

num for office furniture. Aluminum which ool weve” nm Banglok. The general landscaping for the 

is used for desk legs, back and side ment employing 2 elena Ty ut building site is entirely modern, : 
panels and for drawer fronts. ‘een ae al tec pnique. 1 me and was suggested by the contem- 
Chairs and other matching acces- “C “ ‘ont dra, OFS eu ti MSEC: 1 porary design of the building itself. 

: : Jaseme rapes, on the second 
sories also make broad use of the i third ke fe ree e va oF a68 For example, the squares of 

: A rd levels were made i ' 
light metal. WG, LEC tevess Were Bee Ob? grass in the courtyard, the rectan- 

. . - yds. of white linen with aluminum lar reflecti sobl and fi . 
For pleasing textured surface yiaitti gular reflecting pool an Ower 

treatments, two different alumi- “— beds on the terraces carry out the 

num mill products are used. A Carpeting clean, angular motif of the archi- 

rolled-rib pattern alternates ribs of The 3,000 sq. yds. of jet black tecture. 
smooth surfaces with recessed ribs carpeting were of hand-woven At the same time, however, 

of fine textured lines, creating a ~~ wool and Reynolds aluminum _ trees, flowers and shrubbery are 

rich textural effect. The other mill yarns which were made in Puerto representative of the South and 

product used has a striated surface Ric reminiscent of a traditional Vir- px ied r Rico. 
with a relief grain effect. Nearly 2,000 yds. of aluminum ginia garden. 

Both of these aluminum textures yarn upholstery fabrics, in 20 dif- The landscaping contract was 

are produced in four soft anodized ferent colors, were used for furni- one of the largest in the history of 

colors (bronze gold, antique gold, ture in the executive offices, cafe- Virginia. It ranks second in size 

ebony and natural). Of special in- teria lounge and other spaces. only to Colonial Williamsburg. 

terest is the combination of these ; The Magn olia Grandiflora 

basic colors with each other to Cafeteria Trays (Southern Magnolia) in the court- 
provide 20 different possible ano- Cafeteria trays are of molded yard is 40 ft. high and was trans- 

dized color combinations. This is fiberglass, with woven nylon and planted from a site about three 

the first two-tone anodizing on a silver Reymet aluminum yarn fab- miles away. The transplanting 

production line basis in the office ric sandwiched between the fiber- operation took a week to complete. 

furniture industry. The technique glass. THE END 
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e oy a 2) ere re cNé aS Th re i Thin Arch Dams 1. Concrete temperature changes lyzing arch and _ cantilever 
(eau ' affect structural movements, action in curved concrete 

Jontinued from page 20) crack formations, stress, mag- dams furnishes a satisfactory 
6. Also the dam would likely be nitude, and distribution. basis for any type or size of 

subjected to higher and dif- 2. Chemical heat generated dur- arch dam. 
ine cET ne 

ferent stresses than assumed mg the curing Process’ MUSE The result of the Stevenson test in. caleulations be dissipated before the 1 it foul : as : 
grouting of contraction joints the. well jer he EN “aeons m 

To counteract these reasons, or filling of radial slots. suueiion, can a tie a “th rhe 
multiply the cylinder formula by a 3. Even in dams of thin arch latter should ! ° wed fi e that a 
ratio of the maximum compressive type appreciable portions of wre sarative d ei “| a a 
arch stress obtained by the elastic horizontal water loads are vo in howl bed in 1 =, ¢ . . ’ . 2S: Ss UL. 2 > scale e method, to the arch stress obtained carried by cantilever action. th e 1 ‘| x ti . eS 
from « = % ht: , by tt 1 4. Since the thin arch dam has NG Srlas loademetnod, 

« = ——._ ie. by the cyl- tension, stresses: | : e ? . ension stresses in the canti- Histor 
* . 

Y inder method. This ratio was de- lever elements near the foun- The Bret arch dine were S 
veloped by Professor William Cain dations, horizontal cracks may ish named . Elche. and “a ee 
for fixed arches and includes the develop along the upstream sult in tinny. Per Gio t k face built in the 16th century. In 1612 
influence of shear. ace. the Italians built Pontalto d 

5. Allowance for rock deforma- hict 1 ih pu he al cued 
Design—trial Load tions, twist action, and tan- wie ah the 4 ” still oes 7s ; el chanr affects: acting: many times and is still in use. The 

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation gential shear effects; estima- Shoshane dam built in 1910 was 
has developed a systematic method tion of movement of arch the first high dam with a height 
of analysis applicable to any valley, dams can be done  satisfac- of 328 feet above its foundations 
known as the trial load method. In torily by the use of the elastic Boulder dam in Colorado is a 
this, the dam must be considered formula. mixed type dam using the best of 
ey two inter onan ym m design should nis be both the gravity and the arch 
ing s Tucl ura Pode wn e nese i ‘t : lo: ae mn untormity: ‘0 dams. It is 722 feet high and is the 
is a series 0 vertica canti evers water loads. ; highest dam in the world. 
and the other a series of arches. 7. The trial load method of ana- THE END 
The water pressure load is divided ee ee 
by repeated trial between these 
two systems until the displace- ee fe eo _ 
ments of both are same at a num- — «we _ shi ,. . 
ber of selected points. This method ae |  ")  "l6hC6h se — 
is based on the following assump- | | gap) #84 | i “a ££ 
tions: Co Pr i Zs A Ny _ | Lo 

1. Uniform elasticity of founda- | 77% Sse uy oo ~~ Ln A ke . - ied . PP: Oe = A Ee 
tion and abutments. OE chm” oe _...UrtC 

2. Uniform homogeneity and | 7 ohio TD 4 oN a eee [sy 
— : ee 4 Ee. Sk oe i Pe elasticity of the concrete. 2 as Pio | la se ce co 

3. Fixation of the dam to the | , a im if : & wy —— 
abutments and the founda- a yo eo Oe A4\ - . 

4 eo : y \ 7. 
4. Action of the structure as a | | ita” Wes | WN a - 

monolith along with the arch 1 ae : Lo Waa wo 
action starting when the res- LAB ANALYST (top) operates CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE FURNACE used for determining heat ervoir begins to fill. This can | See eh for treating specifications in Fafnir's metallurgical laboratory. } nto 
be done by grouting the ver- | bearing steel. Bottom , tech- 

an] AAWRRAT AES Oto hafore | nician tests ball life with ball , wel enn, as before foligue seating machine, From Fafnir Research today, 
applying water load. Y a e 

5. Stress well below the limit of the bearings you need tomorrow! 
elasticity of the material for | 
the dam, base, and abutments. | Ball bearing requirements in many areas of experiment, new and better Fafnir ball 

6. Independent action by the | industry are growing fantastically complex. bearings are “born”. That is why — when 
santilevers of then-ne} iI bors | Materials and lubricants used in bearings future progress reaches “turning points” — 

7 e SVEES | elr neg Ors. | today are inadequate for certain foreseeable chances are Fafnir will have a bearing on it! 
. Carrying of all vertical loads | needs. To help find answers to such vital The Fafnir Bearing Co., New Britain, Conn. 

by cantilevers. | Problems, engineers at The Fafnir Bearing Write for booklet, “Fafnir Formula For Solving 
. | Company are provided with the most up- gearing Problems” containing description of Fafni The Stevenson Creek Test Dam, | to-date facilities for ball bearing research aos e See eecansiee ) ‘ | : ; engineering, research and development facilities. 

a constant radius thin arch struc- | and development, including a completely 
ture 60 feet high was built solely modernized Ane taliureice eboratory jane re G0 feet high was built solely | tehty retned devices for testine beccines FAFNIR for esearch. Under rigid controls bearing materials, components, and lubri- 
testing was carried on. The main | cants. From such resources, and unceasing & BALL BEARINGS 
results were as follows: MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA 
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THE THREE PHASE ELECTRIC MOTOR __ plished through use of flame. How- _ proper time. It is generally found, 

January, 1897 ever a large number of difficulties however, that in these engines the 
EVEN years ago. the three- with the flame method led to a point of ignition varies a great deal 

S phase motor was simply an in- great deal of experimentation with and the explosion very often comes 
teresting scientific curiosity. It ignition by incandescent metals. far from the beginning of the 

is still a novel sight to see an arma. Clerk developed a slide valve stroke. Some manufacturers have 

ture avhich has: no visible connec: which has a small port filled with endeavored to overcome this diffi- 

tion, in fact, no mechanical con- 2 grating made of platinum plates, culty by using a timing valve which 

nection to any motive power, run- This valve was first moved out and gives communication between the 
ning as if by magic. However, that the grating heated to incandes- cylinder and the tube only at the 
revolving mass of iron and copper cense by a jet of gas-flame. The proper time for ignition. This does 

is more wonderful now, as it can valve was then run in till the grat- away with premature explosions, 
do work equal to that of an engine ing covered a port leading from the —_ but does not prevent their being 

larger than itself. In the last five cylinder to a small cavity in the late at times, and it is found that 

years the three-phase motor has valve cover. The compressed gases the tubes give out more quickly 
been developed to such an extent im the cylinder were ignited upon than they do when they are in con- 

that it takes equal practical rank rushing through the hot grating, stant communication with the 

with its older brother, the direct 2nd their combustion kept up the cylinder. 
current motor, and promises, with temperature of the grating. This Under ordinary conditions the 

the aid of long distance transmis- worked very well until from any — tubes will not last for more than 

siom, fo leavedt far’ behind cause the engine missed an explo- thirty hours, and in order to secure 

‘ sion, Then the grating would be- the best running, they should be 
THE COTTON GIN come too cool to ignite the charge — renewed more often as the metal 

January, 1897 and the engine would stop. usually thickens up with the heat 
One of the greatest inventions Drake first used a thimble shaped = and chokes the tube before it 

the world has ever seen is the cot- Piece of metal in a cavity in the finally gives out. The hot tube fur- 
ton gin. It is great, more on ac- back of the cylinder and heated it — nishes a fairly reliable method of 
count of the economic effect re- by a blow-pipe flame directed into ignition except as to time, but 
sulting from its introduction than the interior of the thimble. The — there is the constant trouble and 
from a mechanical standpoint. ignition took place when the pis- expense of renewing the tubes and 
There are a great many farming ton uncovered a port communicat- in some cases it is dangerous to 
machines, wonderful to look at, ing with this cavity containing this have the external flame necessary 
that operate as though endowed hot piece of metal. These pieces of to heat the tube, It is also evident 
with life, but they have been de- metal soon became brittle and weak _ that this method cannot be used in 
veloped by a gradual process and from the intense heat. Atkinson a portable engine or in one which 
improvement had to be added to finally overcame this difficulty by is so situated as to be exposed to 
the crude originals to make them — using wrought fron tubes closed draughts of air. 

the perfect mechanisms of today. at one end and the other end open- 
Not KS with the cotton gin, how- ing into the cylinder. This tube ELECTRIC IGNITION 
ever. Born of the genius of Whit- with some modifications has been Electric ignition has lately been 
ney, it stands today practically the the method used most extensively developed so as to overcome a 
same vs in childhood. ° in this country. In a great many of great many of the difficulties men- 

the engines the tube is left con- tioned in connection with the other 
IGNITION OF INTERNAL COM- stantly open to the cylinder and the methods. All of the early experi- 

BUSTION ENGINES proportions so designed that the — menters used the spark from the 
April, 1897 compression will force the fresh secondary of an induction coil, 

The first ignition of the internal gases up the tube to the heated — which was made to pass between 
combustion engine was  accom- part and thus give ignition at the two electrodes, generally of plat- 
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inum, in the back part of the cylin- substitute for bleaching powder at —_ is used for the electrolyte where ; P y gp y 
der. Sometimes the electrodes were _a lessened cost. available. 
in the cylinder itself and the spark It has long been known that by 
was made to pass only at the time __ electrolysing a sodium chloride so- METERS OF TODAY 
of ignition. This did away with all lution that the result was a liquid October, 1897 
timing valves, but it was found that — which possessed excellent bleach- There are th asses of meters 
occasionally the interrupter on the ing properties. The primary ele- th alk sat oh = Jock. . ° aon ior 
induction coil would not start im- ments liberated are sodium and - ote 7 he wh st. th an sntite 
mediately upon making connection _ chlorine, but these immediately re- Weeeres ot Ee: NSE fae duanury 

3 . ee ‘ ; : of current is measured by the 
in the primary circuit and this combine and form sodium hypo- aniount! of wmatal. deposited ar dhe 
would cause either late firing or chlorite (Na Cl O). See Eee ne ee 

. : . Sete ced, quantity of electrode decomposed 
missed explosions. To remedy this The principle commercial appa- : 3 7 

; : in an electrolytic cell, The only one 
evil, some makers placed the elec- __ratus for the production of elec- : : 

: : ‘ : ea of this class which has found much 
trodes in a small side cavity of the _ trolytic hypochlorite is one devel- : aan : 

: : , : use in America is the Edison chem- 
cylinder, which was placed in com- oped by Hermite, a Frenchman. : os 

ce a a : : ical meter, which, through exceed- 
munication with it only at the His apparatus has been tried ex- ingly ace aes Aas pene 
proper time for ignition, and al-  perimentally at Worthing, England, ad ‘has th ° disady: Pree of haw 
lowed the spark to play continu- — for the disinfection of the sewage pei oe cont ee ‘lee - ge ‘d like 
ously between the electrodes. This _ of that town, and tests at this plant ae le olviie: amok ae 1 l io 
necessitated the use of a timing have shown it capable of doing f wee vnless Thao’ ie y yi d 
valve and in all these early elec- = much toward the solution of the chick hte ils eae Is provided, 

trical methods the electrodes were sewage problem. WEE EBA S O.0088. . 
found to be difficult to keep in His apparatus consists of a gal- Most of the clock meters consist 
order. The platinum points would vanized iron tank in which the de- of two clocks, one of which keeps 

become dirty or damp and the — compostion takes place. The anodes curate time, the other being re- 
spark would not pass. These facts, | are made by mounting platinum tarded or accelerated by the action 
together with the trouble and ex- gauze in an ebonite frame, these of the current on its pendulum. 
pense of keeping up batteries, were anodes being fastened to a copper This retardation or acceleration 8 
serious drawbacks to the use of bar by a leaden lug. Between each registered by a differential gear 
electric ignition. pair of anodes is a zinc cathode. Connecting the two clockworks, 

The cathodes are dises mounted on which, in turn operates a train of 

THE ELECTROLYTIC DECOMPOSI- a revolving shaft, each being pro- Sears connected to the dial. The 
TION OF SODIUM CHLORIDE vided with a scraper which cleans Objection of most of these is that 

July, 1897 it as it revolves. the clock must be wound up every 

The enormous quantities of Hermites’s process is a continu- month or so, which, if neglected, 
bleaching powder which are con- ous one. The electrolyte enters the Will cause the meter to run back- 
sumed yearly in various industries tank through a well perforated pipe wards and destroy ali former read- 
and for various purposes has been which runs along the bottom of Ings. 
the incentive for the numerous ap- the tank and after passing up be- The most important class coms 
plications for patents on various tween the electrodes it overflows prises those meters which operate 

: forms of apparatus for decompos- into a trough which surrounds the — on the principle of the clectric pp’ I troug princi 
ing sodium chloride by electrolysis, top of the tank. From here it is motor. 
their object being to produce a conducted away for use. Sea water THE END 
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Measurements strument was designed for the pur- are put in place. The gasoline gen- 
pose of measuring distances, using erator is started and the Geodime- 

(Continued from page 17) the fundamental constant, the — ter cord is plugged into it. While 
operation can operate very  effi- velocity of light. Geodimeters for the Geodimeter's electronic circuits 

ciently, utilizing the non-photo- the precise measurement of un- are warming up, the observer in- 
graphic weather to measure the known distances have been in use  serts the sighting telescope in the 
distances for geodetic control. since 1952. Early measurements optical line of sight of the instru- 

: with experimental models in the ment and centers on the light be- 
Short Range Instruments period 1941 to 1952 over very pre- ing shown at the mirror station. 

In the short range group we cise distances, some of which were The observer then removes the 

have the Geodimeter, Tellurome- established with light interference telescope and swings the lamp 

ter, Moran, Electro-Optical system, devices, resulted in the present, assembly into place and _ instructs 
and Electronic Distance Meter. universally accepted, value for the the mirror tender, by radio, to re- 
The maximum effective range of — velocity of light. place his signal lamp with the 
these “line of sight” instruments is Measurement of distance with mirror system. After the electronic 
approximately 50 miles. The Geo- the Geodimeter is carried out indi- circuits have been turned on for an 
dimeter, based on light waves, and rectly by determining the time in- hour, and it is sufficiently dark, 

the recently developed Tellurome- terval for red light, of wave length observations can begin. The Geo- 
ter, based on radio waves, are the — approaching invisible infra-red  dimeter is then further lined up 
most important of the short range light, to reach a distant reflector optically for best light return. 

group and will be thoroughly de- and return to the receiving optics Minor adjustments are made in the 
scribed. The other instruments will of the same instrument. With the optical system for best strength of 
be described briefly. known velocity of light it is then light return as indicated on the 

The Geodimeter, which derives possible to compute the distance. light indicator meter. Temperature, 
its name from the words “geo- Corrections for temperature, pres- pressure, and humidity readings 
detic’, “distance”, and “meter”, sure and humidity must be applied are taken at both ends of the line 
was developed by Dr. Erik Berg- to this distance to obtain accurate and the light intensity is adjusted 
strand, Geodesist of the Swedish results. for proper operation. 

Geographic Survey Office. The in- Each distance is accurately de- Usually 12 observations are 
termined in 30 to 60 minutes, and taken on two different nights to 
the time saved may reach 50 man- obtain a length suitable for first 

iy days per measurement compared order triangulation. 
ee to taping. In addition, the compu- Another short range instrument 

ry tation of a geodimeter traverse is is the Tellurometer, a name bor- 

‘ a far easier than the adjustment of a rowed from the Greek words of 
Me “ triangulation net. This ease has “earth” and “measure”. It is an 

ih : been proved both in Europe and electronic system employing radio 
. i in the United States by users of — microwaves, which permit distance 

‘ I the Geodimeter. measurements either in daylight or 
. : The Geodimeter is composed darkness, in clear or foggy weather. : 

iF ‘ physically of two sections, the Lines must be unobstructed by 
we X measuring unit weighing 108 — ground, buildings, or heavy woods, 
7 ‘ pounds and the optical unit weigh- _ but visibility is otherwise immate- 

: 4 ‘ ing 113 pounds. Each unit is rial and is not a factor in the accu- 
aA a ie "4 packed in a separate, shock absorb- racy obtained. 

\ Ana ing, wooden case. The power for The minimum component items 
2S S tye the Geodimeter should be a 115 or of the tellurometer system neces- 

i ee Pei ED 230 volt, 60 cycle alternating cur- sary to determine a distance are 
bey ae rent at 140 watts. The instrument a master unit and a remote unit 
tee fe orl oe iS mounted ona sturdy metal tri- together with a power supply and 

ee sy pod with a revolving top plate. transformer with each unit. No 
oe = ee The reflector stations are composed _ outside antennas are required. The 

rt‘ RK Of «32 retrodirective prisms master and remote units are almost 
A 6 / a» ton mounted on a light metal frame, identical in appearance; each is set 

: es which return the light rays even if up on its tripod and centered over 
ei : i ie the Geodimeter is pointing a few point in a manner similar to that 

/ y degrees off line. of a transit or theodolite. The 
0 ay The Geodimeter can only be — power supply is a 6-volt standard 

i s used at night to obtain accurate — automobile battery which is nor- 
aan ; ‘f3 readings. The procedure is rela- mally adequate for two or three 

XN tively simple. The Geodimeter is full days of operation. The entire 
US.C.&G. §, Ship “Explorer,” first ship mounted on_ its tripod with the Tellurometer unit at a station, to- 

equipped with Shoran for hydro graphic back edge over the station mark, gether with its accessories, weighs 
survey. and all optics and associated parts 85 pounds. This equipment is easily 
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a The comparison between the 
i - Tellurometer and triangulation dis- 
a : cs 4 tance was of the order of 1:67,400; 
ft oti _— a : i) CO Se. he between the Tellu rometer and Co ey — : i fe ee ° : 
3 pa bhaapa. be : : Jha Geodimeter distance was 1:213,- 

ee SS ma Le oe ive a ry 500. The Geodimeter distance was 
oe ee 2S he = considered to be the more nearly 
Wo ee a : correct as the triangulation dis- 

0 ew (3) a) ee rs tance was a computed value in the 
+ © . ie me i ey ni tik geodetic network about 50 miles 
a > oe. 4. zs Se) eo 4 ; from a measured baseline. Cm Po = a om n 

s fice oe) Ls &) ae ; The Tellurometer was designed 
: @ «9 uu A | or cee as a geodetic instrument and can 

. a ’ aw : me ae therefore be used for lower-order 
: ae as ee surveys with a minimum of obser- 

: © ag AN : ; 5 vations, in the same way that a 
Lee ao ae “ Q j J 8 first-order theodolite will give 

ia a << third-order results with many less 
55 eee ~ a. 2. eae repetitions of angle measurements — rc llc ES ”CUr™tC~t~—~—S—SC‘C i j : a on see than those required by a surveyor’s —U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey Photo ’ A a Ship installation of Shoran equipment. transit. By use of the Tellurometer 

. _ quipment. we can use the traverse method of 
back-packed as the heaviest single logical readings are taken at both fie code eee at a a 
item is the battery weighing about stations to determine humidity, ns be uemg ig BRDIDEL OF sngu 
28 pounds. The Tellurometer is of temperature and barometic pres- an observations: necessary at each 
rugged build and can be carried sure. These corrections to the Station. 
in a truck over rough roads with velocity of propagation are quickly In the footsteps of the Berg- 
less worry than that usually ac- made from tables prepared for that strand Geodimeter has followed 
corded a transit or theodolite. A purpose. For 3rd and lower order another similar type of instrument 
small spare-parts kit is available accuracy, the meteorological read- which can be used on_ traverse 
a each unit; this kit is generally ings may be dispensed with and a operations for measuring courses 

equate for at least 1,000 hours standard correction applied. ranging from 600 to 6,000 ft. in 
OF operation. The entire operation at a station, length. Called the Electronic Dis- 

_ The carrier wave length of the including set-up, computation from tance Meter, this instrument is eed is approximately a time interval to distance, and tear- much smaller and lighter than the 
“a P is mena Gio aml 7 50g down, varies from 10 to 15 minutes Geodimeter and can be supported an scala hig’ onto waeticn for 3rd order work to 30 minutes — on the conventional surveying tri- 
mee eo mo dulate ‘d b a lower fre- for high geodetic accuracy. pod. The reputed accuracy attained 
atiene maédsusin soe of about The accuracy of the Tellurome- is said to approach 1 part in 

1 y o &, ‘wave ter is 3 parts per million plus or 100,000. 10 megacycles. A two-way commu- fie ; * ? Sonus ? ae ? minus 2 inches on lines from 500 c ‘ nication system is inherent as a f ec sp Another electro-optical instru- Shre a t to 30 or 40 miles. This formula built-in feature of the set which will give an accuracy of 1 part in ment was developed under the 
Pid ac iad during the 225,000 on a 30 mile line, 1 part aus of the net De Engi- 
“ et ian lis in 30,000 on a1 mile line, or 1 part "eS Research and Development 
ratmeasuring 8 ee in 3,000 on a 500 ft line. Board. Again light is aro and is 

stations, two men are required, one . reflected from a corner cube mi : ao 1 ; The results of one of the many — THecte Oe er Cube BHLTOL at the master and one at the re- ay target at distances up to several ae . . tests on the Tellurometer will be ae . cae mote unit. If the equipment must ji 2 miles. The accuracy of this instru- Cero given here. Before an audience of ° ¥ Bs be back-packed, an additional man ‘ . be a ment is not high, being about 1 at each station is needed. A v6. 100 engineers and scientists, Tel- ~ sh, 4 vordes iC . eset it the master lurometer officials demonstrated Part in 2,000. However, it serves a 
anit 4a. ex edite ite observati om the equipment by measuring an 8- Very useful purpose in topographic 

XP vere servanion, mile line near Rockville, Maryland surveys, for in addition to measur- but not essential. The observer at Dota ‘ ’ ine distance: de will alg a thé master unit need not ‘he a the length of which had previously a 1s oe it wi i sO measure 
; = : : _: “ 2e stermine: 7 ria ° angles with topographic accuracy. trained electronic technician. A peen sees e = "Eh & i, poe . 

capable instrument surveyman will 1 lun ane | qi . mee Meret ne The principles of radar can be learn to operate the master unit aE ae a Eas tains’ perio utilized in the determination of 
after one full day of training. The follo neomer measurements 18 as vertical distances also. The proce- 
remote unit can be satisfactorily OE OWS! i dure has found its major applica- 

erate a a chainma aes tion in economically providing ver- 
Sth ~ by ‘ a un or ch unman Tellurometer distance ...... 12,811.60 ‘eal @ eee —_ a eel & sail Ww ith. fs minutes or instruction, Triangulation distance ...... 12,811.79 tical contro. or relatively small- 

For geodetic accuracy, meteoro- — Geodimeter distance ........ 12,811.66 (Continued on page 49) 
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Multiply By To Get Multiply By To Get 

Inches memos + : 2.540 centimeters. kilowatt-hours sara we é 3.67x105 kilogram-meters 

facies rere : : 10: mils knots . eee Ea i 6080 feet per hr 

Inches eevee eens 03 varas knots ues kt j 1.853 kilometers per br 
inches OF mercury 0.03342 atmospheres knots 0.0.00 cee eee ee 1.152 miles per hr 

Inches e froreuy at 133 ree of water i knots ......- 29 Se 2027 yards per hr 

cl so 5. g@ per square meter 
Inches of mercury 70.73 pounds per square ft Lines per square cm ..... 1 gaus 

nehes of mercury see 0.4912 pounds per square in. lines per square inch ..... 0.1550 gaus 
Inches of water was $88 0.002458 atmospheres links (engineer’s) . ee 12 inches 

Inches of Se 0.07355 inches of mercury links (surveyor’s) ...... 7.92 inches 
Inehes of water 5 25.40 kg per square meter liters see eee eee i 10% cubic centimeters 
Inches of water aon 0.5781 ounces per square in. liters... fe some reas 0.03531 cubic feet 
Inches of water 5.204 pounds per square ft Titers 2 soa sasun esau ne 61.02 cubic inches 
nches of water 0.03613 pounds per square in. liters Ok GE SENRERG 10% cable meters 

, a liters beeen Sted 1.308x10° cubic yards 
joules : . oe 9,48Gx10" British thermal units liters. nn 0.2642 gellons 
JOUIES sere nnxez se 3 odsre eres a liters... pes Teas cee ae 2.113 pints (liq) 

Joules Suet 9.206.104 ie pounds liters... eee eee eee 1,057 quarts (liq) 

Joules 5 : io ee klogram-meters liters per minute ........- 5.855x10~ cubic feet per second 

Jeunes 5 e020 ilogram-calories liters per minute ....... 4.403x10 gallons per second 
e i wie »778x10 watt-hours log,, No ...eeeeee 5h Be 2.303 log. oN 

‘Gloeraros 3 log, N or InN ..... 0... 0.4343 log. .N or n N 

Riloniams 980,665 dupes lumenspersq fe l foot-candles 

Bilogt ans cae 70.93 poundals maxwells s.asweruews esse 10% kilolines 
Picea et 2 2046 pounds megalines ..........--5++ 10° maxwells 
Kilograms ss. 1,102x10 tons (short) megmhos per em cube ..... 10-8 abmhos per cm cube 
Kilogram-cilbties von 3.968 British thermal units megmhos per em cube : 2.540 megmhos per in. cube 
kilogram-calorics F 1 3086 foot-pounds megmhos per cm cube .... 0.1662 mhos per mil foot 

Kilogram -calorics aaa horsepower-hours megmhos per inch cube ... . 0.3937 megmhos per cm cube 
kiloxram-calories : 4183 joules megohms ..... we 1o® ohms 
Kilosram=<calories . : i tee ne kilogram-meters meters .... 100 centimeters. 

ae oes o : : St re kilowatt-hours meters ...--..05 sees 3.2808 feet 

Ku reulories Der Win goss. foot-pounds per sec MOLES vais coe casneaes soso 39.37 inches 

iccoulosies, per mins 006972 —:harscpower meen cones ee Mipnelers Kxcenlories per mir g whe BR pays kilowatts meters p50 oa wees ak 10% millimeters 
ee eau et tee “ ae pounds-feet squared meters... 224% 4: i 1.0936 _ yards 

cen sued : tee PCE. pounds-inches squared meter-kilograms : RK 9.807x10" centimeter-dynes 

ldlogramvieters Oeoveior  puusbethemial ‘unite meter-kilograms oe : 10° centimeter-grams 
iglogramemeters ass ae Hs ergs meter-kilograms cee 7.233 pound feet 

Limes 7 oeee foot-pounds meters per minute _ . 1.667 centimeters per sec 

Kulouea n-nclors v2 gaan joules | meters per minute .. . . 3.281 feet per minute 

Kilogram-meter : 3344x107 kilogram-calories meters per minute 2.2... 0.05468 feet per second 
Kilogram-meters : oe kilowatt-hours meters per minute ... 3 0.06 kilometers per hour 
ky per cubic meter : ones grams per cubic em meters per minute . : 0.03728 miles per hour 
Te TE Gale mate + 40:06243 pounds per cubie foot meters per second ......- 1968 fect per minute 
ke per cuble meter : oelexteT pounds per cubic inch meters per second ... on 3.284 feet per second 

ie pe cu be meter a a eae pounds per mil-foot meters per second .. . 6.0 kilometers per hour 

kg per: moler 2c 9 038720 | pounds per foot meters per second 5: 0.06 kilometers per min 
te ner panne meter 9.678x10" atmospheres meters per second i 2.237 miles per hour 

i De Sauare ineter . a 07 hars meters per second . se. 58 0.03728 miles per min 

ne per square meter 3.281x10™ fect of water meters per see per sec... 3.281 feet per see per sec 
Ke per square meter 2.896x10 inches of mercury meters per see per sec. 3.6 km per hour per sec 
Kx per square ang 3 0.2048 pounds per square ft meters per see per sec .. 2237 miles per hr per sec 
kg Per square, meter 1.422x10° pounds per square in, mhos per mil foot ... ..  6.015x10™ —— abmhos per cm cube 

¢ ver sq millimeter 1G) kg per square meter mhos per mil foot ........ 6.015 megmhos per em cube 

kilolines .. 10 maxwells mhos per mil foot 15.28 megmhos per in, cube 
kiloliters |. 10° liters microfarads . 10~8 abfarads 
kilometers. a A hO® centimeters microfarads .... 10° farads. 
kilometers... 3281 feet PUGOMIONNE 5 oxcus xs eres 9x10° statfarads 

kilometers : 10° meters micrograms Sah 2 10% grams 
kilometers... . 0.6214 miles microl.ters ae Be 10° liters 
kilameters.. : 1093.6 yards mcrohms os Hm 10# abohms 
kilometers per hour... . 27.78 centimeters per sec m.crohms : 10% megohms 
kile meters per hour... 2.5. 54.68 feet per minute microhms serine : 10“ ohms 
Hilometers ber hour % Q atte feet per second mcrohms 8 ange . 1/9x10“" Sarehins 

ilonetors per hour : 5396 knots. . micohms per cm cube .. 10° abohms per cm cube 

ilometers per hour 16.67 meters per minute microhms per cm cube .. 0.3937 microhms per in. cube 
kilometers per hour . 0.6214 miles per hour microhms per cm cube ... 6.015 ohms per mil foot 
in per hour per sce co cm per see per sec microhms per inch cube 2.540 microhms per em cube 

Pe ber howe per sce polls t per see per sec microns. bebe eee 10° meters 

fm ber Heat per see pao meters per sec per sec miles. GOS RRR SNE 1.609x10° centimeters 

a rer oe tees ae mes Sago fe 
iooles 3 65a ilometers per hour miles. Bus Founss 6 1.6093, kilometers 
wiley atts “ ene» bee 2 Biu per min miles ... 3 iy wes aoe 1760 yards 

ilowatts ..... ‘ 4.425x10 foot-pounds per min miles... 066-20 e eee eee 1900.8 varas 

kilowatts : : 737.6 foot-pounds per sec miles per hour .........-- 44.70 feet per minute 
KGlowatts 4 Kees Ba 4 L341 horsepower . miles per hour wi 88 centimeters per sec 

ilowatts . . : om 14:34 kg-calories per min miles per hour .......- 1.467 feet per second 

kilowatts . Lene 108 watts miles per hour ....... 1.6093 kilometers per hour 

kilowatt-hours vines 3415 British thermal units miles per hour Tame & 0.8684 knots 
kilowatt-hours aes 2.655x10® ——_ foot-pounds miles per hour ........-.- 26.82 meters per minute 
kilowatt-hours a i3ah horsepower-hours miles per hour per sec... . 44.70 cm per sec per sec 

MULHOUES: serie mea ace 3.6x joules 
kilowatt-hours 860.5 kilogram-calories (Continued on page 52) 
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@ An artist's conception of the launching of the missile, its guided flight, its track on a radarscope in its final stage. 

Another new design frontier for copper 

“The increasing amount of equip- In the printed circuits : ee eee . 
ment carried on military aircraft that are the very basis of Me TT ee 2 
.... has made it necessary for the most subminiature de- SE Veasttae e a 
design engineer to cram more equip- signs, the conductors may si ee i e.. 
ment into less space.” start out as a sheet of a 2... 
“To achieve maximum usefulness fopper foil. This foul often oa ee 
from miniaturization, all elements fee of fae th L aicht Beet sirie se q aa 
of the system must be reduced to the aiReri Se di a ‘te : Nig ee : a same order of size. New design tech- ties Flore ee - ors di fetil. ee Le. ae. 

“ niques, components and production ity is Vitaly pers cuc'- a a 
methods have been developed to ai ood join} . a a, 
the designer in reaching this goal.” age Cin ae enementios 8 a in: ee. f z ; ve ae eR ee ~ Electronics Magazine of the tiny connections are ee Aree 

Many of these new design tech- resistance welded. (Cop- _figag Ce 
niques are taking advantage of the per can withstand the | roe eee £ . 
properties of a very old material — temperatures.) Othersare |= = | P| Po i 
copper. One of copper’s big jobs is soldered. (Easily done |) | |) J. (| merersrrpccereccimamamaay 
conducting electricity in control cir- with copper and with very iA . / i a | 
cuits. Of course, copper is the best little solder metal.) [as I is sl — 
commercial conductor, but when Complex control cir- oe Ge EN a 
miniaturization takes over, many cuits can now be wired bo ore eompemiem | » 9 
other properties of copper also be- with flexible Tape Cable. © | ae SS “ 
come important. This tape may contain as a eer a0 

coe crema . many as 50 copper con- a 
fF. xo PO) ductors, side by side — Wiring harness of Tape Cable provides flexi- 

J a PATE, % : and weigh only 2% ble, flat 50-conductor interconnection system. 

eae 4 pounds per 100-ft. roll. 
gegen 4 < The standard size of each of the nose cones. And, of course, copper’s 
go gar _ mee rectangular conductors in the tape excellent corrosion resistance is 

Bi al aN Be. is 0.0015 in. by 0.03 in. often valuable in exposed parts and 
waa ek 7 Obviously, with such small cross in tubing. 
ee ee (0 sections, no deterioration of the con- The field of missiles and rocketry 
Ce A! ductor is permissible. Yet tempera- is but another example of a design 
Pa yy LM, tee tures, particularly in missile appli- frontier where the versatility of cop- 
Me TE i> je cations, are high. The answer is per and the copper alloys helps make 
Yi; oe ose y Vs found in copper which is free of progress possible. 

“iy Nom a ey oxygen—eliminating oxidation, scale If you'd like to know more about 
Ur eee — formation and conductivity losses. these metals and their design possi- 

iz lf £e In other high temperature appli- bilities, send for “A Guide to Copper 
Printed circuit of copper bonded to cations, copper’s high thermal con- and its Alloys.” Write The Copper & 
epoxy glass base, and ep eet of the ad- ductivity can be used to protect more Brass Research Association, 420 
hesive-backed copper used in its manu- delicate parts from excessive heat. Lexington Avenue, New York 17, 
facture by Rubber & Asbestos Corp. For this reason it is useful in missile New York. 
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C . 
O Conference and by the broad de- — ductory electromagnetic field phe- 

\ classification program of 1957. A nomena. 
new chapter on Reactor Core De- The author presents the material 
sign, including discussion of burn- in an order of increasing complex- 
out, hot channel factors, and other ity of field concepts. Since devel- 

(Ce p engineering problems encountered. — opment proceeds in terms of vector 
teen A new chapter on Thermonuclear methods, the necessary vector 

INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR Reactions giving the basic prin- | mathematics is introduced. Several 
ENGINEERING ciples of this new field of research. features of the book set it apart 

by Richard Stepenson The author, Richard M. Steph- from others in the field: 

_MeGraw—Hill: 99.50 : enson received his Ph.D. from Cor- 1. The development proceeds 
Here is the first book to bring nell University in 1946 and taught — from considerations of a study of 

together the many unique engi- in the University of Minnesota’s the current flow field, to the static 
necring problems encountered Department of Chemical Engineer- electric field, the static magnetic 
the nuclear energy field. It is in- ing from 1946-1950. From 1950- field, and then dynamic fields. This 
tended as an introductory survey 1954 he was Senior Design Engi- provides an excellent means for 
ons field ie eae wae whe ‘on neer at the Oak Ridge National understanding scalar and vector 
aking or who have completed a — Laboratory, and in 1954 he became _ fields. 
conventional engineering curricu- Associate Professor of Nuclear 2. Considerable emphasis is 
lum. It is assumed that the reader Engineering at New York Univer- placed on the concept of energy ‘ 
6 familiar with the standard engi- sity. Professor Stephenson has storage in fields and the relation- 
necring operations, and only the worked as a research engineer with ship to forces, and the energy flow 
tnigue features of nuclear energy the General Chemistry Company. concept. This provides the essen- 
are discussed. Numerous examples At present he is serving as visiting tial background for the study of 
and problems are included. professor at the Vienna Institute field operated devices. 

The discussion covers such of Technology under a Fulbright 3. Many illustrative examples of 
topics as— grant. very important practical applica- 

Nuclear fission tions of the theory are used to 
The nuclear chain reactor INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRO- show the formulation and the solu- 

Radiation shielding MAGNETIC FIELDS tion of problems. 

Reactor apabestils cosa ait Rake RESO Professor Seely’s introduction of 
Reactor control 308 pages, $8.50 aterial 41 sh Rald plotune ox 
Separation of stable isotopes iy wddies ‘ iding @ sound marenla . rough © ° po hing ox 
Chemical processing of radio- n add ition to provid ing a soun periments presents the - scalar 

active materials background in electricity and mag- potential field first, and makes 
Remote handling equipment netism, this book also serves as the clear the relation between the sca- 

= foundation on which to develop lar field and the vector field. The 
The author has revised the — later work in field operated de- introduction of vector mathematics 

numerous teaching aids, problems, vices, such as tranducers and rotat- as needed in the development 

and exercises on the basis of ex- ing electrical machinery, and the serves to provide the reader with 
perience with the first edition. The — important problems of electromag- this powerful shorthand mathe- 
major changes in this second edi- netic field theory. The book covers matical method, and to make him 
tion include: Complete revision of the usual important topics, such familiar with the form in which 
the entire book based on the infor- as: current flow fields, electrostat- all more subsequent advanced 

mation released in the Geneva ics, electromagnetism, and_ intro- books are written and developed. 
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Measurements automatically recorded to provide a : . a virtual profile of the terrain be- YOO (Continued from page 45) neath the plane along the flight OOOOOO 
seale air mapping in mountainous line. Since the resulting profile is OOOO? q terrain. of little value unless it can be cor- COOOOOOO : 

The chief item of equipment is rectly positioned and oriented with OU OOK? i the airborne profile recorder. This respect to various known features OOOO : is a precision radar set which of the region, it is necessary to ob- QOOOOO ie 
measures the distance from the air- tain photographic coverage along OOOQOY . craft to the reflecting earth’s sur- the flight path. A common way of a ui. O oe « face and immediately records it on relating the profile and the aerial ee Ro Ee a high-speed tape as the airplane photography is to record a tick on Sane he ; travels along a nearly constant- the margin of the profile tape at ee a ve 16 level surface in the atmosphere. the moment an exposure is made. 5 \ SSL \. The closest approximation to such Partly to check the accuracy of WA ‘ a a reference surface for radar altim- _ the equipment and proposed tech- Vas po etry operations is the isobaric sur- nique, and also to provide control a , fa Remade "| a face or that surface along which — elevations for the ends of the par- lt Aig, the barometric pressure is con- allel profiles, control flights were @ ar= stant. Since such a surface is not planned by the United States Geo- mp, necessarily a level (or constant logical Survey to encircle the area Bank of reflecting prisms used altitude) surface, but is usually — over which the profiles were to be with the Geodimeter. tilted up or down, its elevation. is obtained. The control routes were 
determined at the beginning and to be flown three or more times. It was further stipulated that end of each flight line by measur- On each flight, elevations were to the average of the several eleva- ing the height of the airplane be determined for designated tions determined for each feature above a lake or level ground sur- lakes, river crossings, and flat sec- should check the ground-survey face of known elevation. tions of land. These features were determinations within a -tolerance Basically the airborne profile re- selected so that the elevations of of (10 — 2Vm)ft, where m is corder (APR) consists of a para- many of them could be checked by the distance in miles from. the bolic reflector having a bea m ground methods from bench marks nearest check point or from the width of about 15°, _which is that had been established previ- start: of the run. Of 14 elevations mounted on the underside of the ously not too far away. It was stip- 5g checked, all were well within aircraft. The transmitter unit feeds ulated that the total spread of the this limit, The maximum error was short pulses of radio energy to the — three or more elevations deter- +23 ft at a distance of 114 miles reflector which radiates the beam mined for any feature should not from the check point, where a tol- vertically downward to the ground. exceed 20 ft. Of 22 elevations so erance of 31 ft was allowed: tie A portion of such energy is re- determined, all satisfied this re- absolute average error was. Jess flected back to the APR which — quirement of having not more than than 10 ft. 
measures the round-trip time and a 20 ft spread, the average spread “Oo searelt has only. 4 r converts it to distance which is of readings being 11 ft. UE Fescareh has only: begun; 

yet tremendous strides have been 
made despite great handicaps. 

— Thus far, many of our instruments 
| Bi ' have not been designed for survey- 

‘ ee f ing but are modified wartime in- 
, et 2 : struments. Much of the research 

ea. al La 7 a ee has been accomplished with mili- 
oo ae yo Dp \ — : tary personnel. That means a con- — oa F fal ars stant turnover of technicians. Con- 

afl | ee iN , ae 7 tinued progress is eens, ane 
fe Tay kN | é S4 so we see another example of the : hi f \/ eo as A impact of electronics On our civil- 
& pee ~ Vee} 2 a L-7 4 ization. We can fire ‘electronic 

: \ od | ae i —— ee LJ bullets, count them as we fire 
\ yee es x ay —— aes Te: them, and measure distance in that 

\\ Tie Mme cs —— manner. History has proved that 
A oer oe development follows good maps. ik / ow | _ AG Who can predict what the impact ee a oo 1 Ss S ‘ A of these new techniques will be 

[oF oe a i a q Se / during the coming century.” Cl ‘is ° 8 wee ay. oo 
L a Pcs > A oN a h : : 'C. I. Aslakson, “Electronics in Sur- j ¥ . : Hh "i \ ZA LS. iH A. veying,” A.S.C.E. Proceedings, Sept. 

—U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey Photos 1953, pp. 284-1 to 284-13. 
Geodimeter transmitter-receiver unit. THE END 
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Science Highlights Fibrous potassium titanate ap- available is a trowelable material 

a pears best suited for insulating | which, when combined with water, 

(Continued from page 39) applications where space and can be spread onto almost any ir- 

As of today, the output of elec- weight are critical. In the 1300° to regular surface like mortar. 

tronic computers can be recorded 2100° F. range, it is about twice as THE END 

by photography at the rate of effective on a volume basis as any 

100,000 characters a second, and a known insulating material. 
rate of 1,000,000 characters a sec- As a thermal insulator at high W.S.P.E. 

ond in the near future is foreseen. temperatures, fibrous potassium ti- (Continued from page 31) 
In fact, photography can record tanate may offer construction ad- . . : . 

faster than the computer can com- vantages for rockets and missiles, 8. Electrical with the established 

pute, and because it can, photogra- aircraft and atomic-powered ve- sub-fields ot Communications, 

phy has made it possible to use the hicles. Suggested but as yet untried Hest) Machinery, Electric 
highly expensive computer at full uses include insulation for missile Power-Generation and Distri- 

efficiency. The small amount of en- nose cones and rocket combustion bution, Illumination, Indus- 

ergy required for photographic re- chambers. oo, trial Electronics. 
cording renders this method faster Other suggested applications in- 4. Mechanical with the estab- 

than the electrostatic and magno- clude "use for electrical and lished sub-fields of Air condi- 

photographic methods of recording. acoustical insulation, reflective tioning-Heating-Refrigeration, 

Speaking of photographic meth- shielding for heating units and Heat Power and Heat En- 

ods of retrieving stored informa. 26S: gaskets and packing, filters, gines, Industrial, Machine and 

tion, the benefits of such systems fire blankets and protective cloth- Tool Design. 

have scarcely vet been realized. mg, high temperature paints or 5. Metallurgical with the estab- 

For example all known medical coatings, high temperature cement lished sub-fields of Metallurgi- 

information could be stored in a am _caulking, paper filler, and cal Research and others. 

single place. The physician, faced plastic remforcement. . . 6. Mining with the sub-fields to 

with a rare disease, could telephone Blocks, which can be formed into be approved by the Board. 

to this center and, within a matter any desired shape while wet, show - : 
of minutes, have the precise and exceptional dimensional _ stability To qualify for registration as a 

most useful information needed out upon prolonged exposure to heat Professional Engineer the applicant 

of all medical history for making we: te ae Gays F6ume at must: in addition to passing the 2- 
his diagnosis. : f 1900 : F., blocks have shown no di- day examination have a record of 

Some still faster films may come enione! a Bibraus potas: 8 xeats a satistactory engineering 

from research of simpler process- the i edie valu mest our mes EXDETIENCE, 4 of which may have 

ing for black-and-white and_ for posite ating va mer fomaheine been gained by formal edueation, 
color photography. reone : : ceracitth h end ; The next engineering examina- 

It would take a rash man to pre- aro ae ee im pee =e Hien ttet the Januiy. 26 and. 2G 
dict the developments another ten f Ee ° re wae a 1959, examination will be con- 

years will bring. We know that the . ae pre ae - aabl ~'e : pre ducted by the al about thre 
usefulness of photography will be oa enn et ne : > all bl cm middle of June 1959, with April 45, 4 
vastly expanded, ; clude loose fibers, loose fill, blocks 1959, as the closing date for filing 

: of varying densities, mats of vari- application to enter it. 

SPACE-AGE INSULATING ous thicknesses, and “lumps.” Also THE END 

Difficult space-age insulating APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBER AND AFFILIATE MEMBER—SEPTEMBER 27, 1958 
problems may be solved by a new an — 

pea Pepa malirhal“iital born sna a A davon | Reg No. | Sponsor 
resistance to heat. MILWAUKEE | | 

Called fibrous potassium titanate, Bere Drsicce Baginese Mace Wis. | H-G579 |) Norbert Sem, PE 

the new product is composed of a Aas Spark EME | | 

compact mass of crystalline fibers Tecan anes 4791 N, Elkhart fe: | B65a8 | Wr taller, PE 
which due to their fineness give it ‘Wiss Telephone Ce. | 

a tale-like feel. Because of the small Francis R. Manei L188 W. Gilbert Ave, | BY-1855 | W. C. Dries, ET 

diameter (less than 1/25,000 of an Lotte & Frederiksen Milwaukee 13, Wis. | 

inch) and high reflectance of the Richard A. Pieri 4855 W. Electric Ave. | BT-1381 | C. E. Matheis, PE 

fibers, the new insulating material Cee Biecirie Co. MII Wale WV | | 
blocks heat penetration by scatter- SOUTHWEST ; | oo ve 

ing incoming, infrared rays. W. Perry Bonthemes, Po 270 Mowogst. | Heard | Can ©. Crane, PH 
The product was developed by Carl C. Crane, Inc. | | 

the Du Pont Company's Pigments Joseph We Spradlin, Pe | $e erie | meter j eeeniey Nestingeig hE 
Department based on fundamental Carnes Corporation | | 

research on new-forms of Inorganic FOTA, Weber BK | 928 Commercial St. | E=486 | Charter Member 
materials by the company’s Central President —— oo Manitowoc, Wis. | | 
Research, Depaeoment, MeMullen & Pitz Construction Co. | | | 
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COCO orl nay ok , 79, j “As beautiful in its simplicity / 
oa as it 1s solid in efficiency 

: : oe —_—— . = — 
fe ly «6 

ee | . or ' 
le eee ‘a LECCE aa > [ReSGEnE peepee em 

ae ae Te oe 

Architect and Consulting Engineer: GANTEAUME & McMULLEN, BOSTON * General Contractor: TURNER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, BOSTON 
Heating and Air Conditioning Contractor: THE MERRILL COMPANY, INC., BOSTON ¢ Plumbing Contractor: M. AHERN CO., BOSTON 

When the Boston Globe moved into this modern news- a 2 7 7 
: . i | ~ ww § paper plant, it made news. A showplace for passersby with —_— \ (7 

its battery of 37 presses turning out the news in a “picture _ i (» 4|\ me Y 
window” two stories high, the new $12,000,000 home of — | C\f yg aw 
the 86-year-old Globe is a model of efficient operation. a / ao “mele? 0 

Efficiency is seen throughout the building plan. For aa 4 i 
example, practically all mechanical departments are on a 00 ee, 
the first floor. The stress on efficient, trouble-free opera- a aa <j - | hes 
tion is equally evident in the equipment specifications meee) le ss 4: 
which provided for utmost dependability in everything = a 4 UY 
mechanical. To assure complete dependability in the con- oe in, A a _ 
trol of water, air, gas, heating and air conditioning lines, 4 |. 8 | _. 

: : el Kl Jenkins Valves were chosen. peat bd a oo 

Because of such confidence, “JENKINS” has been the ft me, 
i i i ildi These valves on the cooling system for press plates are trusted valve specification of three generations of building among 1,402 Jenkins Valves serving the 15-acre Globe 

men. Yet the valves that have this well-earned confidence building. 

cost you no more... . Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Avenue, 

ee JENKINS 
LOOK FOR THE JENKINS DIAMOND ® 

Sold Through Leading Distributors Everywhere Ad ; 
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(Continued from page 46) 

Multiply By To Get Multiply By To Get 
miles per hour per sec 1.467 feet per see per sec pounds per square foot ....  6.944x10° pounds per sq inch 
miles per hour per sce 1.6093 km per hour per sec pounds per square inch .... 0.06804 atmospheres 
miles per hour per see 0.4470 M per sec per see pounds per square inch .... 2,307 feet of water 
miles per minute ..... 2682 centimeters per sec pounds per square inch .... 2.036 inches of mercury 
miles per minute... 20... 88. feet per second pounds per square inch .... 703.1 kg per square meter 
miles per minute... 2... 1.6093 kilometers per min pounds per square inch |... 144 pounds per sq foot 
miles per minute oO miles per hour 
milligrams 2.2.0... 10° grams Quadrants (angle) 90 de} iligrams . veces grees 
millihenries-..-- 10° abhenries Quadrants (angle) 12.12... 5400 minutes 
millihenries 2... 6.6... i Jom henries Quadrants (angle) 2.02... 1.571 radians 
inillinedtics feet eect ee oad stathenries quarts (dry) ........ 005 67.20 cubic inches 
a cae fommncehaetat eae 01 liters quarts (liq) 2.2... eee 57.75 cubic inches 
MUMOLOES esesaces ie centimeters quintals 22.2.0... 2 2... 100 pounds millimeters 20.2.0... 0.03937 inches quires 25 sheets 
millimeters 22... 0.00005 39.37 mils eens eens 
mils: wanes oxy 0.002540 centimeters Radians 37.30 demees Hike, Sree Bee 10° fone MOINS oe voce wemwneces 57. egrees: 
mniner’s inches... ut 1.5 cubic feet per min BAQIANE stecsesceeis serissieo ger mints 
minutes (angle) : 2.909x10 radian DU Sas eres 3730 oe ea 
minutes (angle ) 60. seconds (angle) cee tane Pomsbecongsreserayiaey oi legrees per second whe one! 30.42 dave radians per second ........ 0.1592 revolutions per second 
months... 00... - 730 hours Tadians Der Send sieluz.ecnee 28 Nevolubions | pet mis ; as radians per sec per sec .... 573.0 revs per min per min months li... s se. 43.800 minutes a 3 ; 
mouths ore 2.628x10® seconds radians per sec per sec .... Ore revs Per min per sec inyriagrnns . 10 idlogranig radians per sec per sec .... 1 92, revs per sec per sec 

iyriameters |. || 10 kilometers TEAMS ves eeseeteeeee eens 500 sects. 
myriawatts 10 kilowatts revolutions ...+.++.++++5 360 degrees 

revolutions 665060 see o 4 quadrants 
Ohms 2... . 10° dbchms: revolutions beep eee eens 6.283 radians 
Ohms lll... 10 or . revolutions per minute ..... 6 egrees per second 
Glims cel ea : 10° mesohms: revolutions per minute 11... 0.1047 radians per second 
Ohng CE ut 1/9x10“4 —_statohms revolutions per minuto ..... 0.01667 revolutions per sec 
ohms per mil foot Ls 166.2 abohms per cm cube revs per min per min .... —1.745x10* —_ rads per see per sec 
ohms per mil foot : 0.1662 microhms per cm cube revs per min per min ..... 0.01667 revs per min per sec 
ohms per mil foot... 0.06524 microhms per in. cube revs per min per min ..... 2.778x10% revs per sec per sec 
WINCOS wareaceas meee ta 8 drams revolutions per second ..... 360 degrees per second 

OIMEeS Gees weEee A375 grains revolutions per second ..... S288 radians per second 
OUNCES Lei ieee 28.35 rams revolutions per second .... 30 revs per min 
Giueng BEER wees ) eens revs per sec per sec ...... 6.283, rads per sec per sec 0.0625 pounds P oe j : wusees Guay oo 1.805 Sabie! iiehes revs per see per sec ......- 3600 revs per min per min 
ounces (fluid) 20... 0.02957 liters revs per sec per sec ....-. oe zeve Per min wer see 
ounces (troy)... 2.5 480 grains (troy) TOUS vee seer eee eee eee 6.¢ eet 
ounces (troy)... : 31.10 grams i 
ounces (troy) oe sees e es 20 pennyweights (troy) Seconds (angle) ......... 4.848x10% radians 
ounces (troy) : . 0.08333, pounds (troy) spheres (solid angle) ...... 12.57 steradians 
ounces per square inch |, 0.0625 pounds per sq inch spherical right angles ...... 0.25 hemispherés 

spherical right angles ...... 0,125 spheres 
Ponnyweights (troy) so... 24 grains (troy) spherical right angles . +... . 1.571 steradians 
Pennyweights (troy) .... 1.555, grams square centimeters ........ 1.973x10° circular mils 
Pennyweights (troy). 0.05 ounces (troy) square centimeters ........ 1,076x10% square feet 
perches (masonry). 24.75 cubic feet square centimeters ........ 0.1550 square inches 
pints (dry), : 33.60 cubic inches square centimeters ........ 10% square meters 
pints i licuuiel) ae cubic inches square centimeters ........ 0 oe square millimeters 
poundals 2... . 826 dynes sq em (cm sqd) ....... 00. 02.402 sq inches (inches sad) 
poundals 2... . aa 14.10 grams Square feet: ..0% secs meee 2.296x10° acies 
poundals 0.03108 pounds square feet ...........055 929.0 square centimeters 
pounds 144,823 dynes square feet 1.221 )2 200212. 144 square inches 
Hounds . ae . {00 grains SURES BREE wicca canes 0 ooo square meters 
pounds, Le scenes 53.6 grams Square feet csi news veers 3.587x1 square miles 

pound, To mene preeens 3 3217 poundals savare feet eye ee calare vents M So. rc 32. als saat feet cig css ce square yards 
pounds (troy) 2.2... ..006 0.8229 pounds (av) ee feet (feed sqd) .......- 2.074x10! sq inches (inches sqd) 
pounds per cubic foot... 1.356x107 —_centimeter-dynes square inches .........- 1.273x10° circular mils 
pound-feet oe... eee eee ee 13,825 centimeter-grams square inches ...........- 6.452 square centimeters 
pound-feet vice eee eee 0.1383. meter-kilograms square inches ............  6.944x10 square feet 
pound-feet eee eee eee 421.3 kg-cm squared square inches ........006+ 16° square mils 
pounds-feet squared)... 144 pounds-in, squared square inches ..........05 645.2 square millimeters 
pounds-fect squared. . 6... 2.926 kg-em squared sq inches (inches sqd) .. 41.62 sq em (em sqd) 
pounds-inches squared... .. 6.945x10* pounds-feet squared sq inches (inches sqd) .... 4.823x10% sq ft (feet sqd) 
pounds-inches squared... . . 0.01602 cubic feet square kilometers ........ 5 247.1 acres 
pounds of water .....0. 27.68 cubic inches square kilometers 11.1... 10.76x10® square feet 
pounds of water 20.2.0... 0.1198 gallons square kilometers 11112... 10% square meters 
pounds of water oo... 11)! 2.660x10 cubic feet per sec square kilometers 1........ 0.3861 ‘square miles pounds of water per min .. 0.01602 grams per cubic cm square kilometers ......... 1.196x10° square yards 
pounds per cubic foot .... 16 02 kg per cubic meter square meters ...........5 2471x104 acres 
pounds per eubie foots... 3.787x10"" pounds per cubic inch square mete 277 eEEee 10.764 sduarefeee 
pounds per cubie foot .... 5.456x10 pounds per mil foot square meters ..........056 3.861x107 — square miles pounds per cubic inch ..)) | 27.68 grams per cubic cm square meters | 1.196 square yards 
pounds per cubic inch ... 2.768x10! kg per cubic meter square miles... 111.000... 640 ages 
pounds per cubie inch |)... 1728 pounds per cubic foot square miles |............  27.88x108 — square feet pounds per cubic inch 5.2... 9.425x10 pounds per mil foot square miles oo... 00.00. 2.590 square kilometers 
pounds per foot .......00. 1.488 kg per meter square miles ............. 3,613,040.45 — square varas 
pounds per inch yeas , 178.6 giam per cm __ square miles ............5 3.098x10® square yards 
pounds per mil foot... 2. 2.306x10® grams per cubic em square millimeters .......,  1.973x10® circular mils 
pounds per square foot’ 2... 0.01602 feet of _water square millimeters 1212121 0.01 square centimeters 
pounds per square foot... 1.882 kg per square meter square millimeters 1.11.1. 1.550x10-? square inches 
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Multiply By To Get Multiply By To Get square mils .... ae 1,273 circular mils SaHt GG) case aes cea cs 907.2 kilograms 3) square mils ..... " 6.452x10*% square centimeters tons (short) ............ 2000 pounds square mils |... 108 square inches tons (short) per sq ft ..... 9765 kg per square meter square varas 1.1... |, 0001771 acres tons (short) per sq ft 1... 13.89 pounds per sq inch square varas }.. 01.1) | 7.716049 _— square feet tons (short) per sq in .... 1.406x10® kg per square meter square varas 11.1.1.) | .0000002765 square miles tons (short) per sq in | 2000 pounds per sq inch square varas ...... 01.) 857339 square yards 
square yards ....., aie 2.066x10~ acres Varas ... ie wee 2.777 feet Square yards ........ .. 9 square feet Varas ... beet eee 33.3333 inches square yards .... a we 0.8361 Square meters Varas ..... A RADI HH .000526 miles Square vag Peete aria ae Square miles vas ee eee 0288 yards square yards ........ .. 1:7 square varas VOM sesssinae eras eae 1 abvolts stotamperes ee ee 1/3x10%0 abamperes volts eB SSRIS FNL BY lane 1/300 istatvolls statamperes ....... wrasasesy 1/3x10 amperes volts per inch ...... . . 3.937x107 abvolts oe Satcoulombs 2.2 1/3x104° —abeoulembs volts per inch 222222121) 1313x100 — Statvolts per em stateoulombs 209 GONE taarecn j/3xloe coulombs Watts 0.05692 Brugpecunin statfarads oT! /9x10 —abfarads Nesisidiy GRR setae SNe a a dl statfarads) 2 ee 1/9x10" —farade Watts: sisnwes oes panes bees 10? ergs per second statfarads 2220222222222 Voto rag Watts: ceva st trent enes gees. foot‘pounds per min Stathenries 000000002020, QEIGRbhemes Watts 200000 1341x10* horsepower" stathenries ...........00.. 9x10 millihenries Watts eeeeeee eee ee O.Ghass Kgcealories per min statohms ..... on See Kee 9x10 abohms Watts cs Minscem: come oe ate Ph cena units SEMLOBIDE tacts cristo Sion = megohms watt-hours 22222200) 22 00) 2655 foot-pounds Statohmg Teese . 9x10 ae ms, watt-hours ............., 1.341x10~ —_ horsepower-hours statyolig, St Sate Bees aoe ohms watt-hours 0! 0.8605 kilogram-calories tatvolt@ 2 eos eRe oe abvolts watt-hours 2.00000) 367.1 kilogram-meters 
Statvolts) cox og Bie. cee 300 volts watt-hours 21)! 10% kilowatt-hours steradians .............. 0.1592 hemispheres Weber y womaren GS 108 maxwells steradians ... 2.000.000) 0.07958 spheres weeks 11...) 2 168 hours steradians 2.0.20 122)! 0.6366 spherical right angles weeks 11.) 1 10,080 minutes ee eee 10° liters weeks 110 112i it 604,800 seconds o ~ - NAEOS: os) sccovararns annarve nia 6 91.44 centimeters Temp (degs C) +273 .... 1 abs temp (degs C) Yards 222222 j 3 fect Temp (degs C) + 17.8 .... 1.8 temp (degs Fahr) Nerds! vss ssameaee Sha 36 inches temp (degs F) + 460 .... 1 abs temp (deg F) MANES: P5604 Cheeses eomgseee + 0.9144 meters remp Ades F)~32 ....., 5/9 temp (degs Cent) Yards .... 0 eee eee 1.08 varas tone (long) isecanicans ovine 1016 kilograms years (common) .......... 365 days tons (long) .............,. 2240 pounds years (common) ......... 8760 hours. tons (metric) 22.02... ll! 108 kilograms years (leap) .......5... 366 days tons (metric) 22222022220! 2205 pounds Years (leap) icuesca il. 2 8784 hours 

0 t t h h t h | 

Never before has the demand been greater for engineers with a solid background in the 
fundamentals of Asphalt technology and construction. 

F 
9 j j 

j ] 
Already Asphalt pavement covers 85% of the total existing paved roads and streets in America. 

Today, it plays a vital role in our $100 billion, 15-year road program that includes 41,000 miles 
of Interstate Highways. 

Your contribution—and reward—in this vast road-building project will depend, in a large 
measure, on how much you know about Asphalt. 

e@oeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eee e ef FREE! 

; : Special S$ t Ki 3) THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE : + Special Student Kit on Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland e A ° sphalt Technology @ Gentlemen: e 
e Please send me your free student kit on Asphalt Technology. e . a ” %” Literature included covers the complete Asphalt e 

ss * . op . © NAME CLASS e _ Story: origin, uses, how it is specified for paving. 
. * And much, much more. For your free kit, fill out ie GE OR UNIVERSITY_________ = g CRELESE © e _ the coupon and mail today. 
e PAE SS e . ‘ sae,  crry_—__stare « THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE © 
e@eeoeoeneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland a 
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(Continued from page 53) 

Multiply By To Get Multiply By To Get 
Days an sien sxiyes » 24 hours foot-pounds per minute ....  2.260x10% kilowatts 
Days i. u6ee% we 1440 minutes foot-pounds per second ... — 7.717x102 Btu per minute 
Days 222 86,400 seconds foot-pounds per second 111! 11818x10-> horsepower 
decigrams 111). 1 wt 6.1 grams foot-pounds per second 1... 1.945x10% — kg-calories per min 
deciliters 0 0.1 liters foot-pounds per second |... 1.356x10-* kilowatts 
decimeters 00 0.1 meters curlongs vee. es on 40 rods 
degrees (anglé) 9/2)... 60 minutes 
degrees (angle) | 0.01745 radians “ degrees: tangle) i. 3600 aeeade Gallons 0... 3785 cubic centimeters 
degiees per second! 1). 0.01745 radians per second Gallons... « pene 0.1887 guble feet 
degrees per second ....... 0.1667 revolutions per min Gallons... stout es OBI. «Subic inches 
degrees per second |)... 0.002778 revolutions per sec Gallons ....... ss++  3.785x10% — cubie meters dekagranés cscs icone. 10 pees Gallons 122022222. 22111) 41981x10% — cubie yards 
dekaliters ae 10 B= Gallons 21! tebe 3.785 liters 
dekameters 11221127! 10 meters Gallons sor es vente 8 pints (liq) BERG ene 28 Beer cannes stores L772 meres Gallons 1 4 quarts (liq) 
Gian, SC Bemesibouss seeimeer sane overs Esti gallons per minute’ 2251212) 2.228%10 — enbic feet per second 
dyase ¢ arene L.020x10 rams gallons per minute 111.1111 "0.06308 liters per second 
Gynes LILI 338%tos  BoeB Saas BAUSSE8) "o, azossee core ewe 2 6.452 lines per square inch 
dynes cs sssls. : 2'348x10° bounds gilberts o..........2..22. 0.07958 abampere-iurns 
dynes per aque en 1 fer wilberts 2 0.7958 ampere-turns 

gilberts per centimeter +... 2.021 ampere-tums per inch 
Ergs ....... . 9.486x10 British thermal units gills ....... si afi 0.1183 liters 
Ergs oo sie cece eee ee 1 dyne-centimeters BINNS owes eee ees eee es 0.25 pints (liq) 
Ergs : toll... 7.376x10 — foot-pounds grains (troy) .. eens 1 grains (av) 
Bigs, az ccn maieg yy 1,020x10 —— gram-centimeters grains (troy) 22.6.6... eee O ood grams i ) 
Ergs 1.1... eee 10-7 joules grains (troy) .. eee 0416) pennyweights (troy 
Eee EE ee gage TOMES calodios grams... ellen, 980.7 dynes 
Ergs iss... cs s.sss sss. 1.020x10-" — kilogram-meters BraM$ vee eee eee 15.43 grains (troy) 
ergs per second 112222)! 5.692x10 Btu per minute BEAMS sees cov saces exams 10° kilograms 
ergs per second ..........  £426x10-* — foot-pounds per min BTAMS eevee eee eee 10% milligrams 
ergs per second ........ 7.376x10% foot-pounds per sec HYAMS eee eee eee 0.03527 ounces 
ergs per second |. ‘11 1.B41x104° horsepower grams 1 )........ssss.... 003215 ounces (troy) 
ergs per second .......... 1.434x10° — kg-calories per min BrAMS wee ee 0.07093 poundals 
ergs per second 111.1... 10% kilowatts grams... .....seeseee+  2,205x10 pounds 

yram-calories .. 6.6... eee 3.968x10™ British thermal units 
Farads .........00000- 10-° abfarads gram-centimeters 2.2... es 9.302x108- British thermal units 
Farads 110! 10° microfarads gram-centimeters .... +... 980.7 orgs 
Farads. scisac eeoss oun caw 9x10 statfarads gram-centimeters ........- 7.233x10% foot-pounds 
fathoms 12.12 22.1121! 6 feet gram-centimeters 111111121 9:807x10°° joules 

ee 30.48 centimeters gram-centimeters 11.2.1... 2.344x10°°—_kilogram-calories 
feet Tt! 12 inches gram-centimeters.. 12... baoeigs  ilosram-meters 
fest) oe Pane pains 0.3048 ietess grams per cm ............  5.600x10 — pounds per inch 
feet oo ccc cece eee 36 varas grams per cucm ......... 62.43, pounds per cubic foot 

F66t, sures sere asian smncen i/3 yards grams per ccm ......... 003613. pounds per cubic inch 
feet of water 11.210 00. 0.02950 atmospheres grams per cu cm .........  $.405x107 — pounds per mil-foot 
feet of water 111.2020. 0) 0.8826 inches of mercury 
feet OF Mage tuts tetet ae 3048 ka per square wnetes HEGRE coun ae eosise ares 2.471 acres 
fect of water |. 111... 11! 0.4335 pounds per sq inch eteittins os ae LO7Gx10" square feet 
feet per minute 1.22). 2) 0.5080 centimeters per see coteliters o0k EEN une & grams 
feet per minute 1.2.2... 0.01667 feet per sec BSCROHEG ES, cece vex wzncst ms 430 ies 
feet per minute 1.2.22... 0.01829 kilometers per hour HEGIOCERTS ot ORT Mists toasts 100 meters 
feet per minute 1.1.1.1... 0.3048 meters per minute hermisoheres (sbula ania), 05 ae 
feet per minute 10.0... .. 0.01136 miles per hour cmechere (ealilcantiey a 4 De al ri feet per mm 0113 s hemispheres (solid angle) |. 4 spherical right angles 
feet per second .......... 30.48 centimeters per sec hemispheres (solid angle 6.283 steradia 
feet per second ........... 1.097 kilometers per hour enti e, SOLe nee) a: To° steredians 
feet per second .... 2.0... 18.29 meters per minute nennes (1! Sisehs Peteaee 108 a itinen ties 
feet per second |... 10.0... 0.6818 miles per hour henries 11... bn 1/9x10% —stathenrics 
fect per second 22.22.1111! 0.01136 miles per minute horsepower 2 49.44 oo 
feet per 100 feet 1.121112! 1 per cent grade horsepower 111... 00... 33,000 fyoe neue pee Hil 
feet per see per sees... .. 30.48 cm per sec per sec horsepower votes aeO footpounds Der wa 
feet per see per see 11... 1.097 km per hr per sec howenowa .... te L014 Leesentwrer: Coekas: 
feet per sec per sec... 0.3048 meters per sec per sec Ree one cit 10°70 horsepower (metre) 
feet per sec per sec ...... 0.6818 miles per hr per sec Homces re: Taher Meier wea 0.7457 Lissa ee 
foot-pounds .s.....1.....  1.286x10~" British’ thermal units ROREDOWEE nee evenia ro 17454 kilowatts 
oot-pounds 10.1.2... 1... \356x ergs eee (he ee ; 
foot-pounds 20002000001. 5050x107 horsepower-hours Temenos (poner % karen» 33820 Blu per hour 
oot-pounds 0.2.00... 1.356 joules sepowers vor oe jowatts . 
footpounds |. 1.111111)! 3.241x10-' —_kilogram-calories FocROweR hous, TSU Eg BRET ag, © BEUBE thesenal, anita 
foot-pounds ..0 1.2.2.2... 0.1383 kilogram-meters horsepower-hours 1.0.12... © 2.684x10® joules 
foot-pounds .1.......11..  1.286x10 —_kilowatt-hours horsepower-hours 11.1 ...))~ 641.7 (lo geaeeealoeree 
foot-pounds per minute ....  3.766x10"? ~~ Btu_ per minute horgepowerchours (1. 1.00. «© -2.787x105 —kilosramemeters 
foot-pounds per minute || 0.01667 —_foot-pounds per sec horsepower-hours 1.1) 12)” 0.7457 hips 
foot-pounds per minute ....  3.030x10-° —_ horsepower HOURS” wwace sarerersy meee 5 “60 mines 
foot-pounds per minute |... 3.241x10* —_kg-calories per minute Kours fri mas eee aaeEY REW 3600 seconds 
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IT’S THE TRUTH... Chem. E.: “On our date tonight, ; The quiet little freshman co-ed 

Some girls go in for necking— wear something seductive’ om ome fhe county, ane her first 
others go out for it. Soed: hat do you mean: college date, and thrilled beyon 

Many of the girls you see at col- Chem. E.: “Oh, nothing. words. She didn’t want to appear 
exe are at the age where their a 8 @ “countrified”; she had put on her 

voices are changing—from no to A group of civilians was touring — an got i sophisticated 
yes. a battleship when the guide paused alk Oi ang a : pene to 

One thing a girl learns in college before a bronze plate set in the ae un in Ingly about music, 
is how to refuse a kiss—without be- deck and said reverently, “And art, or politics. 

ing deprived of it. this is where our gallant captain Her hero took her to a movie, 
Being a man is difficult—if only fell.” and then to the favorite college 

for the reason that we must deal “Well, no wonder,” said a little cafe. 
with women. old lady, “I nearly tripped over “Two beers” he told the waiter, 

The hardest thing for a man to the damn thing myself.” She, not to be outdone, mur- 
remember are the girls he told he a 8 8 mured, “The same for me.” 

would never forget. . A sharp rap on the door startled @ é 4 
A woman looks upon a secret in the two lovers. : 

one of two ways. Either it is not “Quick, it’s my housemother,” It seems this salesman had a lot 
worth keeping, or it is too good to exclaimed the frightened co-ed. of trouble locating one Colonel ' 
be kept. “Jump out the window.” Sexhauer in the Pentagon. After a 

. se “But were on the thirteenth While, he started telephoning vari- 
A new AF ROTC officer stopped floor,” the junior ME gasped. ous departments. No success. Fi- 

the young man in the neatly fitting “Jump,” cried the co-ed. “This is nally, he tried one last number. 
uniform entering the Union and no time to be superstitious.” “Hello?” he said eagerly, “Do 
asked: _ 3 . 

“What's the cighth general ee an pee a Sexhiuer in your hi § g s enot set Office? order A fire engine went screeching 
“t don't know.” the fellow down the street, past a small bar. “No, sir,” said a girl’s voice. “We 

admitted, A very woozy character stumbled don’t even have a coffee break!” 
“Fave: wou iever been out te out of the bar and started to chase 8 @ 

drill?” . the fire engine. He ran for five . . 
“Ny see blocks, but simply wasn’t able to Two engineering students were 
Nope. ali sale a: Sf a rn “pin 160 ‘Riou: eriougly: tovsay catch up with it, and finally he col- taking, calculus ir = ; nd oe 

sir, either? What outfit you in?” lapsed against a handy lamp post $6 Ate I or eke hi ky ru i Niee Inc the Passi-Cale ae and shook his fist at the departing to arrive, they took a quic perusal 
: DG 2 CDs 01s TEIN: engine. through the book. One of them 

Professor: “Jones, can you tell us “Okay,” he screamed, “keep your eee oe = fables in 
who built the Sphinx?” , damn _ peanuts!” # one , a se Bus 

Jones: “I-I did know, sir, but e oe @ Tell me,” he asked his friend, 

Ive forgotten. You've read that passage wrong, can you read that! 
Professor: What a calamity! The Miss Adams—it’s “All men are cre- “No,” replied his friend, “but if 3 I 

only man living who knows and he ated equal,’ not ‘All men are made I had my flute with me I could 
has forgotten.” the same way.’ ” play it.” 
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Little Willie was late for school 
and the teacher inquired as to the DOODLE DEPT, 
cause of his tardiness. “Mamma 
was ill, Daddy called the doctor, 
and I had to get my own break- 
fast,” explained Willie. 

“Well, you go right home and 
find out what was wrong with your 
mother,” said the teacher, “it might 
be contagious, in which case your 
presence in the room might expose 
me and the rest of the children.” 

So Little Willie went home and 
came back in a little while. 
“Teacher,” he said, “Mamma had a 
baby and she said to tell you that 
if you were a good girl you 
wouldn't get it.” 

e oo 
Gscnwing 

An ME was very indignant at . 
being arrested. He staggered into Looking at the world through a beer can. the police station and before the 
captain had an opportunity to say the neck, the sleeves and the pock- The bartender did and being anything he pounded his fist on the ets and across the left breast puzzled, asked, “Before what desk and said: “What I wanna pocket each waitress had her name __ trouble starts?” know is why I’ve been arrested.” embroidered in white. “It’s started now. I haven’t any “You were brought in for drink- After pirouetting for our benefit money.” 
ing,” answered the captain. she faced us and asked, “Well, how es 8 6 

“Well, thass different—thass fine do you like it?” Ch. E.: “I just bought a skunk.” —let’s get started.” Jerry, my dinner partner, con- M. E.: “Where you gonna keep 
2 8 @ vulsed the house by staring at her *im?” 

“How can you keep eating this embroidered name and dryly an- Ch. E.: “Under the bed.” dorm food?” se ae it very much, but ae What about the awful “Oh. Ge anc Bice ged _ tell me, what are you going to smell? 
sjoon tt Drang {use Gee oe, name the other one? Ch. E.: “He'll just hafta get used 

2 ef to it like I did. * * e 

Teacher (warning her children di aie oa oul Photographer’ “Ah wins” °° against catching cold): I had a little aus! moe ut she was certainly “What you got?” brother seven years old, and one well developed. “Three aces.” 
day he took his new sled out in the 2 8 © “No you don’t. Ah wins.” snow when it was too cold. He “Did you see that donkey fall “What you got?” caught pneumonia and three days down and break his leg?” “Two eight’s and a razor.” later he died. “No, did they blame the driver?” “You sho do. How come you is Silence for ten seconds. “No, they said it was the so lucky?” 

A voice from the rear: Where’s asphalt.” “2 8 his sled? xe & Co-ed: “I had a date with an 
7 oP 8 “Give me a double shot quick, absent-minded professor last 

One day while we were eating, before the trouble starts!” night.” 
our waitress asked what we thought The bartender did and he drank Co-ed No. 2: “How do you know of the new uniforms that the girls it. he is absent-minded?” 
had been outfitted with. They were “Give me another double shot Co-ed: “He gave me a zero on a black with white trimmings around before the trouble starts!” quiz this morning.” 

2 i WO 
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from Donald W. Douglas, Jr. 
President, Douglas Aircraft Company 

I’ve been asked whether non-aeronautical engi- mechanical, structural, electrical and electronics 

neers have good prospects for advancement in engineers in addition to aerodynamicists, physi- 

the aviation industry. cists and mathematicians. Whatever your back- 

The answer is yes, definitely ! At Douglas many ground in the engineering profession may be, 

of our top supervisory people have moved up from there are prime opportunities in the stimulating 

other engineering specialties. The complexity of aircraft and missiles field. 

modern aircraft and missiles requires the greatest Please write to Mr. C. C. LaVene 

variety of engineering skills known to industry. Douglas Aircraft Company, Box X-6101 pany, 

For example, we now have pressing needs for Santa Monica, California 
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So oy Se =a 
Aeronautical engineer Robert Application engineering on large Sale of large centrifugal pumps to Field sales of America’s widest range 
Claude, Parks College of Aero Tech- power transformers is handled by a wide range of industries is diree- of industrial equipment is choice of 
nology, BS Aero Eng. '50, engineers Michael Waterman, Case Institute of ted by Howard Godfrey, Oregon Michael A, Mooney, University Col- 
compressors for wind tunnels. Technology, BSEE, '47. State College, ME ‘48. lege, Dublin, BSE '53. . 
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Sales and promotion man Irving Sales manager of large steam tur- Sales engineering of high voltage Nuclear engineer Raymond W. 
Fisk, Clarkson College, EE '52,works bine generator units is interesting electrical control is specialty of Ernest Klecker, University of Southern Cali- 
with large power circuit breaking specialty of John M, Crawford, Horne, graduate of Alabama Poly- fornia, EE ‘49, is supervisor of de- 

equipment. Clemson College, BME ‘49. technic Institute, EE '49. sign of nuclear reactors. 

| [ {| ( | ( 

Y OU get off to the right start in your career 1904, and most of the A-C management team 
at Allis-Chalmers—even though, at gradu- are graduates of it. 

ation time, you may not know exactly what Your choice includes research, design, manu- 
you want to do. facturing, application and sales of hundreds of 

Because of the diversity of products, a wide products in practically every industry ...a 
selection of training locations is possible. Fi- wide range of fields from nucleonics to elec- 
nally, the course itself is designed to provide tronics to stress analysis. 
up to two years of theoretical and practical Learn more about Allis-Chalmers. Contact 
training . . . help in finding the type of work the A-C district manager in your area or write 
and field to which you are best suited. Allis-Chalmers, Graduate Training Section, 

The course, incidentally, was started in Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

ALLIS-CHALMERS 
A-5601 
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7 So You Think 

You’re SMART! ou re i 

by Sneedly bs’60 

NEEDLY was very happy to young lady from Minneapolis who The answers to the problems in 
S receive the solutions to Novem- sent him that very nice letter. the November issue were very 

bers thought twisters promptly. Here are this month’s problems: easily solved as follows: 
The comments sent in were also A man has a 12 pint cask filled . . 4. 
very much appreciated. with moonshine. He wants to give 1. The Engineer had $8.75 in his 

About this time of the year when 6 pints to a friend but besides the pocket when he entered the 

the days get colder and the nights cask he only has a 7 pint and a 5 first store. This answer may’ 

get longer the approaching holi- pint bottle. How can he get 6 pints be found by setting up one 
day season seems to grow in im- into the 7 pint bottle? equation with one unknown. 
portance to all University of Wis- e 0 © 2. The second problem was 

consin students. (by the way that tiow many minutes is ff until. 6 tricky. However st MP. 

does include the Engineers). To clock if 50 min. avo it was 4 times two equations ang: solving 
° . . ste / oclock if 50 min, ago it was 4 times them simultaneous}: ive the 

make this a more enjoyable and 4. many minutes past 3 o'clock? e y g 
profitable season for you Sneedly ° oe a, fUsWwels of 21 and 28 years. 
has decided to add an extra prob- 3. The third problem tested the 
lem this month. The first’ three A Civil Engineer staked out his ingenuity of you Engineers. 
problems will still be worth $10 Sduare property with a rail fence This problem can be solved 
and you do not need the solution Seven rails high. Each rail, 8 feet with the use of modulo theory. 
of the extra problem in order to 3 inches long, touches an adjoining However for those of you 
win. To those of you who are _ ‘ail at centers of support stationed who have not as yet had Math 
ready, willing and able to solve the along the perimeter of the field 8 115a a trial and error method 

extra problem an additional 10 feet 3 inches from center to center. would have given the answer 

dollars will be given, However, in The number of rails in the fence of 47 lines. 

order to win on the fourth problem ae the number of acres in the Congratulations, Wayne Spindlu 
the first three must also be solved. end. . ; sf Noves Hall. on vour correct 
It would indeed be possible for What is the length of his prop- : oot so ? 
someone to win $20 which would erty? AMSWeTS. 

make a very nice Christmas pres- If there are any questions about 
ent. So don't delay. He who hesi- Here is the extra problem worth Sneedley’s solutions he will be 
tates is lost! a saw-buck. most happy to explain them in fur- 

With the hope that the final 4 There are 100 people at a barbe- ther detail. So send all solutions 
weeks of the semester will salvage que with a supply of 100 Frank- and other correspondence to 
those descending grades Snecdly furters. Each man eats 3 Hot Dogs, SNEEDLY 
wishes all his readers the very best each woman 2, and each child 4. c/o The Wisconsin Engineer 
Holiday Season ever. He also sends How many men, women and chil- Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 
a very special Greeting to the dren were there? Madison, Wisconsin 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK 

No. 33 in a Kodak Series 
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The Army’s first operational rotor-tip — ——r—“—OC———CC. .'/'.  2~2~—em CSC 

pattern within the rear end of the ram- ~—=SEe —=—sSmsek 
jet engine even though passing by at  —=—meeEO OO 
about 450 miles per hour. - _ oe 

Project: 

Inspect rotor tip jets for a whirlybird 
Hiller Helicopters wanted facts on the fuel spray pattern of a ram-jet engine 
whirling at speeds up to 700 feet per second. Photography got the job. 

Ww" HILLER HELICOPTERS of Palo Alto, Cal. photography will play a part in improving prod- 
—a pioneer in vertical take-off aircraft— ucts, aiding quality control and increasing sales. 

developed a rotor-tip ram-jet engine, they knew TE 

the fuel spray would be subject to high air velocity 
s 5. Geom thsas ete sacs ; and centrifugal force up to 1200 G’s. Would the a j j h oI 

fuel spray be deflected outward and cause the eg ei 
jet to lose thrust ? They wanted to know. So they pA EE arr, : : i 
set up the camera with its fast eye to catch what * | | aa ea : . 
otherwise couldn’t be seen. And they learned the Al -_ Zs 4 ss Rd 
right angle of air intake and nozzle to obtain the | a i ) Bat ih ya 
greatest power. Ny] ieee oe 

: ae: ine 
Using photography in research is an old story A? Poe ae iy AMS) 

s “ A sae : . i. ‘ CELL TRIPPING Ao i HE Hare 
with Hiller—just as familiar as using it for A 4 an ve ie Wl Bi pececous : . efi 3 | wy im «be eee improving public relations. It’s an example of ee ee ai A) fos a 
the way photography plays many important roles iS Ce YA 3 _ liad. -e 
j adasy j siry 2 | ies ee in modern-day industry. se fee ||  . 

In whatever work you do you will find that Poe 7 : we Vv 

‘This is all the human eye could have seen of the 
whirling ram-jet engine as camera takes its picture. 

CAREERS WITH KODAK Z 
With photography and photographic processes __ If you are looking for such an interesting oppor- fe - 
becoming increasingly important in the business tunity, write for information about careers with A a fo 
and industry of tomorrow, there are new and Kodak. Address: Business and Technical Aw 
challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Lf sects : : ; S 8 4 engineering, electronics, design and production. Rochester 4, N. Y. r Keo @ lake 

Lo Cc EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. OO



le Interview with General Electric’s 

C BA ~ a W. Scott Hill ; i mi ga , 
. — ° ° one 

ti Manager —Engineering Recruiting 

| > Qualities | Look For 
| ‘ e,e ° 

Sea When Recruiting Engineers 

Q. Mr. Hill, what can | do to get the A. Not long at all. If a man joins a field has a much better idea of what 

most out of my job interviews? training program, or is placed direct- he wants to do. This helps us decide 

A. You know, we have the same ly on an operating job, he gets where he would be most likely to 

question. I would recommend that assignments which let him work up succeed or where he should start his 

you have some information on what to more responsible jobs. We are career, Many students have had to 
the company does and why you be- hiring people with definite consider- work hard during college or sum- 

lieve you have a contribution to ation for their potential in either mers, to support themselves. These 

make. Looking over company in- technical work or the management men obviously have a motivating 
formation in your placement office field, but their initial jobs will be desire to become engineers that we 

is helpful. Have in mind some of the important and responsible. find highly desirable. 
things you would like to ask and try 

to anticipate questions that may @. How will the fact that I've had to Sy cohy'what he wants to do when he i 
refer to your specific interests. work hard in my engineering studies, being interviewed? 

. | with no time for a lot of outside activi- ‘ 4 
Q. What information do you try to get ties, affect my employment possibilities? A. No, I don’t. It is helpful if he 
during your interviews? has thought enough about his in- 
A. This is where we must fill in be- A. You’re concerned, I’d guess, with terests to be able to discuss some 
tween the lines of the personnel all the talk of the quest for ‘‘well- general directions he is considering. 
forms. I try to find out why partic- rounded men.”’ We do look for this For example, he might know whether 
ular study programs have been fol- characteristic, but being president he wants product engineering work, 
lowed, in order to learn basic motiva- of the student council isn’t the only or the marketing of technical prod- 
tions. I also try to find particular indication of this trait. Through ucts, or the engineering associated 

abilities in fields of science, or math- talking with your professors, for with manufacturing. On G-E train- 

ematics, or alternatively in the more example, we can determine who ing programs, rotating assignments 

practical courses, since these might takes the active role in group proj- are designed to help men find out 

not be apparent from personnel rec- ects and gets along well with other more about their true interests be- 
ords. Throughout the interview we students in the class. This can be fore they make their final choice. 

try XO judge clarity of thinking since equally important in our judgment. Q. How do military commitments affect 
this also gives us some indication of ai 

ae : . “ 5 your recruiting? 
ability and ultimate progress. One Q. How important are high scholastic A.M 
good way to judge a person, I find, grades in your decision to hire a man? _ Many young men today have 

is to ask myself: Would he be easy A. AtGE h military commitments when they 
to work with and would J like: to . At G.E. we must have men who graduate. We feel it is to their ad- 
have hits aaauyrelose associate? are technically competent. Your vantage and ours to accept employ- 

grades give us a pretty good indica- ment after graduation and then ful- 

Q. What part do first impressions play tion of this and are also a measure fill their obligations. We have a 
in your evaluation of people? of the way you have applied your- limited number of copies of a De- 

A. I think we all form a first im- self. When we find someone whose partment of Defense booklet de- 
pression when we meet anyone. grades are lower than might be ex- scribing, in detail, the many ways in 

Therefore, if a generally neat ap- pected from his other characteristics, which the latter can be done. Just 

pearance is presented, I think it we look into it to find out if there write to Engineering Personnel, 
helps. It would indicate that you are circumstances which may have Bldg. 36, 5th Floor, General Electric 

considered this important to your- contributed. Company, Schenectady 5, N.Y. 950 
self and had some pride in the way 
the interviewer might size you up. Q. What consideration do you give work *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

experience gained prior to graduation? cussing: e Advancement in Large 

Q. With only academic training as a . Companies @ Salary e Personal 

background, how long will it be before A. Often a man with summer work Development. 
I'll be handling responsible work? experience in his chosen academic
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